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Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area. In carrying out its responsibilities as a 
public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal issues arising in its community 
on a continuing basis. A variety of specials, public service announcements, public affairs programs 
and broadcasts on matter of concern to our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-
community projects. Our most significant programming, which has dealt with current community 

issues during the preceding three-month period, is set forth below.



Specific Treatment of Community Issues

News stories carried in the M-F and Sunday 7am Morning Newscasts and the rebroadcast of 
the daily KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Sunday, ranging in length of 45 seconds 

or more address community issues.

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in length of 45 
seconds or more address community issues.



COMMUNITY ISSUES

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 12 viewing 
area as well as the rest of the country and the world. Here we are listing just a few of the stories that 
were included in our newscast this quarter. 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and involvement. 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents. Continuing growth keeps our 
employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft manufacturers, old businesses 
leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax increases/decreases, and major weather 
concerns for residences and businesses. All of these factors impact the community, and are of 
ongoing interest and concern for our viewing audience. 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its viewing area, 
with the assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 viewing area and 
are aired regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as possible of the latest in 
Environmental technology, treatments, advisories, etc. 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and the Channel 
12 News Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe weather warnings, school 
closings, fire safety, disaster preparedness and emergency situations. And, with severe weather 
season, storm spotter training meetings are held several times a week in locations throughout the 
Channel 12 viewing area all over the state. 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers how the issues and decisions by city, county 
and state government can affect them. 



Description of Programs Providing Most
Significant Treatment of Community Issues

Program  Day  Time 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 4:30 - 7:00 am 
Eyewitness News at Noon Monday – Friday 12:00N - 12:30 pm 
Eyewitness News at 5:00 Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 
Eyewitness News at 6:00 Monday – Friday 6:00 - 6:30 pm 
Eyewitness News at 10:00 Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 
Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday 8:00 – 10:00 am 
Eyewitness News Weekend Saturday 6:00 - 6:30 pm 

Saturday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 
Eyewitness News Weekend Sunday 5:30 - 6:00 pm 

Sunday 10:00 – 11:00 pm 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news 
programs that present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 
stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes 
in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

Public Service  All Days Any times 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service announcements 
of varying lengths throughout its broadcast schedule. Some of the 
announcements are part of campaigns on one subject. 



CBS Network Programming

Program Day Time 
60 Minutes Sundays  6:00 pm 
This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the American 
public. 

48 Hours Mystery Saturdays 9:00 pm 
This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different topic each 
program. 

Sunday Morning Sundays 8:00 am 
Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue stories as well 
as human-interest features. 

Face The Nation Sundays 9:30 am 
A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international issues. 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:00am - 4:00am 
Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and 
general interest items.
 
CBS Morning News Monday – Friday 4:00am – 4:30am 
Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general 
interest items. 

CBS This Morning Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

The CBS Evening News Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

CBS Saturday Morning Saturdays 6:00 - 8:00 am 



Features in Newscasts

Newstalk 
Monday through Friday Morning & Noon Newscasts 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the Noon and morning 
Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about healthcare, pet care, plant care, and home 
economics. 

Daily Birthdays 
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

Community Involvement 
Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend and the birthday person’s 
picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 12 Morning Newscast coffee mug is awarded to one 
of the birthday persons. 

Answerback 12 
Sundays 10:00pm 

Locally produced feature including viewer’s comments and answering viewer’s questions about 
programming and other general questions about KWCH 12. 

FactFinder 12 Investigations 
Newscasts on various days and times 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

Crime Watch 
Newscasts on various days and times 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

Education 
Newscasts on various days and times 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

Economy 
Newscast on various days and times 



Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect viewers’ economic 
livelihood. 

Consumer Reports 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 
Various other times 

Stories on new products available and whether they work. 
Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type situations. 

Does It Work 
10pm Wednesdays 

Locally produced reports on retail items and if they work as advertised. 
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CRIME

10/2/16 9pm

Many of you have reached out to us tonight, about social media threats toward Wichita schools. We have seen 
Facebook profiles featuring clown images making direct threats toward at least two different schools... East high and 
south high are directly mentioned, including this one that tells students *not* to come to school tomorrow along 
with more broad threats are made to all schools. Brittni Thomason has been talking to authorities, and has the latest 
from the newsroom...

10/3/16 8am

Police are searching for suspects who burglarized three liquor stores within two hours. We're getting a look inside 
one of those stores. The manager at Fizzies Liquor store near 29-th street and Tyler says surveillance video from 
early Sunday morning shows three people wearing hooded clothing and head lamps ...carrying what appear to be 
sledgehammers and crowbars. The manager says the thieves took about 50 dollars in cash… but the damage to the 
store was much worse. This is the first time anyone has broken into the store ... and the manager says, she wants to 
make sure it's the last. <sot verbatim: 1601 to further our security we're also installing more security cameras outside 
our store, and we're leaving the lights on in the parking lot so people will have a better view of our store during the 
night time. > Similar burglaries happened at Jacob's Liquor near 21-st and Maize ... and Rolling Hills Wine and 
Spirits near Maple and Maize Road. Police say in all three cases, the thieves only took cash. Police are trying to 
determine whether all three cases are connected.

10/4/16 4pm

A Wichita woman is in critical condition right now after police say her ex-boyfriend shot her in the head. it 
happened near 29th and Woodlawn yesterday... Investigators say they were called to a home there around 4 in the 
afternoon. but they believe the woman had been there for about 4 hours... investigators learned family members had 
been trying to contact the woman throughout the day, but weren't able to .... And she was supposed to pick her 
mother up earlier in the day, but she never showed up. The mother called police after returning home to discover her 
daughter hurt. Police say the 22 year old had recently broken up with her boyfriend. He is now facing charges for 
attempted murder and aggravated battery. Police also found the gun they believe was used in the shooting in a lake.

10/5/16 10pm

20 to 30 shots were fired... at a car in northeast Wichita early this morning. Inside of that car... was 18-year-old 
Debrylan (duh-brylan) bell who was killed. Today... family members identified bell. His mother tells us... she spoke 
to her son hours before he was shot. <sot verbatim: Bonita Bell I don't know, my baby ain't never gone get to come 
back, he don't get to graduate just because of somebody who want to take his life. > Wichita police say bell is a 
documented gang member. But his family says he is not. No arrests have been made in the shooting. Investigators 
don't know if the shots came from another vehicle or by someone who was on foot.

10/6/16 6am

We are following breaking news in south wichita...with multiple scenes early this morning a driver crashed into a 
building near harry and hillside...we know a pedestrian was also hit there Scott Evans is on his way to Kellogg and 



Armour where another crash happened. Possibly connected to the harry and hillside crash Anna auld is on scene at 
harry and hillside she just spoke with police... Anna what's the latest.

10/8/16 8am

Police in Arkansas City are investigating a social media post making a threat toward Arkansas city high school. 
Police say the post came from a social media account associated with clowns. A 17-year-old was arrested in 
connection with the threat. Investigators determined there was no danger of physical harm from the post. The teen 
arrested in the case has been released to the custody of a parent.

10/9/16 10pm

A 55-year-old woman is shot and killed in a west Wichita apartment complex ... Tonight ... Police are still looking 
for the person responsible. It was breaking news last night on eyewitness news at 10. Deedee Sun spoke with 
neighbors about what happened.

10/10/16 6am

A Wichita woman...was murdered inside her own apartment police told us Saturday, they don't have any suspects. 
Yesterday, Deedee sun spoke with neighbors about what happened. They say, the lack of suspects has them 
concerned.

10/11/16 10pm

It’s a look into how Colorado’s legal marijuana has impacted Kansas... Today Kansas attorney general Derek 
Schmidt released a report detailing survey's that went out late last year. The surveys were sent to 320 law 
enforcement agencies and 70 county and district attorneys asking how Colorado pot has impacted their 
communities. This map shows the counties where law enforcement reported the presence of Colorado marijuana. 
Those are the ones in green. The ones in white mean either they did not respond to the survey or there was no 
reports of Colorado marijuana in the county. The study says that it was not clear if Colorado marijuana legalization 
led to a significant increase in overall marijuana crimes in the state. It goes on to say that one of the primary effects 
of Colorado marijuana seems to be that high-grade Colorado marijuana has replaced lower quality marijuana from 
Mexico and homegrown marijuana. They’ve also seen a rise in marijuana edibles...waxes and oils coming into the 
state.

10/12/16 6am

Two men accused of raping and kidnapping a Johnson county sheriff’s deputy are off the streets of Kansas City. 
Prosecutors believe William Luth and Brady Newman-Caddell plucked the deputy off the streets, then sexually 
assaulted her in a car. The deputy was let go two hours later - across the state line in Missouri. Detectives tracked 
the car and discovered it was registered to Luth's wife. Luth and Newman-Caddell face charges of sexual assault, 
kidnapping - sodomy and rape.

10/13/16 6am



Two men accused of raping and kidnapping a Johnson county sheriff's deputy were in court yesterday to be 
arraigned. William Luth and Brady Newman-Caddell both entered not guilty pleas. Prosecutors charged the two 
with several felonies - including sodomy and kidnapping. Both will remain in the Johnson county jail on a million 
dollars bond each. The county sheriff says the woman they assaulted is doing okay. Her name has not been released.

10/14/16 10pm

<sot verbatim:  (MUSIC) one of them said the bombing would quote wake people up. Today’s law enforcement 
action culminated in the arrest of 3 individuals. Individuals who pose a significant incredible threat to our 
community and were planning to take eminent actions.  > These three men are all accused of threatening to blow up 
a garden city apartment complex and mosque. Tonight we continue to learn more details about these men.... And the 
crime they're accused of planning to carry out. We’ve got team 12 coverage bringing you the latest on this story that 
continues to develop. We want to get out to Emily griffin first... Who has new information on the plot from a 
criminal complaint we obtained tonight.

10/15/16 9pm

Secretary of state John Kerry says two American prisoners held captive by rebels in Yemen have been released. 
Their names have not been released but they were taken to neighboring Oman earlier today. At least ten thousand 
people have been killed in Yemen since forces began fighting back in March of 2015.

10/16/16 7am

This is all that's left of a truck that plummeted off a bridge, killing four people in San Diego. The truck dove 60 feet 
from the bridge linking the city with Coronado Island...landing in a packed city park that was hosting a biker 
festival. First responders say in addition to the four people killed, seven others were hurt, two suffering serious 
injuries. The driver was one of those seriously hurt. Police arrested him for suspected d-u-i.

10/17/16 8am

Again - Here's what we know right now. The F-B-I says three men -- Curtis Allen, Gavin Wright and Patrick Stein 
were arrested in connection to a domestic terror plot. The F-B-I says the men planned to blow up a Garden City 
apartment complex where many Somali refugees live. Investigators say the men also wrote a manifesto. They 
belonged to a group called the Kansas Security Force and the Crusaders.  Allen, Wright and Stein are each being 
held on one count of conspiring to use a weapon of mass destruction.

10/18/16 4pm

Also breaking this afternoon... this man is sentenced to more than a year in prison for his role in a bomb plot last 
year. 29-year-old alexander Blair was sentenced to 15 months today after pleading guilty to a conspiracy charge in 
May. Prosecutors say Blair loaned one-hundred dollars to john t. booker to store an explosive device. Booker 
pleaded guilty to felony charges, after the f-b-i arrested him for trying to set off what he thought was a bomb at fort 
riley. The bomb was fake, and provided by f-b-i informants. Booker has yet to be sentenced. Blair's maximum 
penalty was five years in prison. After his 15-month sentence, he will spend two years on probation and must pay 
one-hundred dollars in restitution.



10/19/16 7am

This man, accused of attempted capital murder, chooses to represent himself in court. The trial against jams Phillips 
continues this morning and eyewitness news will be there. The first day of testimony was explosive Phillips 
shouting expletives at prosecutors inside the courtroom... <natural Sound: sit down. I'm speaking, i don't interrupt 
this mother f-----. Tell him to shut up." > The judge had to stop opening statement because of Phillips outbursts 
Phillips is accused of shooting her while police say he tried robbing an a-t & t store in derby. Parts of Julie Dombo’s 
legs and arms had to be amputated. She says she went into the store that day to get help with her phone. She told 
jurors Phillips told her to go the the backroom of the store, but she wasn't going to do it. <sot verbatim: sot Julie 
Dombo when he said, 'everybody to the back room, i looked at him and said, no. "Why did you say that?" because i 
thought i was going to die > like we mentioned, Phillips chose to represent himself in this case Scott has more 
details on that.

10/20/16 4pm

The Wichita man who fed a young boy a piece of octopus will now serve two years’ probation. Matthew Gallagher 
pled guilty to an amended charge of endangering a child. Court documents show Gallagher fed the child a raw 
octopus, which then got lodged in the kid's throat. He's also charged with battery and interference with law 
enforcement. Police say Gallagher initially lied to officers and said he fed the child chicken.

10/21/16 8am

We are learning more about three men accused of planning an attack on a garden city apartment complex and 
mosque. In a new document sent out last night - state prosecutors say what they will argue today in federal court - to 
keep the men in jail until their trial. Patrick stein and Gavin Wright will appear for a detention hearing today while 
Curtis Allen will have his on Monday. Anna auld is live in front of the court house with what we know so far.

10/22/16 8am

A former pastor is accused of trying to choke a four-month-old baby. The 54-year-old has been charged with felony 
aggravated battery and misdemeanor battery. Police say... he walked-up to a mom and baby in line at an overland 
park Wal-Mart... And began choking the baby. People inside the store held the man until officers arrived. The baby 
is doing fine. Investigators say... the man may have been under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

10/23/16` 8am

Breaking news overnight.... Several people are in custody in connection to a shooting that hurt 2 men in great bend. 
Barton county dispatch got the call around 1-35 this morning. They found two men with gunshot wounds near 9th 
street and Frey Street in great bend. Police have not released the names of the victims.

10/24/16 7am

The third man accused of plotting to blow up a garden city apartment complex will appear in court today. Curtis 
Allen faces domestic terrorism charges related to the bomb plot. Two other men charged in the case appeared in 
court Friday. Gavin Wright asked to remain in jail out of concern for his safety. He also entered a not guilty plea to 
the charges he faces. Patrick Stein also appeared in court. A federal judge decided to keep both men in custody 
throughout court proceedings.



10/25/16 4pm

Emily, The search for Michael Vance escalated today... According to news 9 in Oklahoma, blue alerts with his 
picture are now being posted on electronic billboards along highways throughout the entire state. The 38-year-old is 
wanted on multiple charges, including two murder counts. Police say he stabbed his aunt and uncle to death ... then 
shot two police officers before taking off in a patrol car Sunday night. Both officers are expected to survive. A fifth 
person was shot at a convenience store yesterday near the Texas border, and investigators believe Vance is 
responsible. They say he also posted a video on Facebook from inside a stolen police pickup. Because of threats 
Vance made in those Facebook videos some of his family members have been taken into protective custody.

10/26/16 9pm

A man is hospitalized in critical condition... After a shooting in south Wichita. Tonight, Wichita police are still 
searching for the shooter. We first told you about this breaking news at five and six. The shooting happened shortly 
before five at a strip mall on south Seneca. It’s near the intersection with west May Street. That’s where we find 
Pilar Pedraza, who has been at the scene all evening long.

10/27/16 4pm

The u-s coast guard seized a record haul of cocaine off the coast of central and South America... officials announced 
today... A total of more than 416-thousand pounds of cocaine was intercepted from last October to this September. 
<sot verbatim: (Vice Adm. Fred Midgette/Commander Coast Guard Pacific Area) "The Coast Guard removed 5.6 
billion dollars’ worth of cocaine -- and that's a wholesale number -- that's 5.6 billion dollars out of the pockets of 
Ganglords, drugpins, and other violent heads of trans-national organized networks." > The coast guard also 
apprehended 585 suspected drug smugglers -- another all-time record in a single fiscal year.

10/28/16 9pm

I spent the day in El Dorado, talking with people around town, to get reaction to Melcher’s arrest... Nobody wanted 
to go on camera, but a few people did say that see him around town, and he seemed like a nice enough guy... But 
they were pretty shocked to learn of the details surrounding his arrest... Here are those details... Melcher was 
arrested on Tuesday and is charged with aggravated indecent liberties with a child, under the age of 14... As well as 
electronic solicitation of a child under the age of 14. Court documents we obtained say the charges pertain to 
something that happened on September 10th. Melcher is a special education teacher and coach at El Dorado high 
school, and the district released this statement today... In part saying that Melcher has not been on campus since 
original questioning, and would not return after the case is resolved. Melcher is an employee of the butler county 
special education cooperative, who directed him to El Dorado high school... They tell me he is on paid 
administrative leave. Two other people who worked for the company were arrested for child sex crimes since 
September... Christi Cradduck was arrested for aggravated indecent liberties with a child... She was arrested a week 
after being fired by the company. Becca Wixom was arrested for suspicion of sexual misconduct with a child... 
Wixom worked as a para in Douglass. Administration at the butler county special education cooperative says they 
have no reason to believe any of these three cases are related.

10/29/16 9pm

Jacob -- officers were still on scene when i went there this afternoon. We still have quite a few question following 
the early morning shooting...but this is what we do know. It happened shortly before three a-m. One person died on 



scene and investigators say it appears the shooting began as a home invasion. A police supervisor says the person 
killed appeared to have tried to defend himself or herself when the shooting happened. We still don't have any 
descriptions on the person killed or any witnesses. Police did say the victim was not the homeowner.... and the 
homeowner wasn't home at the time. I tried to talk to neighbors...but no one would speak with me about what 
happened.

10/30/16 7am

Wichita police say a home invasion led to a deadly shooting overnight Saturday. Police say someone shot and killed 
a person near Hillside and 31-st Street south. They tell us it looks like the person was trying to defend themselves 
when the shooting happened. Right now, officers aren't releasing much information about what happened. We've 
seen reports that investigators may have arrested someone in this case, but police have not gotten back to us to 
confirm that. We'll update you know as soon as we learn any new information.

10/31/16 8am

People nearby describe a scary scene in old town. Someone shot a 34-year-old man in the arm and chest. This 
happened early yesterday morning - just after midnight on north rock island. Bullet fragments hit and injured 
another victim. Investigators say four people are involved. They say the four know each other and this could be gang 
related. Police have been working to make old town bars safer. That includes getting each bar i-d readers and more 
staff. <sot verbatim: 39:29 We have been doing extra duty shifts in the old town area Friday and Saturday nights that 
include extra officers as well as mounted patrol. 39:35 >

11/1/16 9pm

We're following two breaking news situations in Wichita tonight. A gas leak shuts down southbound traffic on 
interstate 135 in south Wichita for hours. First... One person is shot and taken to the hospital with serious injuries. 
Pilar Pedraza joins us live with what we know about that shooting right now.

11/2/16 4pm

Armed and dangerous... That's what the Harvey county sheriff calls this man... Jereme Nelson... He’s now wanted 
for questioning in the murders of three people who were found dead in a driveway out in Harvey County over the 
weekend... we have team coverage... following up on new information about who could've been involved. We begin 
with Michael Schwanke at the breaking news desk...

11/3/16 4pm

The man accused of gunning down two police officers in their patrol cars in Iowa has now been formally charged... 
that's according to w-h-o-t-v... They’re reporting Scott Michael Greene is now facing two counts of first degree 
murder. For now green remains hospitalized. Investigators say Scott Michael Greene ambushed Urbandale officer 
Justin Martin and Des Moines sergeant Anthony Beminio (beh-min-ee-oh) overnight Wednesday. The killings 
happened about 20 minutes apart - less than two miles from each other. Now police say they've discovered the gun 
used in the attack. Greene turned himself just hours after it happen and was taken to the hospital after saying he felt 
sick. Greene was well known to police in the area. <SOT VERBATIM: I escorted you outside the stadium sir, you 
grabbed me > Greene recorded this video about two weeks ago, showing police escorting him from a high school 



football game. Witnesses say he had waved a confederate flag at a group of black spectators during the national 
anthem.

11/4/16 4pm

We're standing by at Wichita city hall right now where police are expected to give us an update on a stabbing that 
left a six year old girl dead... Two others were hurt including a 24 year old woman and a 4 year old child. It's a story 
we've been following since it first broke just after 6 this morning... And we've got an entire team working to bring 
you the latest... this is what we know so far...the incident was first reported as an injury accident... One person called 
9-1-1 after seeing a jeep hit a minivan near Lincoln and Oliver... When emergency crews arrived at that scene found 
two people inside that Jeep... a 24 year-old woman and a 6 year-old girl.... Both had multiple stab wounds police 
believe they suffered *before the crash. The woman was taken to the hospital where she is still in. The 6 year old 
girl died... Then about 2 hours later another young girl was found wandering alone in maize... She was also rushed 
to the hospital with multiple stab wounds... She is in critical condition right now.

11/5/16 9pm

Jacob -- i last spoke with the grandfather of the 4-year-old little girl, who he says has been able to spend some time 
with her dad, watching cartoons this morning. He says the mother is still sedated... he says the four year old daughter 
told her dad the last thing she remembers is her six-year-old sister yelling at her to run. That six-year-old little girl 
did pass away in the hospital from her injuries yesterday. Police were still investigating the scene this afternoon, but 
they are finished for the day. They tell us they will have an official update on Monday... but this is what we know so 
far. 49-year old Hassan Wright faces multiple charges including first degree murder, attempted first degree murder 
and aggravated kidnapping. Police say, they found a knife near 77th and ridge in maize...which they believe wright 
used to stab the mom, and her six and four-year-old daughters. Police believe everything started at that scene in 
maize, where wright left the four- year old behind in a field...Then drove the mom and the six-year-old to Wichita. 
Police say, at some point wright got out of the jeep, then the mom started driving and crashed in a strip mall parking 
lot... near Lincoln and Oliver. That’s when someone found both victims just before seven yesterday morning. E-m-s 
took both victims to the hospital... The 6 year old girl passed away... About an hour later, someone found the 4-year-
old barely dressed and stabbed, at an industrial sand plant in maize. But again, we learn tonight that that 4-year old 
girl is stable... And the mother is still sedated, recovering from her injuries.

11/6/16 7am

We are learning new details about Friday's attack that killed one young girl, and left her mother and sister 
hospitalized. Brittni Thomason talked to the grandfather of one of the girls. She updates us on the mother and 
daughter's conditions.

11/7/16 4pm

A bowl of soup lands a California woman in hot water. Prosecutors say she sold ceviche without a permit. The 
woman says... she's part of a potluck group that occasionally sells their products. Someone contacted the woman... 
asking for some of her signature Spanish soup. Turns out - the requestor was a county investigator. The woman and 
her friends were cited for selling the soup without a health department license. Prosecutors GAVE her two 
misdemeanors. The woman is fighting the charges. She’s going to trial and could face jail time. <"It was just like 
unreal that they were saying you could face up to a year in jail." FLASH TO (Kelly McDaniel/ Deputy District 
Attorney, San Joaquin County) "Food prepared in a facility that is not inspected creates a risk to the public."  > the 



woman is the only member of her group who didn't take a plea bargain that would have put her on probation for 
three years.

11/9/16 4pm

Two west Wichita schools go on lockdown... While police arrest a murder suspect just a couple of blocks away... 
we've followed the breaking news since around two... when we first learned McCollom and Peterson elementary 
schools in a neighborhood near 13th and Tyler went on lockdown for a time... Wichita police say police spotted a 
murder suspect in the area of 12th and Westlink... the 16-year-old is a suspect in a murder Monday on north 
terrace... Police say the suspect tried to run from officers... Who searched for him about an hour... A police dog 
found the man hiding behind a shed in the 13-hundred block of north Murray... No one was hurt... And the 
lockdown at the schools was lifted after the arrest was made.

11/10/16 4pm

Great bend police say they want to find Charles McHenry... Who has been missing since May 6th... great bend 
police say, since his disappearance was reported… It's search efforts have turned up nothing... Investigators say foul 
play cannot be ruled out in connection with his disappearance... It is also asking for hunters to keep an eye out for 
any possible evidence... If you have information... Call 9-1-1.

11/11/16 4pm

Emily, we've had crews on that scene all day... Now investigators are telling us that deadly crash that you just saw 
actually started with a theft... around 8-55 this morning officers were alerted to a theft at a Walmart store in newton. 
They tell us multiple people tried to steal about 11-hundred dollars’ worth of merchandise from the store... Those 
suspects left in two vehicles... officers spotted one of those vehicles going west on u-s 50 a short time later... when 
they ran the license  plate, they discovered the vehicle had also been reported stolen... Officers tried to pull that 
driver over but the driver took off...leading police on a high speed chase - with speeds reaching 110 miles per hour. 
An eyewitness who captured the crash on the video you saw a moment ago told us officers put out stop sticks to try 
and slow the vehicle down. But newton police Chief Eric Murphy says the driver in the red vehicle swerved... lost 
control... and slam Med into the semi-truck. He says the two men inside the vehicle most likely died on impact.  
Now k-h-p is taking over the investigation into the crash <Sot Eric Murphy the highway patrol will be working the 
motor vehicle accident, and they will be giving us the investigation as far as occupants and will have further 
investigation on this.> police say the second vehicle involved in the theft was recovered in Hutchinson - the suspects 
were not located. Again, there were two men inside the vehicle - they have both died. The driver of the semi-truck 
was taken to the hospital in as a precautionary measure.

11/12/16 9pm

These five have been charged in Goodpaster's death. Willie Morris... Brian Bussard... and Jeff and Heidi Hillard... 
All face charges including first-degree murder... Kidnapping, battery, and robbery. The Hillard also face charges of 
rape of a *second* victim in the incident... who is still alive. Alexandria Scott IS charged only with kidnapping and 
robbery.

11/13/16 7am



A jury found a former Hodgeman county deputy not guilty of killing his two-month old son. Kody Hanson was 
found not guilty of child abuse and first degree murder. Hanson was arrested last year and fired from the sheriff's 
office after the charges were filed.

11/14/16 4pm

Police say that person was shot and killed inside this restaurant - Bida Saigon around 1:30 today. You can see police 
still have a very large area taped off around this restaurant and neighboring businesses. Police say that person was 
shot and killed inside this restaurant- Bida Saigon around 1:30 today you can see police still have a very large area 
taped off around this restaurant and neighboring businesses. We still don't know if the person shot is a man or a 
woman...or how old they are. We also don't know if that person was an employee or customer of the restaurant. 
Police say a person of interest has been detained and that person was found at the crime scene. There were several 
other people in the restaurant when the shooting happened...and police are working to get more information from 
them. <sot verbatim: Everybody's cooperative, every body's talking to the police. Again, it's a language barrier so 
we're trying to work around that and get officers in that can speak, I'm not sure the language that we're dealing with 
here but again we're trying to get officers that can come in and help with the investigation so as the day goes on we'll 
get more information. > Police did not say whether a weapon was found inside the restaurant. Right now they are 
not actively looking for other people connected to this crime...but that person of interest has not been arrested.

11/15/16 4pm

Emily, this afternoon Hassan wright plead no contest to those accusations... Wright was arrested and charged with 
first degree murder, aggravated kidnapping, and attempted first degree murder after police say he stabbed a 6-year-
old girl, a 4-year-old girl and their mother November 4. The 6-year-old girl later died in the hospital. She and her 
mother were found in a jeep in a shopping center parking lot in south Wichita. Someone found the 4-year-old girl 
critically injured and wandering in a field north of Wichita. Wright has been in jail on a 1 million dollar bond. The 
no-contest plea he entered in court today is not an admission of guilt but leads to a conviction.

11/16/16 4pm

The bodies of two people who went missing in Linn county four days ago may now have been found. Investigators 
with the k-b-i discovered the two bodies buried on a rural property near Pittsburg... Right now officials are still 
working to positively identify them... But the remains are believed to be those of 87 year old Betty McNabb and her 
son Kenneth. On Monday David McNabb was arrested for second degree murder, criminal desecration of a body 
and interference with a law enforcement officer.

11/17/16 4pm

A Minnesota police officer is expected to appear in court tomorrow for the deadly shooting of a black man during a 
traffic stop. Yesterday prosecutors announced that officer, Geronimo Yanez, will be charged with second degree 
manslaughter in the death of Philando Castile. Castile died back in July after he was shot by an officer during a 
routine traffic stop. The case got national attention after Castile’s girlfriend streamed the encounter live on 
Facebook. They say Yanez pulled over Castile for a broken tail light... Castile informed Yanez he had a handgun but 
prosecutors concluded he never tried to pull it from his pocket. A lawyer for the officer has said his client reacted to 
the presence of a gun. Officer Yanez will make his first appearance in criminal court on Friday.

11/18/16 9pm



Friends and neighbors gather to pray for an infant who is still missing after a deadly shooting in west Wichita. Take 
a look at this picture on your screen. Seven-day-old Sophia Gonzalez Abarca has been missing since yesterday 
afternoon. Anyone with information - call this number 1-800-CALL-FBI. As Wichita police plead for anyone with 
tips to call them... Family members of the woman killed and her missing child are asking you for help. Jacob 
Albracht begins our team 12 coverage with what friends said at tonight's prayer service.

11/19/16 4pm

The search for a week old baby still underway right now... and police are asking everyone to be on the lookout for 
this little girl...Sofia Victoria Gonzalez Abarca. We’re standing by right now for an update from police... In the next 
15 minutes the chief Gordon Ramsey will make a new push for your help to find this little girl we broke the news of 
her disappearance here on eyewitness news at 4 yesterday after her mother was found dead... Our team 12 coverage 
continues today... We begin first with Akeam Ashford who is live right now.

11/20/16 7am

Law Enforcement worked around the clock to find baby Sophia. The F-B-I joined the case Friday. The Dallas Police 
Department issued a warrant Saturday morning to find baby Sophia. Wichita police chief Gordon Ramsay thanked 
all of the agencies for their efforts. He said this case weighed heavy on everyone's hearts. <sot verbatim: this is 
obviously you know a 7 day, 6 day old infant that's....it's unfathomable. It was clear in the work of the detectives, i 
could see their dedication truly came out, because this hits close to home, it hits close to home. >

11/21/16 4pm

A massive manhunt underway across Texas right now as police intensify their search for the gunman who shot and 
killed a San Antonio police officer over the weekend. Now they've released new surveillance video of the suspect 
filmed at police headquarters... And the reward for information has climbed to 25-thousand dollars. Omar 
Villafranca has the latest.

11/22/16 8am

While in jail... Sesmas spoke with our Univision partners in Dallas she says she *is guilty* of shooting Laura 
Abarca Noegueda (no-gay-duh). Emily griffin explains what Sesmas claims led to the shooting.

11/23/16 4pm

Scott Roeder was *supposed to be in court next week... For a jury to hand him a new sentence. But that will no 
longer happen because of what happened in court today. (VO) Sedgwick County District Attorney Marc Bennett 
told the judge this morning that he no longer wanted to pursue the life sentence with no chance for parole for 50 
years. Instead - he said he was fine with the court recommended life sentence with no chance for parole for 25 years. 
The whole reason Roeder needed to be resentenced is because in 2014 the Kansas Supreme Court overturned his 
hard-50 sentence because a judge handed that down, and not a jury. What was supposed to happen next week was 
that jury hearing to decide the sentence Bennett said there were several factors that went into his decision to not seek 
more than the court recommended minimum. One of them - Roeder's health. He's lost a lot of weight since he was 
convicted and sentenced in 2010. Bennett also said history has shown that convicted murderers go not get out on 
parole as soon as their eligible. Bennett said he's not even sure Roeder will live long enough to see a parole board. 
Given that information - he essentially said it wasn't worth it to put the family of George Tiller and the community 



through the pain of a two to three week trail for another 25 years that likely will not even matter. "There shouldn't be 
any appellate rights or appellate issues. It's done. There's nothing more to appeal. So closure for the family and the 
community was the decision that was made," said District Attorney Mark Bennett.> (look live) Roeder will be 76 
years old when he will be first eligible for parole. Bennett says - in the unlikely event parole is granted the first time 
around, Roeder would then have to begin to serve an additional 24 months for his two counts of aggravated assault 
committed after the murder.

11/24/16 7am

Scott Roeder was convicted in 20-10 for killing abortion provider George Tiller. Now he will become eligible for 
parole after 25 years in prison. At a re-sentencing hearing yesterday, prosecutors withdrew their request that Roeder 
serve at least 50 years before being eligible for parole. Sedgwick county district attorney Marc Bennett cited 
Roeder's declining health...and the unlikelihood that he would live long enough to ever get out of prison.

11/25/16 4pm

A California mom who went missing  more than three weeks ago has been found alive... 34-year old Sherri Papini 
(puh-pee-nee) was first reported missing after she didn't show up to pick up her children from daycare... her husband 
said she went for a jog earlier that day and never returned home. Investigators and volunteers spent weeks searching 
for Papini… then her alleged captors let her go Thursday after she flagged down a passing motorist for help. Papini 
also told police the two females were armed with a handgun. But so far no word on a possible motive, or where she 
may have been held all this time. <sot verbatim: The investigation is far from over, in fact it has only begun a new 
chapter in this investigation. > Officials say there is "sensitive information" they are not able to reveal just yet.  
They’re asking members of the public to come forward and provide information relevant to the investigation.

11/26/16 9pm

An arrest has been made in a string of crimes involving explosives in Albuquerque, New Mexico A source close to 
the investigation, tells c-b-s that one man has been taken into custody while he was trying to vandalize a retail store. 
They say the same person could be connected to three other vandalism cases, where a suspect broke in to several 
Starbucks locations and left behind a suspicious device. One of those items ended up exploding and no one was 
injured. The f-b-i helped out with the investigation.

11/27/16 9pm

Garden city police are asking for your help to find this vehicle... They say the silver, or light colored, p-t cruiser hit 
an 80 year old woman, who was crossing the street on foot Saturday evening... the woman died at the scene. The 
incident happened in the 700 block of west Kansas Avenue in garden city... Police are looking to locate the vehicle 
and its driver... They ask anyone with information to call the garden city police department...

11/28/16 8am

He killed three people at excel industries in Hesston. Cedric ford died in that building, shot and killed by police. 
This woman pleaded guilty to not telling authorities he had the guns. Sarah Hopkins is the only one charged in 
connection with the mass shooting. But if a judge agrees to a deal between Hopkins' attorney and prosecutors, she 
won't see jail time. Anna Auld is live to explain why.



11/29/16 8am

An update to a fact-finder 12 investigation from earlier this year, former Halstead police chief Steven Lewis and city 
administrator j-r Hatfield will be in court today. Lewis is charged with misusing public funds. Prosecutors say, he 
stole ammo from the police department on two different occasions. Hatfield - who resigned at the beginning of the 
month - is charged with perjury. The KBI says he lied about why Lewis retired.

11/30/16 4pm

Emily, right now crews are on scene at 47th street south and ridge in Sedgwick County. Again one person has been 
killed in a shooting. That area is being blocked off to traffic right now as sheriff's deputies search the scene. We 
have a crew headed to that scene as well. We will bring you a live update as soon as they get there.

12/1/16 4pm

The man wanted in connection with a sexual assault case out of Dodge City is now in custody. Police tell us 
Humberto Martinez-Ornelas turned himself in last night without incident. He was wanted on numerous charges 
including two counts of rape, two counts of aggravated criminal sodomy and aggravated intimidation of a witness or 
victim.

12/2/16 7am

New this morning - Dodge City police say these people may have information about a DEADLY hit-and-run police 
are looking for Lillian Sosa-Gallego de Sosa or her husband, Rudy Joel-Sosa-Sosa. Police want to ask them what 
they may know about the death of 27 year old Evan Kaiser. He was walking along Trail Street in November when 
he was hit by a car. The vehicle was found abandoned in a garage Dodge City. If you know anything about the case, 
call police.

12/3/16 9pm

Factfinder 12 looked into the charges for mail theft.... It is a federal, felony offense, because the United States postal 
service is a federal agency. Anyone charged with federal mail theft could face up to five years in federal prison ... 
And face fines up to 250-thousand dollars. If you steal and use personal information from someone's mail, you could 
also face identity theft charges.

12/4/16 7am

One person is killed in a shooting in south Wichita Friday night. And, now we know that two people were arrested 
in connection to that shooting. It happened near meridian and MacArthur at a mobile home park. Police say, two 
people were involved in shooting a 45-year old man. A witness saw the two suspects with the man who was shot. 
Investigators say the shooting was not random which does put some ease on neighbors living nearby. <sot verbatim: 
(JAYNE) 26:01 I feel a lot at ease. I'm sorry for what happened to the people but I'm so glad it wasn't random. > 
Both suspects were booked into jail for murder. The names of the victim and the people arrested have not been 
released. You can expect an update on air and online whenever we receive any new information.



12/5/16 4pm

You continue to leave us comments now about a story we told you about the first half hour. Thousands of people are 
signing a petition to ban horse drawn carriage rides in Kansas City. It comes after an accident involving a horse 
drawn carriage this weekend in k-c that left three people and the horse hurt. Some say the carriage rides shouldn't be 
offered in city settings... But others say, a potential ban is an overreaction.

12/6/16 8am

A Wichita family, grieving the sudden loss of a family member, is burglarized. Not only did the thief take personal 
items... They stole a bag of items from the funeral that had pictures, memorials and donations. Emily griffin spoke 
with the family tonight... About why this theft hurts more than just their family.

12/7/16 4pm

Emily, school officials tell us a bomb threat was found written on a dispenser in the bathroom at Andover middle 
school this afternoon... They say the threat referenced a potential incident at the school on Thursday, December 8th. 
Teachers, maintenance workers and other school staff conducted a general sweep of the building as a precaution. 
School is expected to continue as normal tomorrow but you will see an increased police presence at the school.

12/8/16 4pm

New video... Captures a dramatic scene at a San Francisco airport... a man waiting for his flight suddenly took off 
running down the terminal, jumped security dividers and made his way onto the tarmac. You can see him there in 
the gray shirt... with police cars close behind him. But the man does not give up that easily. You can see he runs 
around the tarmac as officers try to corral him. He was eventually taken into custody. The airport says it's using this 
incident as a learning opportunity to improve its security in the future.

12/9/16 8am

Rape and sexual exploitation of a child. Just two of the charges this man faces, and he's a police officer. Thomas 
Delgado is a sergeant with the valley center police department. This morning he's in jail. Anna auld is live in valley 
center with what we know.

12/11/16 7am

Kansas state university warns students about a sexual assault case reported on campus. The university sent an email 
to students and faculty on Friday about the incident... That happened at an on-campus dorm last week. No arrests 
have been made and investigators are still looking into the case. K-state is facing four title nine investigations for 
allegations of mishandling cases involving sexual assault.

12/12/16 8am

Wichita police need your help finding who's responsible for a deadly hit and run. Officers say a man was hit by a car 
near second and ridge early Sunday morning. Eyewitnesses tell police the victim was hit by a white or silver colored 
car. The driver did not stop... so officers need your help if you saw what happened or noticed a car matching that 



description. Police say it likely has damage to its front end. That information is on our Facebook page right now - go 
share it to help police catch who's responsible.

12/13/16 7am

A jury found a former Hodgeman county deputy not guilty of killing his two-month old son. Kody Hanson was 
found not guilty of child abuse and first degree murder. Hanson was arrested last year and fired from the sheriff's 
office after the charges were filed.

12/14/16 8am

Deputies in Geary county arrest a pair wanted in connection with a Mississippi triple murder. Joshua Garcia and 
Jamison Townsend were both arrested yesterday after a chase on interstate 70. Geary county sheriff tony wolf says 
the two are connected to a series of pawn shop robberies in Mississippi - in addition to the murders. Both are being 
held in jail.

12/15/16 4pm

New cell phone video captures the scene as a Wisconsin man chases after his own stolen car. Daunte Ealy said 
thieves made their move when he stepped into his house to get his son. When he saw his car pulling away, Ealy and 
a passing Good Samaritan gave chase... Ealy caught up with his stolen vehicle a few blocks away but says he's 
learned a lesson. <sot verbatim:  voice of Daunte Ealy/chased stolen car: "it's a lesson learned for me too///never to 
do it again.  Ever."> While he did get his car back, Ealy says the perpetrators got away with some of his cash and 
credit cards.

12/16/16 8am

Sedgwick county dispatchers say almost every time you call 911, you'll reach a person. Only one in ten all callers 
get a recording - and when they do, we learned it's not for very long. Last week - the average amount of time that 
people spent on the voice recording, was 17 seconds. That’s a longer time than the county wants. It hopes new 
dispatchers starting next year will bring that number down. <We know how critical those seconds are. 53:00 even if 
they're in a cue for 3, 4, 5 seconds, it doesn't matter how long. When they have an emergency and they're calling for 
help, they want that addressed quickly. 53:07 > the county also needs your help - dispatchers tell us non-
emergencies tie up the phones for people who really need help. Another thing - if you are ever listening to that 
message or on hold with 911, your number is in a waiting list. So stay on the line. Don't hang up and call back.

12/17/16 9pm

One person is dead in a shooting overnight near highland cemetery in Wichita. Right now police haven't named the 
victim or any suspects. Investigators were interviewing witnesses this morning, and haven't released any more 
information. Neighbors say the sound of gunshots pierced the sounds of a party going on at the same time. We'll 
bring you more details as soon as we get them.

12/21/16 4pm



Emily... We now know the man who died - was 51-year-old Robert Moreno. Officers responded to a disturbance call 
on south Everett Street just before seven yesterday evening. Police say they found Moreno and his two 
grandchildren at a home. Moreno told officers his son had come to the house drunk... The two of them fought, and 
his son choked him. Moreno was having trouble breathing, and died about an hour later. Police arrested his 27-year-
old son shortly afterward on a charge of voluntary manslaughter. 27-year-old gage Moreno was booked into jail this 
morning on the charge of voluntary manslaughter.

12/22/16 4pm

One veteran is already thanking some workers at the post office this holiday season... He says they helped him avoid 
a scam that would've left him without hundreds of dollars after he thought he hit the jackpot in a sweepstakes turned 
scam. He doesn't want to be identified, but Rachel Skytta has his story, so you don't fall for a similar scheme this 
holiday season.

12/24/16 9pm

Wichita police are investigating a shooting that left a 23-year-old man... And they are treating it as a homicide... 
police say they responded to a Wendy’s near rock and Douglas around 11 last night... Officers found a 23-year-old 
man with a gunshot wound to his upper body. The man was taken to the hospital, where he succumbed to his 
injuries. Police have not made any arrests, but they do not think the shooting is random.

12/25/16 9pm

An update to breaking news we first told you about at 5-30... Police are investigating a death in southwest Wichita 
as suspicious. Police say several people were digging through a dumpster near Harry and Meridian around 4 today 
when they saw a body. Crime scene investigators were called to help process the scene. Police won't say much about 
what happened... We expect to learn more later this week.

12/26/16 7am

Wichita Police are investigating a suspicious death. Officers say several people were digging through a dumpster 
yesterday afternoon near Harry and Meridian - when they saw a body. Crime scene investigators were called to help. 
Police say the investigation is still in preliminary stages.

12/27/16 4pm

We're learning new details now about a stabbing that sent one person to the hospital overnight. We first reported last 
night that one man was critically hurt in the incident... Now Police say before that stabbing he was involved AN 
ARMED ROBBERY. They tell us he entered a home near 28th street south and meridian last night...threatened four 
teens with a gun...and then stole several items from the home. When officers arrived on scene they found him a short 
distance away from the house with several stab wounds. He was taken to a hospital with serious injuries. 
Investigators tell us he will likely be booked once recovers. Two of the teens who were in the home at the time were 
arrested after police found drugs, drug paraphernalia and a hand gun at the scene. But police would not specify if the 
two teens that were arrested were the ones who stabbed the man. The case is still under investigation.

12/28/16 4pm



A police chase through Reno country comes to an abrupt end as an alleged thief rolls a stolen car off the road. Police 
say that chase started when a man named Allen curry stole a pickup truck from a Hutchinson correctional facility 
employee. They tell us that employee had left the car running outside while he went inside... Allen then led police 
on a chase through Reno County before he rolled the vehicle near U.S. 50 and airport road... Allen was arrested at 
the scene... A woman who was inside the truck at the time of the accident was taken to the hospital. The owner of 
the truck did not want to go on camera but told his mother that he was warming up his truck with the keys in the 
ignition when his truck was stolen. <sot verbatim: very frustrating, especially this time of year because they are a 
young married couple and they depend on that car so it’s very frustrating to have this happen to you> the owner says 
there were valuables in the truck that are now missing.

12/29/16 4pm

Wichita police searching for two people they say robbed the Powell jewelers near 21st and maize... they were called 
to the scene around 10-15 this morning after the pair entered the store... smashed the display case, took several 
watches and ran out. No one was hurt.

12/30/16 7am

As the holidays wind down... People in Mulvane say there's a Grinch hanging around their community. Kelli 
Pennington purchased this Santa and husky inflatable for 100 dollars. It was up for about two weeks. Then sometime 
Wednesday night or early Thursday morning... someone stole the display... <20:44 "it kind of ruins the Christmas 
spirit a little bit to have something taken from you and it makes you feel vulnerable and you know i just feel kind of 
bummed out that somebody would steal something from me especially around the holidays. > Pennington just wants 
her stuff back. She’s pleading that if you took it... put it in a box and put it on her porch. She won't press charges.



COMMUNITY

10/1/16 9pm

The victims of the 1970 Wichita state plane crash... Will be honored this weekend. 31 football players... 
Administrators and supporters died in that crash 46 years ago. Three weeks after the crash... The team played against 
the University of Arkansas. This weekend... A group of shocker football families... Players and staff will travel to 
little rock to reunite and honor the victims. The group will tailgate and present Arkansas with a commemorative 
plaque. An annual ceremony of remembrance will be Sunday at 9 a.m. At memorial 70. That's near the 18th street 
and hillside entrance to the university. A wreath will be place at the base of the memorial. A reception will follow.

10/2/16 9pm

About one in five adults per year in the United States experience mental illness ... Today, the national alliance on 
mental illness brought awareness to the cause with a candlelight vigil at Newman University. Members of the 
Wichita Police Department and Sedgwick County Sheriff's Office attended the ceremony. One local teacher shared 
her story tonight ... about how mental illness in her family transformed the way she interacts with her students. She 
led the vigil ... Where those who attended held candles and recognized their loved ones who are dealing with mental 
illness. She says mental illness is something that needs to be talked about.  <sot verbatim: 2840 it's such a stigma in 
our society of something that you should be ashamed of or something you shouldn't share with other people, but the 
truth is every one of us is fighting a different personal struggle, so it really comes down to can you support everyone 
around you. > The ceremony is the start to mental illness awareness week.

10/3/16 8am

About one in five adults per year in the United States experience mental illness ... The national alliance on mental 
illness brought awareness to the cause with a candlelight vigil at Newman University. Members of the Wichita 
Police Department and Sedgwick County Sheriff's Office attended the ceremony. Those who attended held candles 
and recognized their loved ones who are dealing with mental illness. One local teacher shared her story about how 
mental illness in her family transformed the way she interacts with her students. She says mental illness is something 
people should feel comfortable talking about openly. <sot verbatim: 28:40 it's such a stigma in our society of 
something that you should be ashamed of or something you shouldn't share with other people, but the truth is every 
one of us is fighting a different personal struggle, so it really comes down to can you support everyone around you. 
> The ceremony kicked off mental illness awareness week.

10/4/16 4pm

With so many clown sightings like these popping up around the country... We wanted to know if it will affect your 
Halloween plans this year. We asked you on Facebook this afternoon “are you concerned about sending your kids 
out this Halloween? And if so, what precautions are you taking to keep them safe? ...Some of you are already talking 
to us... Including Tracy who says... "I think we will be hitting a movie or something. Not worth the risk." and Mary 
says... "More worried for my kids who have evening classes and work late out at FHSU since clown sightings have 
been reported on campus. Thank goodness campus police said they would increase patrols." we want to know if 
you're taking any precautions... talk to us now on Facebook and twitter...and we'll be showing your comments 
throughout the show. On twitter, use the hashtag *KWCH 12*



10/5/16 6pm

Coffee. It's a staple in any "Gilmore girls" diet. In order to promote the show's return on Netflix... 250 coffee shops 
across the country turned into 'Luke’s diner' from the show for the day. Scott Evans was there as hundreds of fans 
swarmed "Reverie Coffee Roasters" in Wichita... to feel like a part of the show.

10/6/16 6am

Time now to hand out some birthday wishes - Francisco Alvarez-Benitez' recently celebrated a birthday Hope was a 
great one. Today is also Justin Broun (brown)'s birthday. Justin - we hope today is special. It’s also Audra 
Brownlee's birthday, we hope it's a wonderful birthday. Congratulations.... You are the winner of an Eyewitness 
News This Morning coffee mug provided by McPherson Dental.

10/8/16 8am

More than 1-million people are still without power in Florida. Crews are working around the clock to get that power 
restored. State officials say... Hurricane Matthew knocked out power to a wide stretch of area along the state's 
eastern coast. The storm was strong enough to knock out power to areas in central Florida. More than 100-thousand 
people in the Orlando area lost their power as well.

10/9/16 10pm

Why do we choose weather coverage over regular scheduled programming? And how can you win an umbrella? 
Roger Cornish answers those questions in this week's answerback.

10/10/16 6am

This is what's left of a guy's car...after it was plowed over by a freight train this happened Sunday night near 
Augusta  k-h-p says the driver of the car...swerved to avoid hitting a deer...and ended up getting his car stuck on 
these tracks then, a freight train slammed into it the driver was ok...he got out of his car before the train arrived k-h-
p also says if you drive up on a deer...hit it swerving could be more dangerous.

10/11/16 10pm

10 Red Cross volunteers from Kansas and 10 emergency response vehicles from Wichita... are headed to the 
southeast to help with Matthew relief. They’ll distribute supplies, help with shelter and health services. More than 
13-thousand people are currently staying in Red Cross shelters in North Carolina... South Carolina... Georgia... 
Florida and Virginia.

10/12/16 6am

New this morning - opening day for two major events in Wichita. The first - tallgrass film festival! The annual event 
begins tonight at 7:00 at the Orpheum Theater with a showing of the movie, folk hero and the funny guy. Do you 
want to attend this year's festival for free? Watch eyewitness news at 7 on the KSCW for your chance to win free 
tickets. Also starting today - wicked begins its run at century two! The show is a twist on the wizard of Oz. - 
focusing on the relationship between the two witches. Curtains go up tonight at 7:30. The final performance will be 
Sunday the 23rd.



10/13/16 6am

Taking a look at your traffic now... here's a look over k-96 and Woodlawn. We know this stretch of highway has 
seen more cars since 37th street closed near there. Looks like an ok commute past there this morning, make sure you 
tell us if traffic is bad on your way out the door. Tweet us safely using the hashtag kwch traffic.

10/14/16 6pm

It should have been a routine transfer of drivers... But some people were stranded at a salina McDonald’s because 
the greyhound driver who was supposed to come get them... Never showed up. Trevor Macy is in Salina and talked 
with passengers who say they'll never ride another greyhound bus again.

10/15/16 9pm

A church in Wichita also helped raise awareness about improving relations between Muslim and Christian 
communities earlier today. Lorraine avenue Mennonite church hosted a work shop featuring Aziza Hasan. She was a 
graduate of Bethel College and was named to one of Barack Obama’s advisory councils on faith based partnerships. 
Leaders of the church say today's conversation helps start other discussions about improving relations. <sot 
verbatim:  it does set the stage for us to understand people who are different than we are, to hear one another's 
stories and relationships is where that begins. That's where it has to start." 45> Hasan currently works as an advocate 
in California where her organization works with other groups to help bring needed services to communities.

10/16/16 7am

A timely event in Wichita brought people from Muslim and Christian backgrounds together. The workshop was 
planned *before the arrests for the Garden City bomb plot were made. But Pastor Lois Harder of Lorraine Avenue 
Mennonite Church says these types of attacks are happening all over the country. She says that's why it's important 
to have conversations, and learn about each other's faiths. <sot verbatim: 01:24:27 "It doesn't solve the problem. 
That's the kind of thing that takes months and years. But it does set the stage for us to understand people who are 
different than we are, to hear one another's stories and relationships is where that begins. > Pastor Harder says 
there's still a lot of work to do to bring the community together.

10/17/16 8am

Documents show officers seized nearly a *metric ton* of ammunition from Curtis Allen’s home. Fact Finder 12 
looked into state regulations for buying ammunition. Ryan Pennock with Thunderbird Firearms Academy in Wichita 
says ... there is no limit to how much ammunition you can buy on either the state or federal level. Under federal law 
you must be 18-years-old to buy rifle ammunition, and 21 for handgun ammunition. You have to use your driver's 
license to prove your age, but you don't need any other types of licenses. There are no laws requiring ammunition 
sellers to keep records of people who buy ammunition, or how much is purchased.

10/18/16 4pm

But our neighbors to the north are hoping to cheer American’s spirits in spite of the heated election. A Canadian ad 
agency launched a campaign called "let's tell America it's great". It encouraged Canadians to send in videos or 
tweets to remind Americans what is so great about our country. Some people said things like "you're already great, 



NASA alone is proof of that". Another positive message to the u-s said... "The declaration of independence is one of 
the most beautiful documents ever written."

10/19/16 7am

Several of you contacted us after seeing this man on the side of the road Tuesday. James Anania (UH-NON-YUH) 
made his way through Wichita, carrying a large wooden cross behind him. He walked from Washington d-c to Los 
Angeles, and is now walking all the way back. He says he's doing it to promote unity, in light of the recent 
negativity and division caused by the presidential campaign... as well as other current events.

10/20/16 4pm

As the fall season gets into full swing, you may be thinking about visiting a pumpkin patch with your family. Shane 
Konicki checked one out this morning for eyewitness news this morning's new segment, where's Shane. Shane was 
at Sweet Farm's Pumpkin patch he rode a zip line, blasted pumpkins at some cars, pumpkin bowled, and hung out 
with some animals at the petting zoo. Shane spoke with Bob Sweet about the fall fun you can have out there, and 
also why they work so hard to create this fun Autumn stop every year... <Well, the groups like to be here. We're 
really family oriented. We like being around kids and around adults, and see the fun and the smiles it creates on their 
faces. And that's why we like doing it...> don’t forget to tell us where *you think Shane should go next. And then 
tune in weekday mornings to Eyewitness News this morning to see where he ends up.

10/21/16 7am

Police need your help finding a man they're accusing of murder...and might be in Kansas. This is Kasey Gaskell who 
is wanted in connection with the death of his mother Shannon. Her body was discovered in September...in an 
apartment that he was renting. Police Gaskell was last seen in Kansas City, Kansas two days after the body was 
found... But he may have fled to green bay, Wisconsin. If you see him you're encouraged to call police.

10/22/16 9pm

If you had a ticket for last night the company says they will honor those at a later day. The park will also start 
conducting bag searches and metal detectors to add more security measures. They currently employ six to ten police 
officers but they plan on adding more security officers tonight. And even before the shooting, field of screams 
already had a no tolerance policy for weapons at their location.

10/23/16 8am

One week after three Kansas men are arrested ... Accused of planning to blow up a Garden City apartment complex 
where many Somali refugees live ... The community comes together at the site of that planned attack. People from 
all backgrounds showed their support for the people investigators say were targeted. Brenda Carrasco shows us why 
people in garden city say events like this are so important.

10/24/16 8am

If you're still looking for the perfect costume for you and your kids - Shane Konicki might have an answer for you. 
He's at 2 men in a truck to show you in-expensive ways to make your own costume.



10/25/16 4pm

Americans’ respect for law enforcement has climbed to a near-record high--that's according to a new Gallup poll 
released Monday. The findings show that 76-percent of adults said they have "a great deal" of respect for their local 
police --that's a 12-point jump since last year... and just one point shy of the all-time Gallup high in 1967. The poll 
was released against the backdrop of more than two years of regular nationwide protests over deadly police 
encounters with unarmed african-americans.

10/26/16 9pm

Believe it or not....while several media outlets said they were engaged, Michael Phelps was already there... 
According to t-m-z, Michael Phelps and his wife, Nicole Johnson, got married in Arizona back in June. The 
ceremony was officiated by his longtime agent, but there may have been a clue floating around on social media on 
their wedding day. On Instagram, Nicole posted this photo on June 13th that reads quote, such a memorable night 
with my little fam bam.

10/27/16 4pm

The new measure had some of us talking in the newsroom so we asked you on Facebook this afternoon, "Do you 
think homeless people should be required to carry a permit in order to ask for money?" Sarah says... "Yes!! Tired of 
seeing them on every street corner. It gets old." but Mary says... "Seriously? How are they going to afford a 
permit....they are homeless!! This is so sad...." we want to know what you think... talk to us now on Facebook and 
twitter...and we'll be showing your comments throughout the show. On twitter, use the hashtag *KWCH 12*

10/28/16 9pm

New video into our newsroom...  From a Wichita man who was waiting to board his flight back to Wichita when the 
American Airlines plane caught fire at Chicago O'Hare Airport today. Brett Kreutzer says he heard a pop sound and 
saw the plane taxi past him with fire shooting out of the engine. He says it took a while for emergency vehicles to 
get to the plane ... Because there was an active runway between emergency crews and the plane. Kreutzer says his 
main concern was the safety of everyone on board.  sot verbatim: 3:45 so the biggest concern most of the people 
around me and my friend was get the people off the plane because we didn't see any activity for a while then we saw 
the emergency chute get shot out the back side. > Kreutzer says he saw the right wing of the plane melted and was 
hanging down when his plane took off for Wichita.

10/29/16 9pm

New at nine... some Halloween fun tonight at the Sedgwick county zoo. It was their night of the living zoo. It’s one 
of the of their signature events each year. Many came dressed up in their Halloween costumes for fun that included 
pumpkin bowling and beanbag tosses. If you didn't make it out to the zoo tonight don't worry. There will be another 
night of the living zoo tomorrow night from 6-30 to 8-30.

10/30/16 7am

The largest county in the state doesn't have enough deputies. And the deputies they do recruit, aren't always sticking 
around. That's according to the butler county sheriff, who is now calling on the county commission for help. He says 



his office can't pay competitive wages, which has his deputies leaving for jobs on other departments. Eyewitness 
news talked to the sheriff about the problem.

10/31/16 8am

A Wichita kid's costume has gone viral. Gage Devader is dressing up as Donald Trump's hair this Halloween. His 
costume even includes the red hat with the slogan "make America great again." gage says it's difficult to walk 
around in. He says his mom was at the salon when she was looking through pictures of Donald trump and found a 
picture of his hair. That's when she decided to dress gage up as trump's hair. <sot verbatim: 6.40.12 I was just like 
okay. It wasn't a big deal for me. As long as I have a costume I’m fine.> the hair is made out of grass skirts glued to 
an umbrella. In past years, gage has dressed up as a Zoltar machine and sharknado.

11/1/16 9pm

The Wichita city council is looking into a new baseball stadium. The city is looking to make improvements on the 
west bank of the Arkansas (r-Kansas) river. Today, the council discussed expanding existing star bond boundaries 
for the area to help pay for it. That expansion would still need approval from the state commerce department. The 
city has received support from the department to change the boundaries of the east bank re-development district. If 
expanded... It would include the west bank properties. This will go to a public hearing December sixth.

11/2/16 4pm

Tonight... The World Series *will* have a winner... The cubs and the Indians have made it to game 7... And ticket 
prices for the last game of the World Series are hitting grand-slam record levels. According to resale service ticket-i-
q-- the average price paid for a game seven ticket in Cleveland is 27-hundred dollars. that edges out the 26-hundred 
dollars fans paid to see game three at Chicago’s Wrigley FIELD last Friday... which was the first world series game 
there since 19-45. The average asking price for game seven tickets jumped 56-percent during game six Tuesday 
night after the cubs built an early lead. This year's World Series will be a historic one for either team. Cleveland 
hasn't won a world series since 19-48. The cubs haven't won since 19-08.

11/3/16 4pm

The Chicago cubs returned home victorious early this morning... with a big trophy in tow. The team ended the 
longest World Series drought in major league history Wednesday night with a win over the Cleveland Indians. And 
die-hard fans were there to greet them when they landed today. <SOT VERBATIM: "These men are totally 
exhausted but it was great to just get a glimpse of them after the game. > Even the president joined in the festivities, 
tweeting "it happened - cubs win World Series. That’s change even this south sider can believe in".

11/4/16 4pm

Workers at this sand facility tell me the younger daughter wandered up to a subcontractor out here this morning. 
Things have quieted down this afternoon.... But several investigative crews remain on the scene... Especially at that 
site up the road there. Police say the four year old had multiple stab wounds when she showed up at this business... 
They don't know if someone left her here or if they left her elsewhere and she just wandered here. Medics took her 
to the hospital in critical condition.  But officers tell me she was alert and playing games on a mobile device the last 
they saw her. Crime scene investigative crews and at least one k-9 unit have made multiple searches both on the 
company grounds... And up the road there. Police closed 77th from here at mid-states sand west to Tyler road while 



they search the road there. This morning the search for evidence seemed to concentrate on the property of the 
business itself.  But this afternoon... Most of the activity has moved to that point up the road.   Officers have moved 
out into the field to the north of the cars there several times... Appearing to be looking for something.

11/5/16 9pm

That gym fire we mentioned, is the gym where Olympic bronze medalist Nico Hernandez trains. Deedee sun spoke 
with Nico and his uncle who runs the non-profit gym, about how they're moving forward…

11/6/16 7am

Restored World War 2 bomber "doc" logged its third flight this weekend... For the first time it landed at its eventual 
home ... Wichita's Eisenhower Airport. The B-29 took off from McConnell Air Force Base just before 10-30 
Saturday morning... And flew for about two hours. The flight also marked the first time crew members were able to 
put the landing gear up on the airplane. The plane also went up faster than before ... Reaching a top speed of about 
265 miles per hour. Organizers called the flight a success. <sot verbatim: 30:40 the best thing of all was just our 
third flight and we came back with zero squawks. The airplane performed flawlessly. It was a great flight for us. > 
Doc is expected to make another flight today.  Putting the plane where it needs to be will satisfy the F-A-A's flight 
limitations. The project manager for the Doc restoration project says they'll now focus on raising money to give Doc 
a permanent home at Eisenhower Airport.

11/7/16 4pm

Is it too soon for Christmas music? It's a debate we hear year after year... How soon is too soon to start celebrating 
Christmas? Many people think now is too early and we should wait until we at least get past thanksgiving. But 
others say, they can't get enough of the Christmas spirit and are ready for it now!

11/8/16 7am

Good Morning Jenn... It's just one of the many polling places that opened about an hour ago. We've been out here 
talking to voters. But first. There have been problems at some local polling stations in Sedgwick County. Some of 
the voting machines are not working. Shane Konicki is at the polling station on Edgemoor where voting machines 
are having issues. Shane what can you tell us.

11/9/16 4pm

Looking for a fun family event? How about making some gingerbread houses? Gingerbread village will be taking 
over exploration place this weekend, and Shane Konicki got to test his gingerbread house making skills on 
eyewitness news this morning's new segment, where's Shane. Shane got some tips on how to get creative with his 
gingerbread house, which ended up having a K-W-C-H roof, and members of the eyewitness news this morning 
team on the inside. Shane also got the opportunity to chat with Chef Cole of Butler Community College, whose 
students will be creating a life size, edible gingerbread house at the event. Cole says originally, they weren't going to 
create a huge gingerbread house, but the students talked him into it. <Well it was the students that came up with the 
idea to be aggressive with the project. We were first going to do just a little smaller version, but they said no let's go 
big. It's Exploration Place. Let's go big. > Don't forget to tell us where *you think Shane should go next. And then 
tune in weekday mornings to Eyewitness News this morning to see where he ends up.



11/10/16 4pm

Parents... tonight is your chance to check out different school options for your child. The annual choices fair is 
tonight. It’s the district's "one stop school shopping". It gives parents and students a look at all the educational 
options the district offers. All of the district's magnet schools - alternative schools - neighborhood schools - and 
special programs will be available to answer your questions. < "it goes back to parent choice, parents want to look 
for schools that focus on computers or science and technology. And parents in the district have that opportunity to 
focus in on those needs for their kids and they choose something that pushes their kids in that direction." > The 
choices fair is tonight from 5 to 8 at century two. You can also apply online to get your child into a magnet school... 
And if your child is not chosen, they will be placed on a waiting list.

11/11/16 4pm

The Shasta high school unified school district superintendent says the school will not tolerate this behavior. 
However, it was not clear what actions -- if any -- were taken to discipline the student.

11/12/16 9pm

A grieving family is remembering a 13-year-old who died Sunday after being involved in a car wreck. CJ Crosby’s 
family says he was involved in the wreck that sent three teenagers to the hospital. Police say the three teens were 
driving in a stolen car and were involved in a chase. Brittni Thomason spent time with c-j's family today and talked 
to them about how they're moving forward. It's a story new at nine.

11/13/16 7am

Where's Shane? He's out at the Andover goodwill making ugly Christmas sweaters.  Shane plans to show you some 
easy and affordable ways to get you ready for that ugly Christmas sweater party.

11/14/16 4pm

Live like it's 19-93... That's what a bookstore in Wyoming is telling its customers. They cut off their Wi-Fi service 
and are banning customers from using their electronics while shopping and reading in the store. They say they want 
people to take time to relax and enjoy a book. They posted a sign in their window that says "take a break...live like 
it's 19-93... Emails can wait". The owner says it gives people the chance to return to a time when we weren't all so 
glued to our phones and computers. She says customers have wholeheartedly embraced her new rules.

11/15/16 4pm

The n-j-c-double-a announced its national championship game moments ago, and one Jayhawk conference school is 
celebrating its berth. Arielle Orsuto joins us in the studio now for more.

11/16/16 4pm

A nine year old Florida boy is being praised as a hero today after swooping in at the last second to save his baby 
brother from falling off a changing table. The whole thing was caught on camera---you can see the mom turn away 



from the infant--who immediately begins to roll off the table-- and then in comes big bro with the save! <sot 
verbatim: "I felt like something just came.... I just ran and caught him." > The mom of five says her son is a hero and 
hopes the video will be a lesson for others.

11/17/16 4pm

A trip to a cell phone store--changed a Kansas woman's life forever. Julie Dombo survived a shooting at a derby a-t 
and t store, but because of her injuries doctors had to amputate both her arms and legs. Now she's fighting her 
insurance company to get prosthetics she says would allow her to live her life.  <sot verbatim: 1:09:49 yes, i did 
assume i would be covered. I didn't know when it happened what was out there, but I assumed I would have hands 
and feet. That that is a standard thing, that my insurance company would help me get back to a normal life, to be 
able to work, drive a car and have that independence. > Factfinder 12 investigator Michael Schwanke looked into 
Julie Dombo’s case...he joins me now with a preview of what he's working on for 10.

11/18/16 9pm

Take a look at your screen... Again this is 7-day-old Sophia. Police are asking for your help ... If you see her or have 
any information about where she may be... Call the number you see on your screen. That's 1-800 - CALL - F-B-I. 
We've also posted her picture on our Facebook page ... Where you can share it with your friends.

11/19/16 9pm

When Wichita police chief Gordon Ramsay announced that baby Sophia was found this morning, he thanked many 
people. Including the various investigating agencies... The f-b-i along with the Dallas and Wichita police 
departments who worked around the clock... Ramsay also thanked the community for pushing out the picture of 
Sophia across social media channels... A rough count between our posts, and posts from Wichita police, and we saw 
about 75 thousand shares across the country to help this family...  <sot verbatim: 15:45:06 we appreciate the 
community patience and support throughout this incident. Obviously it was on everyone's mind. The thoughts and 
prayers for the family was very much appreciated, as well as the support of our investigation and our efforts. > Just a 
reminder...anytime something like this happens, you can always head to our Facebook page for the latest updates. 
We want to say thank you as well for helping... By simply sharing all of the updates over the past couple of days.

11/20/16 7am

Another major factor in finding baby Sophia came from you. This post alone on our Facebook page asking for help 
in finding Sophia...got more than 22-thousand shares. According to Facebook… this post reached more than 1 and a 
half million people. That's just one of several posts on our k-w-c-h Facebook page ... And on the Wichita police 
department's Facebook page. Between the two ... You helped share Sophia’s picture nearly 75-thousand times. We 
want to thank you for that.

11/21/16 4pm

Pope Francis has extended the power of catholic priests to forgive abortions indefinitely. A special dispensation was 
granted last year for the duration of the year of mercy. It gave all priests... Rather than just bishops... The power to 
absolve the sin of abortion. The church says abortion is still viewed as a "grave sin". But this makes it easier for 
women who have had abortions to be forgiven and avoid excommunication.



11/22/16 8am

Court documents give us new insight into the case of a Wichita two-year-old who died in May. The woman looking 
after her at the time of her death - Tyerria miles told Wichita police, she found two-year-old Jhornee Bland 
unresponsive at a hotel. At the time - miles though Jhornee was dead. She told investigators, she didn't want to get in 
trouble, so she left Jhornee’s body in a field. Miles was later charged with felony interference with law enforcement. 
We still don't know exactly how Jhornee bland died. She was found dead in a field. An autopsy couldn't explain how 
she died. It did say there was evidence of blunt force trauma to Jhornee’s head. But the medical examiner found - 
that happened after she died.

11/23/16 4pm

Are you counting down the hours until the big thanksgiving feast? It's one of the highlights of the holiday for most 
people... But there are plenty more thanksgiving traditions than just food... Whether it’s traveling to see family, 
watching football, or shopping.

11/24/16 7am

Employees from Cargill prepared a thanksgiving meal for families staying at the Ronald McDonald homes in 
Wichita. The meals included all the fixings. People with the Ronald McDonald house say it means a lot to the 
people who stay there. <sot verbatim: it really does move our families I’ve even seen some of them tear up today 
just for the kindness that this has done for them and the smell. The smell does amazing things for the healing process 
so it's just really helping them today. > Wichita has two Ronald McDonald homes. One will be filled to capacity this 
thanksgiving. The other will have nine out of 10 rooms filled with a family.

11/25/16 4pm

Now that thanksgiving is over, many are already looking ahead to Christmas... Kansas City ushered in the holiday 
cheer with the 87th annual lighting of the city plaza. The long-standing city tradition began in 19-30... And the work 
to set up the lights begins every year around Labor Day. But it all pays off on thanksgiving night... In a display that 
is nothing short of spectacular!

11/26/16 9pm

Castro's death brings memories back for a former mayor of Wichita. Carlos Mayans fled the communist country by 
himself when he was just thirteen years old. His family says they were scared to flee together, because of the 
dangers in doing so... So they came across one at a time... Mayans brothers and sisters came before him and their 
parents joined two years later. He later went on to become the mayor of Wichita. Mayans says he hopes today's 
news can help the world come together to help Cuba rebuild <sot verbatim: 23:10... Cuba is still not a better place. 
And we have to step up and help them in a different way, much in a way after Nazi Germany was defeated, we went 
in there with a Marshall plan, the Europeans and everybody to build a better Germany. 23:32 > you can hear more 
from Carlos Mayan coming up tonight at 10 o'clock.

11/27/16 9pm



<sot verbatim: 4:36 the wind is terrible. It's blowing you around all over the place. // 5:25 RS: What have the roads 
been like so far? SW: not bad...just windy. 5:30 // 7:04 slow down a little bit...but my wife is driving (laughs) 7:09 > 
A wet and windy day for people making their way home from the holiday weekend. Rain fell through south central 
Kansas this afternoon ... it has since moved out of the area... But the gusty winds stuck around through the evening. 
Storm team 12 meteorologist Sarah Fletcher is in the storm center... With whether you'll have to keep fighting the 
wind to start your work week.

11/28/16 8am

Another change coming to the area around Kellogg, the turnpike and Webb road. Take a look - especially if you use 
the k-t-a to get onto Kellogg. Workers will close the turnpike entrance from west-bound Kellogg today. It's part of 
that major construction project over there. That means if you want to hop onto the turnpike from westbound 
Kellogg, you'll need to get off at rock. Get back on Kellogg going east, then get onto the turnpike.

11/29/16 8am

A new mom - murdered days after giving birth - will be remembered today. Prosecutors say Laura Abarca 
Noegueda, baby Sophia’s mom, was killed by a woman who wanted to claim the infant as her own. Her viewing is 
today. Her death sparked a frantic search for her daughter, who was found safe two days later in Texas. She's now 
back with family. Laura’s funeral is tomorrow.

11/30/16 4pm

It was a tragedy that brought the city of Wichita together. A young mother shot and killed in her apartment. Her 
daughter... baby Sophia... taken. Now, Sophia is home with her family and her family says Laura Abarca Noegueda 
is home in heaven. The service today was another testament to all of the people Laura touched. A room packed with 
hundreds who cried, laughed and hugged each other tight remembering the woman who was a mother for only six 
days. But those close to Laura say she was always a mother...caring for children and opening her heart to others. 
Baby Sophia and her dad, Miguel were at the service too. He rocked her and held her with tears in his 
eyes...clutching close to the piece of Laura he had left. Laura's close friend, Priscilla Harris, spoke at the funeral 
along with many other family members and friends about the woman Laura was. <sot verbatim: 49:42 she was one 
of the happiest people I've known. She made every shift at Chipotle the best one. I enjoyed. Alright, Alright. Stand 
up. I enjoyed working with her, beside her. I tried very hard to be as hardworking as she was. Alright. Thank you for 
sharing her with me. > After leaving what was a very emotional service, the group brought Laura to a church to put 
her in a horse and carriage. From there they drove her by the chipotle restaurant she worked at...and finally to her 
resting place.

12/1/16 4pm

We're getting a new idea... Of what the old town area will look like... With the new headquarters for Cargill’s 
protein group... take a look... The company released this *new design today... Of what its headquarters will look 
like... It will be on east Douglas... where the current Wichita eagle offices are... Around 800 people will work in the 
new 180-thousand square foot building... It will cost around 60 million dollars... The company says it got input from 
employees... Who wanted to be close to downtown restaurants and amenities... <people want flexibility in where 
they work and how they work, they want access to the outside, we've put in a lot of work in terms of access to the 
outside, patio access, we're adding in locker rooms so if employees want to bike to work, run to work, or on their 
lunchtime, they can do that come back, clean up and come back in to the office.    > There will also be a parking 
garage... Funded in part by the city... Available for use during the evenings for events at Intrust Bank Arena... 



Cargill plans to have the building ready in the summer of 2018... Meritrust credit union has a letter of intent to buy 
the current Cargill building downtown.

12/2/16 7am

Holiday shopping slow-down. A portion of Kellogg - near a major shopping area - will shut down for the weekend. 
We're talking about Kellogg between rock and Webb road. All lanes will be shut down so this to the turnpike can be 
demolished don't let it keep you from shopping, there's a way around this. Anna is live to help you out.

12/3/16 9pm

Perhaps an early Christmas present for holiday shoppers this weekend...     Kellogg between rock and Webb is back 
open tonight more than 30 hours ahead of schedule. Brittni Thomason talked to store owners impacted by the 
closure...about whether they think this impacts holiday shopping.

12/4/16 7am

As we just mentioned....the east Kellogg construction doesn't end here. The goal is to expand Kellogg to three lanes 
in each direction. An overpass...similar to the one at rock road...will be put in at Webb road. The construction on 
that bridge is scheduled to begin on the west side of Webb road... Next spring. This entire project is expected to be 
completed by late 20-19.

12/5/16 4pm

While the Oakland community continues to grieve... A memorial has been set up for the victims killed in that fire. 
Overnight community members gathered to bring flowers, candles and notes together on the sidewalk outside the 
warehouse... some who came to the memorial knew the victims personally but other say they simply wanted to come 
pay their respects. <sot verbatim: I just felt like i needed to come to the space and process it a little bit. > Personal 
sticky notes and prayers cover parts of the sidewalk and the fence there.

12/6/16 4pm

Friends of a garden city community college student athlete... Who was killed in a car accident this weekend... Are 
honoring her memory. 19-year-old Samantha stone crashed head-on... With a truck around one a-m Sunday... On 
highway 83 in Finney county. Stone who was originally from Amarillo, Texas... Was the captain of the soccer team 
at the college... Today, she is being remembered with a board her friends created... So others could share their 
memories of stone. <sot verbatim:  everyone here loved Sam, no one had a bad word to say about her and she never 
has a bad word to say about anybody else> stone was preparing to begin her training with the National Guard next 
year...

12/7/16 4pm

And if you're looking to get a little creative with your Christmas decorations... Shane Konicki has some tips. He was 
out making wreaths for eyewitness news this morning's Where's Shane segment... He stopped by Hillside Feed and 
Seed to help put together a few wreaths for the holidays, and found out about their wreath making workshop you can 
participate in this weekend. Shane spoke with Rachel Westmoreland with Hillside Feed who told Shane that making 



your own wreaths for the holidays can be very rewarding. <It's so nice, instead of buying something you can say hey 
guess what I made this. It's like a living work of art. > Don't forget to tell us where *you think Shane should go next. 
And then tune in weekday mornings to Eyewitness News this morning to see where he ends up.

12/8/16 4pm

One person is critically hurt after falling 30 feet... it was breaking news we first told you about on eyewitness news 
at noon. Officials say the man was working on a scaffolding at a church on south rock road when he fell. Right now 
it's not clear what the man was doing. He was rushed to the hospital in critical condition.

12/9/16 8am

Breaking overnight - this dog helped save his family from their burning home in wellington. The Sumner county 
emergency management says Kratos excessive barking woke his family up this morning. They all got out safely. 
Take a look at what firefighters fought. Crews from wellington, Mayfield, belle Plaine and oxford all helped. No one 
was hurt.

12/10/16 9pm

A traffic alert for your weekend.... West Street is closed at Kellogg. Road crews are installing three beams. They 
blocked off the area this morning. No word yet on when it will re-open. If you see anything on the roads we should 
know about, tweet us safely with the hashtag "kwch traffic".

12/11/16 7am

The Wichita heights high school choir performed its Christmas concert yesterday... Without one of its voices. 16-
year-old Maxwell Edwards died Thursday. He was found dead in his park city home... And the Sedgwick county 
sheriff's office is still investigating his death... As the community waits for answers, his choir members decided to 
honor him in a special way. Deedee sun spoke with members of his choir family about how they're coping with the 
loss.

12/12/16 8am

A lifetime of work - burned to ashes. That's what one Wichita man woke up to late Saturday night after his 
workshop went up in flames. Nobody was hurt in the fire - but the 78-year-old man lost almost everything and as 
Rachel Skytta explains - most of those belongings are irreplaceable.

12/13/16 7am

Where's Shane? He's out at the Andover goodwill making ugly Christmas sweaters. Shane plans to show you some 
easy and affordable ways to get you ready for that ugly Christmas sweater party.

12/14/16 8am



We first introduced you to Gabe Marshall this summer, after his dad josh got a tattoo to match the scar from Gabe’s 
brain surgery to remove a tumor... earlier this month, we learned that Gabe’s tumor was back... This time 
inoperable... It’s Gabe’s courage that has inspired many across the country. That includes a family from California. 
Who reached out to Gabe’s family to offer a special trip to a Kansas City chief’s game. Jacob Albracht has the story 
of how two families came together... To give Gabe the trip of a lifetime. It’s a story you'll see... only on eyewitness 
news.

12/15/16 4pm

And if you *are* traveling over the holidays - you are far from alone.   According to triple a, nearly one third of the 
country will be crowding the nation's highways and airports between Christmas and New Year’s. Chris Martinez has 
more on what you might expect during your holiday travels.

12/16/16 8am

Get the warmest black and yellow clothes you can, if you're heading to tomorrow's shocker game at Intrust bank 
arena. They’re playing Oklahoma State, thousands of fans will show up... And there will be lines to get in. The 
arena's general manager  they are going to try to get people into the building and through security as fast as they can 
- and will have extra security guards to check people in <sot verbatim: 39:54 it's a 6 o'clock tip doors open as early 
as 90 minutes before, so we'll be open up at 4:30 the earlier the get here the better, the lesser the waits early on > as 
far as parking - the arena is offering free parking at Lawrence Dumont with a shuttle to the game. Coming out of the 
game - even colder temperatures and wind chills walking back to your car.

12/21/16 4pm

It's a season of spreading love and cheer... And getting into the holiday spirit. With Christmas just days away... We 
wanted to know how you are helping others enjoy the holiday season? Jessica says.... "I have donated food and 
books to those who needed it. :) I've had help before and am paying it forward." keep sending us your comments 
now on Facebook and twitter.

12/22/16 4pm

One Texas man is giving a special gift this Christmas... Cody Wicker says he got a call ...Saying his bone marrow is 
a match for someone diagnosed with leukemia. Without hesitation ... Cody spent seven hours donating his bone 
marrow less than a week before Christmas. <sot verbatim: "I'm so happy they made it this far and I wouldn't ever 
think twice about giving to them again or donating again to them if they needed it." > Cody says he joined the 
National Bone Marrow Registry in high school... and he had almost forgotten about it until he got the call to donate.

12/24/16 9pm

Taxi drivers tell me they have been steady all day. Take a look at this map of Uber drivers in the area...as you can 
see, they are still out and about tonight. So if you need a ride home from a party, or whatever your plans are, you 
could give them a call. Bill Mccrary owns the taxi company: bill's rides l-l-c. He tells me he has been as busy today 
as he has been for the last two weeks...mostly taking people to work and dropping them off at the airport. He told me 
he'd had ten customers between two a-m and one in the afternoon. He says working on Christmas can be 
frustrating....but he enjoys meeting new people over the holiday. <15:32 people need to be around.  You get 
different aspects of life, different walks of life, kind of get a different idea of things people are doing for Christmas.  



> I also spoke with cab drivers waiting at the airport. They tell me they expect Christmas day to be pretty slow. An 
Uber driver tells me she has been busy taking people to parties and to work.

12/25/16 9pm

Jacob, in news there's a lot of negative we have to cover... But this Christmas season, we've seen a great deal of 
kindness in our community... I spent the day combing through dozens of acts of kindness big and small... That all 
come from the heart. Things that brighten someone's day... Or even change someone's life. There’s the small kids 
with big hearts... Like seven-year-old Andre McCoy jones and eight year old max freeman, who give out food and 
blankets to people in need... the blessings that come in disguise... Wichita police officers who hand out gift cards, 
instead of tickets... officers who spend their own money, to help a family who lost everything in a fire... and there's 
acts of generosity that humble us all... And change a life... When Koch VP met Julie Dombo, he was inspired and 
knew he had to help her... He bought her two prosthetic hands that cost 130-thousand dollars each. She says it's a 
gift that's returned her independence. These stories show the giving spirit if Kansans and display some of 
humanities’ best qualities... I'll show you some of our favorite moments, coming up on k-w-c-h at 10.

12/26/16 7am

A big Christmas present for Chief’s kingdom - a win against their rival - the Denver broncos. The win sealed a 
season sweep for Andy Reid’s team. Led by tight-end Travis Kelce’s (kel-see) big game - the chiefs ran the table 
against the defending super bowl champs. The 160 yards receiving for Kelce puts him 141 yard away from breaking 
the all-time season record for receiving years by a chief’s tight-end. Quarterback Alex Smith also had a good day - 
throwing for 244 yards and two-touchdowns. Chiefs win - 33 to 10.

12/27/16 4pm

She was best known as princess Leia... the actress Carrie fisher has died. And as the news spread this afternoon, 
those who knew her best share their thoughts. Now Roger Cornish joins us with new details from the breaking news 
desk.

12/28/16 4pm

Wichita police now say the man whose body was found in a dumpster on Christmas day died of natural causes. This 
body was found near harry and meridian Sunday afternoon. Today investigators released the results of an 
autopsy...they tell us he died of natural causes, and they have no reason to believe he was placed in the dumpster 
after he died. Right now they are not looking for any suspects in the case.

12/29/16 4pm

Today are remembering stage and screen star Debbie Reynolds... the actress died yesterday after she suffered a 
stroke just a day after the death of her daughter, Carrie Fisher. Chris Martinez looks at back Reynold’s' legendary 
life.

12/30/16 7am



There are several other events we wanted to include like a morning at the library or a night of games at the alley... 
But many events are already sold out.... All the organizers we spoke with encourage you to get your tickets early.



ECONOMY

10/2/16 9pm

Great Britain’s prime minister says she hopes to start the move away from the European Union before the end of 
March 20-17. Theresa may provide further details of the plan to leave the e-u at the conservative party conference 
earlier today. She said the country would fight any legal challenges intended to derail the move. Several speculators 
believed the move would happen earlier, after it was voted in back in June.

10/3/16 9pm

Bass pro shop announces a five point five billion dollar deal to buy out Cabela’s. The deal was announced earlier 
today to merge two of America’s largest outdoor retailers. The location here in Wichita at k-96 and Greenwich 
opened in 20-12 as a community improvement district. Customers are charged an extra one point two percent sales 
tax to help pay for the interchange. So far Cabela’s has paid for around 300-thousand dollars of the total cost, but 
city leaders aren't worried about the store closing after today's announcement. <sot verbatim: 6:55 that area has been 
a highly successful area, great retail growth, great growth in general, anticipate it'll continue to grow > the 
community improvement will be in place for 22 years. City leaders tell eyewitness news that the story is right on 
track to pay for the interchange on time.

10/4/16 4pm

Governor Sam Brownback formed the task force this year... To find out why the state continues to bring in less 
money than expected. It released its findings today... among the suggestions... Buying new economic modeling 
software... Getting more industry experts involved in developing economic outlooks used to form the budget... The 
group is also suggesting eliminating monthly reports that compare tax collections to projections... Instead... it wants 
reports that compare collections to the previous year... comparing tax collections against estimates have long 
provided a look at how the state budget is doing... but they've become a political problem for governor Brownback... 
as collections have regularly fallen short of expectations... Leading to the need for state budget cuts. Today the 
group said the governor's changes in tax policy have resulted in less accurate estimates... but, the group says it's 
because of an outdated estimating process... <sot verbatim:  we just said here's the process that's being used now to 
estimate revenue, how would we improve the accuracy, the relevancy and the reliability of that product.> Kansas 
democrats say the problem is *not the process, however... Senate minority leader Anthony Hensley says..."Governor 
Brownback wants to make that process less transparent, but Kansans deserve open government. They're not getting 
that from the Brownback administration." numbers released yesterday show Kansas fell 45 million short of 
projections in September... Putting the state more than 67 million behind for the fiscal year that started in July. View 
the group's full report at k-w-c-h dot com.

10/5/16 5pm

The Sedgwick county commission approved a motion to accept about 2 million dollars to fund the WIC program in 
the county. The program helps provide health care to low-income mothers and children. The grant is about 9 percent 
more than last year's funding approval.

10/6/16 5am



Take a look at these bills. One is real... one is fake. But would you know the difference? A Wichita man came to 
factfinder 12... After he fell for the fake bills at his garage sale. And, police say... that's a favorite target for 
counterfeiters. Factfinder 12 investigator Michael Schwanke explains what you need to know so you don't fall for it.

10/8/16 8am

New this morning. Epipen maker... Mylan has agreed to pay 465-million dollars to the federal government. Mylan 
was accused of falsely classifying Epipen... a life-saving allergic reaction treatment... in order to overcharge 
Medicaid for them. Mylan makes both a generic and name brand version of Epipen. However... it was recently 
discovered Mylan was paying the lower... generic rate to Medicaid for its name brand Epipen.

10/10/16 Noon

The i-r-s warns about a new way scammers are trying to steal your money. it involves a fake i-r-s tax bill related to 
the affordable care act. Here’s how it works. Scammers are sending notices saying you owe taxes related to the 
affordable care act. The scams are arriving by email as an attachment or even by mail. It has many signs to look out 
for of being a fake. The notices appear to be issued from an Austin, Texas address. It requests checks made out to i-
r-s and sent to the "Austin processing center" at a post office box. a real notice requests that checks be made out to 
the "united states treasury." also...unlike the fake form...a real one provides extensive instructions about what to do 
if they agree or disagree that additional taxes are owed.

10/11/16 10pm

New at 10... The musical "wicked" is coming to Wichita... and with it... scammers too. The city is warning about a 
Facebook page that has popped up involving the musical. Brittni Thomason tells what you should do... so you don't 
fall for it.

10/12/16 6am

Apple and Samsung take their patent fight to the u-s Supreme Court in what could be a historic case. The case is all 
about the way phones look - apple has a patent for the rounded corners of their phones. It says Samsung violated that 
patent with its galaxy phones. A lower court agreed, but Samsung appealed. <212 Samsung's argument is the patent 
wasn't for the entire phone, was just for the front of the phone and the damage should be proportional.  > If the 
Supreme Court overturns the lower court's multi-million dollar judgement, it's the first time the court will have 
weighed in on a patent case since the 1800s.

10/13/16 6am

New this morning - it looks like a record crop for some Kansas farmers. The u-s-d-a says this year's corn and 
soybean crops will likely be a record breaking haul. As of this week - the corn crop is at least 23 percent larger than 
last year's. That’s about the same increase for soybeans. Economists also say the sorghum yield will also be close to 
a record.

10/14/16 5pm



If you have sensitive documents piling up at your house ... This weekend you can get rid of them for free. The Better 
Business Bureau is holding a shred-a-thon event Saturday. You can bring up to three boxes or bags of documents ... 
To shred them for free. The event is from 8 to noon at Lawrence Dumont Stadium.

10/15/16 9pm

A factfinder 12 consumer alert for people who own a Samsung galaxy note 7. Those devices are no longer allowed 
on commercial airliners in the u-s. The f-a-a made the decision yesterday after several models caught fire over the 
past few weeks. Samsung is asking customers to send their device back in for a one hundred dollar credit toward 
another Samsung device. You also have the option to get a twenty five dollar credit toward a phone from another 
company.

10/16/16 7am

Thousands of sensitive documents are safely thrown away, thanks to the better business bureau's shred a thon event 
at Lawrence Dumont stadium. The B-B-B says it's important to shred any documents with your personal information 
printed on them, like receipts, prescriptions or bills. The B-B-B says security and identity theft is the number one 
white collar crime in America ... and suggests you shred any sensitive documents, before tossing them in the trash.

10/17/16 8am

New at 8..... Canadian private equity form Onex (ah-nux) is buying the save-a-lot supermarket chain from 
Supervalu...for 1-point-37 *billion dollars*. Onex (ah-nux) is the same firm that bought Boeing here in Wichita. It 
no longer shows any shares of spirit stock. The deal is expected to close before the end of January.

10/18/16 4pm

Wells Fargo’s c-e-o may have known about the fake account problem sooner than he claims. That's according to c-
n-n money which claims to have obtained new letters which revealed the bank fired 53-hundred workers in 
September over the creation of up to two million fake accounts between 2011 and 2015. Last month the company's 
leader, John Stumpf, told congress under oath that he wasn't notified of the problem until 2013. But now a letter 
from an employee addressed to Stumpf shows he was warned of widespread "unethical and illegal activity" inside 
Wells Fargo back in 2007. The letter also warned of "routine deception and fraudulent exploitation of our clients." 
The employee copied Stumpf on a second letter with similar warnings addressed to the audit and examination 
committee of wells Fargo’s board of directors. C-n-n money hasn't been able to determine whether the letters were 
actually sent, OR whether Stumpf or the board members read or received them.

10/19/16 7am

A lawmaker from Connecticut believes those impacted by the skyrocketing costs of the epi-pen... Are not getting 
enough from the settlement. Epi-pen maker Mylan agreed to pay 465 million dollars to settle with the federal 
government. Mylan was accused of falsely classifying epi-pens as generic drugs - which allowed the company to 
pay a smaller rebate to Medicaid. Senator Richard Blumenthal is now urging the justice department to reject the 
deal. <sot verbatim:  "the deal the justice system has reached with Mylan to settle these charges is way below what 
the harm to tax payers has been. The harm to tax payers has been to 700 million dollars or more as a result of 
insufficient rebates." > Mylan said the proposed settlement resolves all potential government Claims - it's not an 
admission of guilt.



10/20/16 4pm

Store branded credit cards are charging record-high interest rates. That’s according to a new report from credit cards 
dot com. take a look at what it found to be the highest. Big lots, Zale’s and staples all have a nearly 30 percent 
interest rate. That’s almost double the 15 percent national average for all credit cards. The Report looked for the 
lowest RATES, too. Dillard’s, military star, and Nordstrom’s are all around 10 percent.

10/21/16 7am

Health officials say - only about half of the 33 cases of elevated lead levels reported in saline county children were 
investigated. That's because some families were reluctant to allow inspectors into their home. The K-d-h-e says - 
some parents did not like the information they were given by health officials - and did not want them to locate the 
source of lead in their homes. The state started investigating in June because of the high number of children affected. 
Authorities say - there is no single cause for the elevated lead levels in the area.

10/22/16 9pm

AT&T has agreed to buy time warner for 86 billion dollars. The deal includes the acquisition of h-b-o, c-n-n, and 
warner brother’s studios along with millions of television subscribers.  Today's acquisition is half cash and half 
stock. Two years ago time warner turned down an acquisition deal from fox. The c-e-o of time warner will step 
down after an interim period.

10/23/16 8am

Just one day after the Chicago cubs clinched their first World Series appearance in more than 70 years, ticket prices 
are already hitting huge figures for game three at Wrigley. According to stub hub, general admission seats are going 
for 22-hundred dollars. If a seat right behind home plate fits for you, be ready to shell out almost fifteen thousand 
dollars. In comparison, tickets for game one on Tuesday in Cleveland start at around 800 dollars for standing room. 
Both teams are looking to break up championship droughts. The Indians last won the series back in 1940. And for 
the cubs, it's been over 100 years with their last title coming in 1908.

10/24/16 8am

A-T-and-T's proposed 85 billion dollar bid to buy time warner immediately raised regulatory concerns. It prompted 
the senate's anti-trust committee to schedule hearings for next month. The deal would combine a-t-and-t with the 
company that owns h-b-o, warner brothers, t-b-s, t-n-t and c-n-n. The acquisition still has to be approved by the 
department of justice.

10/25/16 4pm

The company that owns "burger king" and Canadian coffee chain "Tim Horton’s" ... announced better-than-expected 
third quarter profits. "Restaurant brands international" posted 1-point-8 billion dollars* in revenue for the most 
recent profits period. The quick-service restaurant company owns more than 19-thousand restaurants in more than 
100 countries.



10/26/16 9pm

Your electric bill could be going up... Again. Westar energy is asking for a one-percent rate hike across the board for 
customers in Kansas. Jacob Albracht explains how much this could cost you.

10/27/16 4pm

Investors thought it was going to help the environment and bring in a steady stream of cash. But, the fuel of the 
future turned out to be an old-fashioned scam. Scott Evans gives us an inside look.

10/28/16 8am

A Missouri jury awards a woman more than 70 million dollars because she says, baby powder gave her cancer. The 
case against Johnson and Johnson argued the company was negligent in making then marketing its baby powder. A 
key baby powder ingredient - talcum powder - has been tied to an increased risk of cancer. An attorney for the 
winning woman says her case is one of more than four thousand, all alleging the powder gave them cancer.

10/29/16 9pm

Police in Pennsylvania are warning about a bizarre new scam. It targets cheaters. Many people living in Philadelphia 
have been getting letters. They are personally addressed and claim you have been busted for cheating on your 
spouse. It’s a blackmail scheme that warns if you don't pay up they are going to tell your spouse. The letter partially 
reads: "let's cut to the chase...I know you cheated on your wife...more importantly I have evidence of the infidelity. I 
am going to give you two options...either ignore this letter or pay me two thousand dollars." <sot verbatim: it looked 
official you know sometimes you get a letter and just throw it out but this one looked like it was put together by a 
private investigator or someone who knew what they are talking about> the letter includes instructions on how to 
transfer the money as bit-coin. Police are telling residents not to send money and shred the letter and throw it away.

10/30/16 7am

During this time of year we see a lot of pop up stores for different holidays. Denise Groene with the better business 
bureau says it's important to keep return policies in mind. <sot verbatim: SOT: "When you're going to any of these 
seasonal stores ask them how long they're going to be around. You know, a lot of times they close up shop after the 
holidays so if you do have a problem or need to get in contact with them they're going to be gone," > the better 
business bureau says a credit card is the preferred payment method whether you're buying something from a pop-up 
shop or on the internet. If you do shop online, make sure you see the "h-t-t-p-s colon-slash-slash" at the beginning of 
the business web address. The "s" stands for secure.

10/31/16 8am

This Halloween-, Americans are expected to spend four *billion* dollars on candy. Clearly that's a lot of candy, but 
it actually shakes out to about 30 dollars per household - much more reasonable. That's still more candy per 
household than the past four years. A fun Halloween fact for you: the national confectioners association says 72 
percent of parents admit to diving into their children's candy.... With or without their knowledge.

11/1/16 9pm



Candy, costumes, and decorations... Can add up fast for Halloween. One dad helped his daughter transform into 
wonder woman... Spending 15-hundred dollars on the costume alone. Josh Rossi says... it took about a month to 
create his three-year-old daughter Nellie's costume. A Salt Lake City based costume design studio helped hand-
make the entire thing. Rossi says... he got the idea after watching a movie where wonder woman was more powerful 
than superman. He says that was a lesson he wanted to teach his daughter ... Even if it took 15-hundred dollars to do 
it. <sot verbatim: "I looked at this more than just spoiling my daughter or something like that, I really wanted to not 
only show her that there is different type of woman that you can look at for role models but I also wanted to put a 
message out there." > Rossi posted videos with his daughter recreating scenes from the movie...  Millions of people 
have already viewed them. The costume was made to last Nellie another year or two.

11/2/16 4pm

A major firearms manufacturer says gun sales are soaring as the presidential election looms. Sturm Ruger reported a 
66-percent increase in its third-quarter earnings compared to profits from last year. The company says gun sales are 
up across the industry based on f-b-i data on background checks-- spikes in background checks usually point to 
more interest in gun ownership. These results come just a few days before the election... where gun control remains 
a contentious topic. Hillary Clinton wants to reinstate the ban on assault weapons following their use in several 
deadly mass shootings. Donald Trump opposes such a ban-- arguing for fewer gun restrictions. Some gun 
enthusiasts fear more gun control under a possible Clinton administration-- which may be contributing to this major 
spike in sales.

11/3/16 4pm

Weekly jobless claims rise to the highest level in three months. And the amount the average American spends on 
child care may shock you.  Jane king is at the NASDAQ with those stories and more in today's business update.

11/4/16 4pm

Most Americans turn back the clocks this weekend...and that could be bad for retailers. A new study from j-p 
Morgan chase found that people spend less money when there are fewer hours of sunlight. The study also says, 
retailers will take the biggest hits that Monday through Friday following the time change.

11/6/16 8am

Casinos are betting on a big expansion in states across the country. But that rapid growth is starting to hurt once-
marquee gaming facilities... As casinos fight to lure many of the same customers. New at 8, Mark Albert shows us 
that's not stopping developers in Maryland from rolling the dice.

11/7/16 4pm

Outages hit twitter and WikiLeaks. And baby boomers in the u-s are starting to outgrow the "midlife crisis" and may 
stop buying sports cars. Jane king is at the NASDAQ with those stories and more in today's business update.

11/9/16 4pm



Sea-world says it's cutting costs after reporting weak profits over the summer. The company says the number of 
visitors at its theme parks dropped slightly … because of bad weather and fewer guests from Latin America. Sea-
world has also struggled to win back customers since a 20-13 documentary accused it of mistreating killer whales.

11/10/16 4pm

Sugary drinks are being blamed for a rise in diabetes cases... Tufts University finds adults who regularly drink 
sugary beverages have a 46-percent higher risk of developing diabetes. This week four cities approved taxes on 
sweetened beverages like soft drinks and soda those four cities were boulder, Colorado... san Francisco... Oakland 
and Albany, California. IN boulder customers will pay a 2 cent per ounce tax... and in California a 1 cent per ounce 
tax will be added. Officials in San Francisco, believe the tax will generate an extra 15 million dollars in revenue.

11/11/16 4pm

Gas prices could be low for a long time. And there's a warning sign flashing on car loans. Joya Dass is at the 
NASDAQ with those stories and more in today's business update.

11/12/16 9pm

You may soon be able to broadcast video on Instagram. The company is testing the feature out so they can compete 
with sites such as YouTube and snapchat. Reported features include the ability to choose whether or not to broadcast 
to the world or to your group of friends. Testing is taking place in Russia, but no word on when or if it will go live in 
the u-s.

11/13/16 7am

Carrier and Rexnord employees say more can be done to keep jobs from moving to Mexico next year President elect 
Donald Trump already struck a deal with carrier to keep some jobs in the U-S. But, carrier announced it will still 
move about 5-hundred jobs from Indianapolis and 7-hundred from Huntington, West Virginia. Rexnord is planning 
to cut about 300 jobs. The employees say, the mere thought of them losing their jobs has them fearing the 
worst....like not being able to provide for their families. <sot verbatim: "Treat one another as the way you want to be 
treated, that's how we're raised. That's all we ask for is a fair wages and support for our family."> Company 
representatives and union officials plan to meet sometime this week to discuss severance packages and benefits.

11/14/16 4pm

Samsung is buying Harman international industries for 8 billion dollars in cash. Harman is based in the u-s... and 
makes connected car systems and audio products. Samsung says the deal gives it a bigger presence when it comes to 
automotive electronics.

11/15/16 4pm

And united passengers will soon have a cheaper airfare option when booking their next flight -- but they better pack 
light. The airline introduced basic economy fares Tuesday. The fares are cheaper than a standard economy ticket... 
but are stripped of some perks. Basic economy travelers will not get a seat assignment until check-in, and many will 
only be able to take one personal item that fits under the seat -- they cannot use overhead bin space. United said the 



lower-fare option will also smooth out the boarding process. Basic economy ticket holders will be the last group to 
board the plane. The new fares will go on sale next year.

11/16/16 4pm

For parents and shoppers headed into the holiday season. Be advised there are some potentially dangerous toys out 
there. Nominees for the list of the 10 worst toys of 20-16 is out. Among them are these 'body bumpers'... which offer 
no protection for children’s' heads or legs. Parents are ALSO being advised not to get this nerf gun, because it can 
result in eye injuries. And, finally this slingshot… which can also cause eye injuries. The nonprofit "world against 
toys causing harm" releases the list every year.

11/17/16 4pm

Black Friday is fast approaching and online site... Wallethub wants to make sure you know where all the deals are. 
Wallet-hub surveyed 8-thousand deals from 35 different retailers and came up with this list.  The number one deal 
goes to Macys, who plans to offer an average discount of 63-percent. Wallet-hub says, this is huge considering the 
average discount on black Friday is 39-percent. Rounding out the top three is... Stage... followed by JCpenny.

11/18/16 4pm

One week from today... Stores, malls, and shopping centers will be packed with crowds! Black Friday is next 
week... And according to the national retail federation, last year just over half of Americans went shopping on black 
Friday... 59 percent. It's the great deals and discounts that lure most shoppers out for the shopping. But for the other 
41 percent... Those deals may not be worth it.

11/20/16 7am

Want to own a piece of Disneyland? Now's your chance! California’s van Eaton galleries is holding a "souvenirs of 
Disneyland" auction. The auction features more than a thousand rare and never-before-seen items from the theme 
park over the last six decades. You can bid on costumes, artwork, souvenirs and other collectibles. The auction also 
features things from the estate of the late Disney icon Annette Funicello. Proceeds from *those* items will benefit 
her namesake research fund for neurological diseases.

11/21/16 4pm

U-p-s will invest more than 175-million dollars to expand its main Ohio package hub in Columbus. The company 
made the announcement ahead of the busy holiday shipping season. When the 375-thousand square-foot addition is 
complete in 20-18, sorting capacity will double - allowing u-p-s to process more than 63-thousand packages per 
hour.

11/22/16 8am

New York City officials say protecting trump and his family is costing the city one million dollars a day. Officials 
say there is a heavy police presence outside trump tower - because the president-elect - his wife and son still live in 
the building. Melania and Barron will live there until the end of the school year. It’s the n-y-p-d's responsibility to 



assist the secret service in protecting trump's adult children and grandchildren. Mayor bill de Blasio says, the city 
will ask the federal government for reimbursement to cover the cost incurred by the n-y-p-d.

11/23/16 4pm

U-s regulators are letting general motors delay a big recall of potentially defective Takata air-bags. The move gives 
the automaker more time for long-term tests of "Takata air-bag inflators" to see if they're safe in certain trucks and s-
u-v's. If g-m proves the air-bags are safe, it can stop its recall of more than two-point-five million vehicles... gm 
agreed to earlier this year.

11/24/16 7am

Eyewitness new this morning is your black Friday headquarters. We will be out Friday morning... as you get your 
black Friday shopping done. Anna Auld will be at different stores across Wichita. Plus... we are putting Shane 
Konicki to work behind the counter at academy sports. Coverage starts at 4-30.

11/25/16 4pm

Of course if you do prefer to do your shopping online... you can't forget about cyber Monday. It’s one of the biggest 
online shopping days of the year. Last year... more than 3-billion dollars were spent on cyber Monday... making it 
the biggest online shopping days in the u-s.

11/26/16 9pm

It's no secret that big time retailers take over for black Friday, but today, it was a different game for smaller 
businesses. Today, several smaller stores celebrated small business Saturday. It's an annual celebration small 
businesses around the nation. That included 51 businesses at an etsy showcase at the hotel at old town in Wichita. 
People who participated say it's a chance for web-based vendors to come together to celebrate and collaborate. <sot 
verbatim:  some of them are repurposed items but they all have that personal touch and yeah t's just really hard to 
cover everything because there's just, it's just whatever one person’s imagination is and that's what they sell> if you 
haven't heard about it, etsy is a website that allows vendors to sell arts and crafts online. Several other small business 
around Wichita also offered discounts for customers who came through their doors.

11/27/16 8am

It’s time to take a look at web worthy this morning... A café owner in New Mexico doesn't have prices on his menu. 
He wants you to pay what you feel is a fair price, and possibly pay it forward. The owner says he was inspired by a 
"pay as you feel" restaurant in Australia. He says most people are as generous as they can afford to be...and that 
customers confirm his belief that most people in the world want to do good.

11/28/16 8am

If you're looking to book your next vacation, today may be the day to do it. Hotels and resorts are hoping to cash in 
on cyber Monday, which is traditionally the biggest online shopping day of the year. Several chains including 
Marriott and Starwood as well as smaller standalone properties are offering steep cyber sales... Some with up to 50 
percent off room rates.



11/29/16 4pm

AT&T will launch a t-v streaming service tomorrow. The service will offer up to 120 live channels ... including 
ESPN, Bloomberg and stars. And for the Taylor swift fans ... the pop star will have her own show called hashtag 
Taylor swift now. Subscriptions start at 35 dollars per month.

11/30/16 4pm

U-s job creation was more than anyone thought in November. And Nintendo is coming to one of the world's most 
popular theme parks. Jane king is at the NASDAQ with those stories and more in today's business update.

12/1/16 9pm

The commerce department released a new report... Citing economic conditions are improving. Personal income rose 
point-6 percent last month… and consumer spending, which makes up 70-percent of the U.S. Economy... Rose 
point-3 percent. Levels of saving were up too.

12/2/16 7am

Students at Wichita state university will soon have a new quick "pick-me-up" option while studying. The school is 
getting ready to open a new Starbucks on campus. The 2-thousand square foot building is under construction near 
21-st Street and mike Oatman drive. It should open toward the beginning of next year. It would be the first retail 
building on the innovation campus.

12/3/16 9pm

You can tour a virtual version of the white house using a smart phone and a one dollar bill. Just download an app 
called "1600"...point your phone camera at a one-dollar bill...and you'll see a 3-D image of the white house. It's 
similar technology used in the Pokémon go app. The augmented reality app is available for free in the android and 
apple app stores.

12/4/16 7am

How's the Christmas decorating going? If you've untangled and unraveled your outdoor lights... Only to spend hours 
trying to get them to line-up neatly in the Kansas wind... We may have the product that could help you next time. It's 
called the "holiday light rail." you're supposed to just attach your lights to a rail... And snap the rail in place on your 
roof. We discovered we needed two volunteers for this product.

12/5/16 4pm

Clothes -- tech gadgets -- and tools may be on your holiday wish list. But what about a house? Mary Moloney 
explains why the holidays may be a good time to look for a new home.

12/6/16 4pm



A grocery store with no check-out lines. Sounds too good to be true. Amazon unveiled a new brick and mortar 
store... where it sells "grocery essentials" and pre-made meals. Customers check-in at the entrance using the 
"amazon go app." shoppers grab what they want and leave. Amazon tracks purchases using computer vision and 
advanced sensor technology. The first store in Seattle is only open to amazon employees. It will open to the public 
early next year.

12/7/16 4pm

Pfizer is fined a record amount for an enormous drug price increase.  And apple reveals just how many people are 
using its streaming music service.  Jane king is at the NASDAQ with those stories and more.

12/8/16 4pm

Forget coal... some people are getting this rock for Christmas... Nordstrom put the rock wrapped in leather up for 
sale on its website and is charging people 85 dollars for it. But even the retailer isn't sure what it is. A paperweight? 
A conversation piece? A work of art? Whatever it is -- it's already sold out.

12/11/16 7am

"Rogue one," a new movie from the star wars universe, comes to theaters this Friday. But for a group of super fans, 
the battle scene will seem familiar. They are the members of America’s twelve saber guilds.  Brook Silva-Braga 
reports from New York.

12/12/16 8am

Iran is buying 16-point-6 billion dollars in jets from Boeing. The Boeing contract is the biggest u-s/Iran deal since 
the Iranian revolution in 1979. It follows the Iran nuclear deal, which lifted some economic sanctions. The deal faces 
potential opposition in congress and the white house.

12/13/16 7am

carrier and Rexnord employees say more can be done to keep jobs from moving to Mexico next year president elect 
Donald Trump already struck a deal with carrier to keep some jobs in the U-S but, carrier announced it will still 
move about 5-hundred jobs from Indianapolis and 7-hundred from Huntington, west Virginia. Rexnord is planning 
to cut about 300 jobs. The employees say, the mere thought of them losing their jobs has them fearing the 
worst....like not being able to provide for their families. <sot verbatim: "Treat one another as the way you want to be 
treated, that's how we're raised. That's all we ask for is a fair wages and support for our family."> Company 
representatives and union officials plan to meet sometime this week to discuss severance packages and benefits.

12/14/16 8am

Ikea will pay 50 million dollars to the families of three children killed when the company's dressers fell on them. 
After the third child was killed in 2014 - Ikea recalled 29 million dressers. As part of the settlement, Ikea will also 
donate 50-thousand dollars to three children's hospitals.



12/15/16 4pm

American airlines is in trouble for flight delays. The u-s department of transportation fined the airline one-point-six 
million dollars...  Accusing American of letting dozens of domestic flights sit on the tarmac for more than three 
hours, without letting passengers get off the plane. American released a statement saying it is happy the matter is 
resolved, and is committed to taking care of passengers.

12/16/16 8am

Heads up - two Kansas schools are starting late today. Macksville schools in Stafford County and republic schools in 
Republic County will start two-hours late today. So if your kids are getting ready this morning in those districts - 
they have an extra two hours.

12/17/16 9pm

An Indiana steel plant finalized a deal to ship 300 jobs to Mexico - and the layoffs start earlier than expected. The 
company, called "Rexnord", will start letting people go in two months. This followed the announcement that 
President-Elect Donald Trump helped save thousands of jobs at Indiana based Carrier with a tax incentive to keep 
work in the U-S. <We're still hoping he gets a hold of Rexnord. I don't know if he has. I'm hoping they see this and 
do something." > Earlier this month trump called out Rexnord on twitter for moving jobs overseas. The company 
will host a meeting for workers to discuss the severance deal tomorrow.

12/21/16 4pm

Volkswagen has agreed to another compensation and buyback package for vehicles affected by its recent emissions 
scandal. The German automaker has admitted to inserting software in v-w and Audi cars with 2-liter engines going 
back to 2009 that allows them to beat emissions tests. In June... Volkswagen agreed to pay a settlement of more than 
15 billion dollars.... the largest auto-related consumer class-action lawsuit in u-s history. In the new agreement... 
which was announced Tuesday... Volkswagen has agreed to buy back the remaining diesel cars caught up in the 
emissions scandal. The deal will cost the company around 1-billion dollars.

12/22/16 4pm

Ikea will pay 50 million dollars to the families of three children killed when the company's dressers fell on them. 
After the third child was killed in 2014 - Ikea recalled 29 million dressers. As part of the settlement, Ikea will also 
donate 50-thousand dollars to three children's hospitals.

12/24/16 9pm

President-elect Donald trump is pledging to renegotiate the United States' trade deals. And that's causing a lot of 
uncertainty among farmers and the agriculture industry. Our Washington correspondent Samantha-jo Roth explains 
how the trump administration could impact Ag... New tonight at 9.

12/26/16 7am

Shoppers in Sydney and Melbourne rushed into stores early this morning...as the doors opened for Boxing Day, one 
of the busiest days of the year in Australia. Department stores in Sydney opened their door at five in the morning. 



Many shoppers say the early wake-up call is part of the fun of the tradition. <"This is our one day to spend five 
hours uninterrupted. No kids, no husbands. "Yep, just shopping."> The Australian Retailers Association expects 
shoppers to spend 2-point-3 billion U-S dollars nationally over the next 24 hours.

12/27/16 4pm

Sony music's twitter account is back up and running today. Hackers took over the account yesterday and falsely 
tweeted that Britney Spears was dead. Back in 2014, another Sony account was hacked in what was believed to have 
been retaliation for the movie - "the interview" - about a plot to kill North Korea’s leader.

12/28/16 4pm

Ford is launching, a more eye-pleasing version of its self-driving fusion car. The original car has four bulky roof 
sensors that are capable of capturing a bird's eye view around the car. The new prototype unveiled today - removed 
the bulky sensors and replaced them with two sleeker versions. Ford is competing with google, Uber and tesla, who 
also have plans for driverless cars.

12/29/16 4pm

Jobless claims decline for a third week. And Las Vegas has the only champagne vending machine in the United 
States. Jane king is at the NASDAQ with those stories and more.

12/30/16 7am

Blimps stored with drones might be the future for your amazon packages. That’s because the online retail giant just 
approved a patent for airborne warehouses that use drones to make deliveries. Blimps would circle over cities at 45 
thousand feet... then launch drones carrying your orders. The warehouses might also be used for food delivery... 
maybe one day bringing food straight to your door.



EDUCATION

10/1/16 9pm

Parents... If you have a kid in college or heading their soon... You can go ahead and fill out the FAFSA already... Jil 
Schlesinger explains what it is and how it works...

10/2/16 9pm

Parents and college students, listen up, you can now start filling out the FAFSA form to assist with government aid 
to college. The federal government opened the college aid application three months earlier than in previous years. 
The application helps determine how much students get in federal aid. A study by "nerd wallet" showed as much as 
two-point-seven billion dollars went unclaimed last year because of incomplete or unsubmitted FAFSA forms. The 
form can be found at FAFSA-dot-gov.

10/3/16 9pm

It's a story that makes us Kansas proud... After representing America in Rio, two local Paralympians were honored 
by their alma mater earlier tonight. Deja Young and nick Taylor were celebrated in the atrium at Charles Koch 
arena. Taylor was unable to attend due to a tennis tournament, but Deja young was presented with a proclamation 
from the city of Wichita, as well as a key to the city. Nico Hernandez was also among those honored for their 
contributions to representing Wichita on a global level. Each of the athletes was then presented with an oak tree, 
which were planted outside Koch arena, a tradition started after a Wichita state basketball coach earned a medal at 
the 1936 Olympics. <sot verbatim: "Growing up, thinking having an oak tree, are given to the greats. And to think 
that I'm one of the greats, makes me feel...I'm so at a loss for words. I'm never speechless, ever. But I'm speechless 
today, 'cause I guess I'm just one of the greats now, with an oak tree.> young tells us she's already getting excited for 
the 2020 Olympics.

10/4/16 9pm

Schools statewide are taking part in a new initiative called "put students first"... the Kansas association of school 
boards asked educators to create a video of their students explaining why state leaders should put them first when it 
comes to school finance decisions... Linn elementary in Dodge City is one of the many schools to submit a video... 
They showed their diversity by having students from nearly a dozen different countries speak their native 
languages... <sot verbatim: "the students really are first, they have to be first in everybody's mind. Teachers, their 
first in our mind their first in their family's mind but we need everybody to be behind the kids and everything they 
do" > the association of school boards plans to show these videos to state leaders...

10/5/16 5pm

Wichita State launches a campaign to bring 250 million dollars to campus. The shock the world campaign will raise 
money for scholarships, a new business school, renovating Koch arena, and multiple other projects. The university 
says they need money from donors because it can't always depend on the state increasing its budget. <sot verbatim: 
It takes a lot of private donors to make the university great. It's the nature of it. We all know what's going on 
national in terms of public support for higher education, and it's hard to get money from the public side. But 
education has never been more important than it is today. > The university hopes to raise the money by 2020.



10/6/16 5am

Students at w-s-u have another way of making sure they are safe on campus... The university is launching an app 
that turns any smart phone into a personal safety device. Anna auld is live on campus to explain what it is and how 
to use it.

10/10/16 Noon

If you live in derby, your school board also plans to meet tonight. This is the first school board meeting since the 
first transgender task force meeting. The superintendent will update the board on that meeting. The transgender task 
force is made up of derby students, staff, community members and parents. It's discussing how the derby school 
district should handle a federal directive - that encourages schools to allow students to use the bathroom that 
matches their gender identity.

10/11/16 6am

New this morning - Hutchinson public schools, no longer under scrutiny by the federal department of education. The 
school board said last night at its board meeting - two schools were removed from a national list of schools that 
needed to improve. Those schools were Lincoln and McCandless elementaries.

10/12/16 6am

Wichita state partners with the better business bureau to make sure you know how to protect yourself online. W-s-u 
will host a free cyber security event today at the Metroplex. The f-b-i - staff from the air force's cyber security unit 
and the federal trade commission will be there to answer your questions. This event starts at 8:30 at the Metroplex 
near Oliver and 29th street. It's free.

10/13/16 6am

Two Kansas schools team up to fight hate - instead of each other. It's a story that'll make you Kansas proud this 
morning. Last month...some people drew racist things in chalk on the sidewalks of Bethany College now, the 
school's rival McPherson College is standing with Bethany to fight hate. The two schools partnered for the united 
against hate campaign in response to the messages. A Wednesday night volleyball game between the two schools - 
normally a rivalry game - was instead about moving forward, together. < 18:27:37 I just want to make sure that 
students on our campus as well as others coming to Kansas anywhere feel like they're welcome places. 27:43 > the 
united against hate shirts were such a big hit, organizers say they ran out before the game even started. They hope to 
have more at the upcoming Bethany-McPherson football game.

10/17/16 8am

New this morning from the white house.... America's high school graduation rate has reportedly reached a new 
record high. The white house sent out a news release saying 83-point-2 percent of high school students graduate. 
President Obama is expected to highlight his administration's progress on education at a news conference at 9-30 
this morning. Several key education officials are expected to join him. His presentation will take place at a high 
school in d-c, just a month before voters head to the polls to elect his replacement.



10/19/16 7am

A middle school student with a b-b- gun forced slate creek elementary in newton to send an alert to parents. Newton 
police say the middle school student was walking home from school Monday, past slate creek elementary. The 
student pulled out the b-b gun to show some of his friends. Police say the b-b gun was not loaded ... and the student 
did not show the gun off at school. The district sent an email to slate creek elementary parents ... saying they are 
taking the matter seriously.

10/20/16 4pm

More college students and their parents are finding themselves the victims of an ongoing phone scam. In this 
scheme, thieves impersonate i-r-s officials over the phone and demand payment for federal student taxes that do not 
exist. One recent graduate says the scammers called her from a fake number which showed up as a local police 
station on her caller i-d... Armed with her personal information, the scammers threatened arrest if she didn't pay 29 
hundred dollars for a federal student tax <sot verbatim:  "I knew, like, deep down this was really weird but they 
kept, like, giving me evidence// the number that they were calling from was the Hamden police. They told me all of 
my information, like, my address at here and at home." "So they had done some digging on you?" "Yeah. Of course. 
Like, way beyond digging."> Police say often times the scammers can't be found because this type of thief typically 
demands payment through untraceable modes like gift cards. In all… she handed over 79 hundred dollars in gift 
cards for target and iTunes. She says the scammers kept her on the phone for four hours... <sot verbatim: "They are 
very persuasive, they're also very aggressive. So they tend to intimidate people into staying on the phone." > A 
spokeswoman for the IRS says the only way to thwart attackers is to educate the public... The i-r-s does not call to 
demand money in a specific form by phone... They don't threaten immediate arrest and will never ask for credit 
cards or personal information over the phone.

10/21/16 7am

Starting next year... you may not get to choose...  Where your child goes to middle and high school, in the maize 
school district. Last night, the school board heard concerns from parents about the new boundary plans. The parents’ 
biggest concern is that their younger kids will have to go to a different school than their older siblings. Families with 
kids in kindergarten through fifth grade, say it's important to them to have all their kids go to the same school. The 
school board said it will take those concerns into consideration and the administration will consider adding those 
students, to a legacy exemption. <sot verbatim: there were a lot of people that were passionate about the k-5 and part 
of our job is to listen to the people > the school district says the new placement plan would make things more 
efficient... And end conflict between parents and students who *didn’t' get into the school they wanted. The district 
plans to vote and publish the boundary map the evening of its November board meeting. The map will show what 
parts of the district are assigned to maize middle and maize high... And which neighborhoods will go to "maize 
south middle" and "maize south high."

10/24/16 8am

Students in the Sedgwick school district get an unexpected day off today. The school has no power. The district's 
superintendent says - they do not know what damage the power outage did to electronics throughout the buildings he 
says students can stay home - But teachers and staff should report as normal. <Larry Roth/superintendent: we have 
no idea what our technology will be like when we get in. so we're having staff come in so we can take a look at 
everything.> the school superintendent says.. He doesn't know yet how much the outage will cost the district... Or 
even if it's the district's responsibility to pay for it. However they do have a rainy day fund for situations like this. 
Again... Students in the Sedgwick school district stay home... Teachers and staff are to report.



10/26/16 7am

Don't be that person. That's the message on a poster on a college campus in California. If you look closer, you'll see 
a familiar face in the background - brock turner. Turner was convicted of sexually assaulting an unconscious woman 
outside a frat party. He served three months of a six-month jail sentence. The student group that created the poster 
says it's doing its job - catching peoples' attentions. <"At first, I was like, 'That's creepy,' but you think about it and 
think, 'That's Brock Turner's face,' and that smiling face gets really dark and ominous real fast."> the group that put 
up the signs calls themselves--'safer' they say they advocate, educate, and support resources for addressing sexual 
assault.

10/29/16 9pm

Community leaders gathered at the Wichita state campus this morning. For an event called "stop the violence by 
dealing with diversity." this conference featured dialogue among students...staff...community leaders and Wichita 
residents in a hope to increase understanding, respect, and harmony among diverse groups. <sot verbatim:15:53:19 " 
we have a large population of International Students that live in that area and so we do a lot of work trying to 
educate them and just try and get involved in the community. Just because our jurisdiction ends here doesn't mean 
we don't interact here." 39 > one of the big messages from this conference... the best way to curb violence is by 
working together.

10/30/16 7am

Community leaders gathered at W-S-U for an event called "stop the violence by dealing with diversity." This 
conference featured dialogues between students, staff, community leaders and Wichita residents. Organizers say 
they hoped to increase understanding, respect, and harmony among diverse groups. <sot verbatim:15:53:19 " we 
have a large population of International Students that live in that area and so we do a lot of work trying to educate 
them and just try and get involved in the community. Just because our jurisdiction ends here doesn't mean we don't 
interact here." 39 > one of the big takeaways from the conference? The best way to curb violence is to work together 
for peace.

10/31/16 8am

Churches in Lindsborg rallied around Bethany College... After members of a hate group spray painted racist 
messages on the school's sidewalks last month. Hundreds gathered in the main auditorium on campus. A group of 
Lindsborg area churches organized the service. Rival schools and groups throughout the region showed the support. 
People joined together in prayer, song and determination to share a message of unity. <sot verbatim:  R: 16:12:25 it 
reminds us that we may come from diff churches in the town, diff background, diff ages, but we joined in solidarity. 
12:35 > Organizers collected donations for minority scholarships at Bethany college...and handed out yard signs 
with the day's theme: one people - love all.

11/1/16 9pm

Students at Heritage College are left not knowing what to do next… after a note on the school's door said it's closing 
for good. The note was posted today. It explained... heritage doesn't have the money to continue operating the 
schools. It affects all ten campuses, including the locations in Wichita and Kansas City. Emily griffin spoke with 
many students this evening who say... They had no idea this was coming.



11/2/16 4pm

Staples plans to start helping its employees pay for college. The office-supply chain plans to give an extra one-
hundred dollars a month to some employees to help pay for tuition or to help pay off student loans. The plan would 
only be offered to the "top performers" chosen by management and to new employees on the company's business-to-
business sales team. Staples says, in the future, the plan will also be offered to other groups.

11/3/16 9pm

Some students at emporia state say.... They're against a new law that will allow guns on campus next year. The 
student government at the school released a resolution against the new law this week... After a recent student survey. 
That survey showed... An overwhelming majority of students are against allowing concealed weapons on school 
grounds. A new law will allow concealed weapons on school grounds July first of next year.

11/7/16 4pm

It’s something no parent wants to find in their kids' school lunch - mold.  But that's what a California mom 
discovered when she recently opened their sack lunches. Now, she wants answers from the school district. Michael 
Colaianni (co-lay-ahh-nee) spoke to the mother.  

11/9/16 7am

College students at Wichita state voting for the first time gathered to watch to results the name Bernie sanders kept 
popping up when interviewing students because of his stance on college tuition. We asked millennials who they 
thought our next president would be... at the beginning of the night many were saying Hillary Clinton. As the night 
went on... more students were saying they weren't sure who was going to win. But they did mention what issues they 
think their generation truly cares about. <i think when Bernie sanders was running, it was pretty clear like a bunch of 
millennials cared about like the free college tuition.  butted to...i feel like foreign policy should be in there, but i feel 
like it's not as impactful to the millennials as it should be...butted to....and just a lot of social issues like acceptance 
of LGBT rights, racism and other things like that.> many millennials said the election was stressful, and they were 
ready for it to end.

11/13/16 7am

A University of Albany student exposes hazing at an underground sorority on campus. The student says she dropped 
out of the pledging process because she was constantly anxious, not knowing what would happen next. Lindsey 
Nielsen brings us this report.

11/14/16 4pm

K-u goes tobacco free in two years. That’s according to the Lawrence-journal world. The university tells the paper 
its giving the community early notice so people have time to adjust to the changes. We expect to see an official set 
of rules governing tobacco use on campus next fall.  As of now - you can't smoke inside buildings, but smoking is 
allowed 20-feet away from doors.



11/15/16 4pm

K-state has a new president. It was announced earlier this morning that Richard Myers will get the job. He was the 
interim president after Kirk Schulz announced he was leaving. Myers is a retired four-star air force general and the 
former Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman. Schulz is now the president at Washington state university.

11/16/16 8am

New this morning - A skeet shooting club comes to maize high school. The clay target shooting club held an 
informational meeting last night to teach the community about the new extra-curricular activity. According to a 
news release from USD 266, the school joins 20 area schools in offering shooting. The district added - no guns will 
be on campus. <12:09 the research that we showed from Minnesota zero incidents with students bringing a gun to 
school, zero injuries, no threats, we talked to other schools in this area that are doing it and they said the same thing 
there are no issues whatsoever > maize students seem excited about the new club. The principal says 50 students 
were at last night's meeting, and almost all of them are not involved elsewhere at school.

11/21/16 9pm

Kansas is still celebrating its win over Texas this weekend...this time, with a national honor. Kansas has been named 
the national team of the week by the football writers association of America. The come-from-behind win marked 
KU's first over UT since 1938 and snapped a 19-game big 12 conference losing skid. The Jayhawks also had a pair 
of players honored... Dorance Armstrong JR. Was named co-defensive player of the week, and senior kicker 
Matthew Wyman was named special team’s player of the week.

11/30/16 4pm

A decision by an Oregon school district to ban Santa is getting some push back from parents. A spokesperson for the 
district says they asked staff members who wish to decorate offices or doors -- to refrain from religious-themed 
decorations or images like Santa. They say it's a way to respect all religious beliefs and make sure all cultures and 
backgrounds are comfortable at school <SOT VERBATIM: It's not meant to be that at all. Again, it's just really a 
reminder to get people to be sensitive. > But some parents say it takes the fun out of the holidays. <SOT 
VERBATIM: I'm from that generation where we believe in Santa, and my kids believe in Santa, and they should be 
able to celebrate it. ***BUTTED***If you're going to put a giant cross on the window that's one thing, but I think 
Santa Claus is more folklore and American history than a religious simple at this point.> Several other school 
districts in the Portland area have similar policies.

12/1/16 9pm

As the semester comes to an end on college campuses this month -- a class of w-s-u engineering students took what 
they learned in the classroom -- to put a smile on a child's face.  Trevor Macy was there, and brings us this story that 
will make you Kansas proud.

12/2/16 7am

A group of college students at Wichita state university took what they learned this semester and used it to put smiles 
on some kids faces. This is a story that will make you Kansas proud. Engineering and physical therapy students 
spent the semester modifying three battery operated cars, allowing them to be operated by children with disabilities. 



Each child has a different disorder that in some way effects their mobility. Each car is specifically tailored to meet 
each kid's needs - allowing them to explore and play like any other kid. It’s also a great opportunity for engineering 
students to tackle real-life problems. <"it's not every day that you get an engineering project and you can see, almost 
immediately the benefits of it, you get that feedback right away." "Being able to see the kids’ reaction means so 
much, because now all your engineering work has a real life outcome and you can see it, it's tangible, and it's 
exciting to watch." > Each car costs around 300-dollars to make. The students are accepting donations so they can 
build cars. You can find information on how to do that - on our website - k-w-c-h.com.

12/3/16 9pm

K-state wants to help struggling farmers and ranchers. It’s been a tough year for farming income. And the 
commodity outlook for 20-17 is pessimistic, too. Operating loans for the past season are due soon. Experts say many 
growers can't make the payments. Kansas state university is planning workshops to advice farmers and ranchers on 
their finances. Those workshops start next week and continue through February. The university also expanded its 
farm analyst program... Which provides one-on-one assistance.

12/5/16 4pm

Examples of hate speech are found scrawled in chalk on the WICHITA STATE campus... Now campus police have 
been called in to investigate. You can see here three faces drawn on the sidewalk there... Each labeled with a 
derogatory term on their forehead. The drawings were found in front of several buildings on campus this morning... 
University officials say this kind of incident makes both students and staff uneasy. <sot verbatim: Lou Heldman this 
creates a real concern in some people when they see themselves singled out for this kind of speech, and this is what 
we want to deal with to keep this a welcoming and open campus.> today the university's president, John Bardo 
responded to the drawings saying "we deplore all forms of hate speech, including these acts of vandalism"... He tells 
us the drawings have been removed.

12/7/16 4pm

U-S health officials are dealing with an outbreak of mumps. The c-d-c says the u-s has been hit with the most 
mumps cases in a decade. Mumps is a contagious disease caused by a virus spread through saliva and mucus. As of 
November 5th... there are more than 28-hundred cases. Outbreaks in two states are behind many of the cases. 
Arkansas has 18-hundred-70 and Iowa has 6-hundred-83 cases. Four other states -- Indiana... Illinois... 
Massachusetts and Oklahoma -- have also reported more than 100 cases this year. Several university campuses have 
also been implicated in these outbreaks.

12/8/16 4pm

The Andover Middle School day went on as normal today -- one day after a bomb threat was found in a school 
bathroom. Students were greeted by extra police officers and had to use one of two entrances to get inside. Police 
say they searched some bags. The district says it takes any threat seriously... And will continue taking steps to make 
sure students are safe.

12/9/16 8am

Parents - you've been there before - trying to get your child to take a picture with Santa - it can be a little frightening. 
That’s why parents and staff at Beeson Elementary in Dodge City organized an event with a "sensory safe Santa" for 



kids with autism. They took pictures in a quiet classroom - as opposed to a loud and crowded mall that can often be 
overwhelming. <sot verbatim: "so  many times we isolate our kids to not stress them out with the noises and the fear 
and this gives us an opportunity for them to experience not only the safety of seeing Santa but also for us to educate 
them about what Santa’s about> The school hopes to host more sensory safe events in the future.

12/10/16 9pm

A Kansas high school student says an assistant football coach sexually harassed her. The Kansas City star 
reports...the unidentified student and her mother filed a lawsuit against a smith center assistant high school football 
coach. The lawsuit accuses the coach of making lewd comments to and about the girl, in front of her classmates and 
school employees. The student reportedly became depressed, missed school, and even changed schools her senior 
year. The assistant coach declined to comment on the lawsuit.

12/12/16 8am

Police at Kansas State are investigating after a student says she was sexually assaulted in a dorm. According to a 
statement posted Friday, the woman told police this happened on campus earlier this month. There haven't been any 
arrests in the case. That’s why the university says, there may be a continuing risk to students on campus. That has 
some students, worried. <44:08 it's kind of scary like that it's happening in our own back door and it's something that 
you don't want to happen to other people or have other people experience but hopefully people keep learning about 
and know that it's a serious issue that's happened everywhere all the time** the news comes as k-state is in the 
middle of a two federal lawsuits. They argue the school violated tile-nine because staff didn't investigate two off-
campus sexual assaults.

12/13/16 7am

A preschool program to help kids from disadvantaged homes... will likely *stay in newton. The school board voted 
last night to apply for a grant renewal to fund the head start program. The grant will require longer days, meaning 
the district would move to a full day program. For the last five years, it has been half days. People on the board 
agreed, the program is great for kids but it might require them to take money from other programs. Some parents we 
spoke with say, they are happy with the decision.  <sot verbatim: i am very glad the school board decided to 
continue with the program. i think they do the best job and it keeps the continuity of the kids’ education> It’s 
important to note,  even though the district is applying for the grant, that does not necessarily mean they will get it.

12/16/16 8am

Heads up - two Kansas schools are starting late today. Macksville schools in Stafford County and republic schools in 
Republic County will start two-hours late today. So if your kids are getting ready this morning in those districts - 
they have an extra two hours.

12/24/16 9pm

Even though the weather was warm today. Some Wichita state students spent Christmas Eve buying, and handing 
out hats, gloves, and scarves... To people in need...  And as Deedee Sun found out, the idea started with a Facebook 
post.



12/26/16 7am

Playing dress-up is a pretty normal children's game. But for some Wichita kids, dressing up can help them work 
toward a successful future, even as they face a few obstacles. Roger Cornish looked into a special program that's 
helping kids.



ENVIRONMENT

10/1/16 9pm

Jamaicans and Haitians brace for hurricane Matthew... the category four storm is expected to hit the islands on 
Monday... But they could feel the effects tomorrow. It may hit Cuba... The Bahamas and south Florida later in the 
week. Storm shelters are already open and people are preparing to deal with outages.

10/2/16 9pm

Hurricane warnings are in effect for Jamaica, Cuba and Haiti… As hurricane Matthew makes its way through the 
Caribbean. The National Hurricane Center says the Category four hurricane is packing 145 mile per hour winds... 
And is expected to bring torrential rains to Jamaica and Haiti tonight.

10/3/16 4pm

One more day of nice weather before severe weather closes in on Kansas. We've issued a storm team 12 weather 
alert day tomorrow ahead of the storm... Merril has a look at what we're expecting to see.

10/4/16 5pm

I'm here near valley center on 69th near meridian. I just spoke with the family that lives in the home across the street 
here. They suffered the most damage from what we can tell. They have at least at least four trees completely 
uprooted, a 300 gallon propane tank ripped apart the propane leaking out. They have broken windows and RV 
turned on its side and back here there's a power line that is on fire. Are firefighters here keeping an eye on that 
waiting for power crews to arrive to handle that situation? The family is waiting for the propane to clear before they 
can go back up to the house to find out just how much damage they have. They will not be allowed to stay here 
tonight, but have to board up any broken windows or holes before they can leave to find someplace else to rest. I 
followed this storm from Haven through the northern parts of Sedgwick County... We've seen many trees down... 
And broken power lines... Due to high winds from the storm... we also saw street flooding just west of here... In 
Colwich... No injuries are reported from any of this damage... remember if you come to a flooded road... Turn 
around, don't try and drive through it... Also... Avoid any downed power lines... You don't know whether or not they 
are live.

10/5/16 5pm

For many people across Sedgwick county... 16:03 i don't know where to start... Wednesday meant cleaning up... 
"Guess i start in the front, and work my way back." Ron Brown is one of several people along 69th street in valley 
center, who felt the brunt of Tuesday night's storms. 12:10 this is the worst I’ve seen it in quite a while. We get some 
good winds like this in the country, but nothing like that last night. Pretty bad. Trees in the area took most of the 
impact, but falling branches caused other damage. 09:08 "the cars wasted on the windshield, front and back. Butted 
to 09:30 we've got extra cars so don't really need it. Others weren't so lucky. Down the street, a tree fell on brandy 
Schrader’s truck, totaling it. (nats chainsaw) next door, neighbors work to saw whatever limbs have fallen into the 
yard. 25:02 it's quite a project. While valley center crews work to clear roads and ditches, whatever debris is left is 
up to the homeowners to take care of. 26:19 hopefully valley center will have a free burn area, someplace we can get 
rid of it. And they'll have to wait to see the *financial damage. 10:30 insurance guy says do what i can to cut down 



on costs. ...they know cleanup will cost one thing.... 11:11 it'll probably take a while....a little time....hopefully 
friends will help out.... 25:17 i think everybody helps each other. There's more work to be done than you can wait 
for someone else to do or hire someone. And a little help from some friends. 13:35 we'll get er done. Get er cleaned 
up alright. Butted to 15:54 hopefully no money involved.

10/6/16 5am

Another round of storms - Early Thursday, skies partly to mostly cloudy with scattered storms south and east of the 
Turnpike.  Winds are light and temps are in the 50s and 60s. A strong cold front will plow across Kansas Thursday 
afternoon sparking another round strong storms along and east of I-135. Highs will range from near 55 over the 
northwest to the mid-80s over southeastern Kansas Thursday. Future track shows us:  showers/storms late east, dry, 
breezy, much cooler west Thursday afternoon. Thursday night to Friday morning: storms out; clouds stay, turning 
chilly. Friday afternoon: sunny but much cooler statewide. Friday night to Saturday morning: clear and cold, patchy 
frost west. Our 7-day forecast... Highs near 85 Thursday; much cooler mid 60s Friday; mild again this weekend. 
Rain/storms Thursday and Monday with gusty winds Thursday and early next week.

10/8/16 8am

Matthew is being blamed for at least 4 deaths in Florida. The storm hit the sunshine state Friday morning. Heavy 
rain drenched the eastern part of the state. Strong winds pushed debris and trees into the streets and waves crashed 
over beaches. Now... it's Georgia and the Carolinas turn in the bullseye. <"The immediate concern is now life-
threatening rain and water throughout our state. And I cannot emphasize more 'life-threatening rain' throughout our 
state. This has the potential for North Carolina to see the worst flooding since Hurricane Floyd in 1999."> Hurricane 
Matthew is expected to hit North Carolina by tonight.

10/9/16 10pm

A chance for showers returns at the beginning of your work week. Storm team 12 meteorologist Sarah Fletcher 
explains what you can expect when you drop your kids off at the bus stop tomorrow morning ... Sarah?

10/10/16 Noon

The aftermath of hurricane Matthew continues to be a threat to parts of the southeast. More than a foot of rain has 
led to severe flooding in portions of the Carolinas. Rescue teams scrambled to save a stranded mother and her baby 
girl. The family's car got stuck in flash flooding. The family of three was stuck on top of their s-u-v. They tried to 
drive through a raging current. More than one thousand people had to be rescued because of flooding. <sot verbatim:  
"the greatest threat at this time remains inland flooding that will continue throughout this week in both central and 
eastern north Carolina."> All the rain has overflowed the state's rivers. They're several feet above normal - 
Breaching dams and threatening towns with record flooding.

10/11/16 6am

North Carolina’s power company calls the destruction left by hurricane Matthew, historic. This is what many 
Carolina communities are grappling with, downed trees and powerlines. There are so many - emergency officials 
say some could be in the dark for quite a while. 12 people have been killed by the storm in North Carolina some 
mandatory evacuations near extremely flooded rivers are in Effect this morning. Forecasters say more than 18 inches 
of rain in some places created the dangerous flooding. Homeowners...are devastated nothing. You got heavy 



furniture and it's all in pieces it and it's all in the other side of the room or another room." > Haiti took the brunt of 
the storm the death toll is now over one thousand... That number will grow as a cholera outbreak threatens hundreds 
of thousands.

10/12/16 6am

<showers and storms continue to move to the east. Frost and freeze conditions are expected tonight over the north. 
Wichita will see decreasing clouds later today but chilly conditions will continue. Cool again tomorrow before a 
warming trend moves in. Here are the current conditions and forecasts.>

10/13/16 6am

Fact-finder 12 wanted to know what the leading cause of home fires is. So we looked it up. According to the group 
behind national fire safety week, it's cooking. Out of all those cooking fires - two thirds started when your food or 
something near the stove or oven caught fire. The most common day for cooking fires - no surprise here - is 
thanksgiving.

10/14/16 5pm

This will be a warm/hot weekend across Kansas with gusty winds and sunshine. Record highs are expected by 
Sunday and Monday as most of the state will be 20-25 degrees above normal. Overnight, look for the low clouds to 
move back in with low temperatures in the 50s and 60s. There won't be any rain overnight, but skies will be cloudy 
for central and eastern Kansas. After a cloudy start to the day on Saturday, sunshine is expected for much of the 
afternoon. Highs will be in the mid and upper 80s with strong south winds over central and eastern Kansas. It will 
get even hotter on Sunday with highs close to 90. This is when we could see record warmth in some areas around the 
state. It will be windy too with sunny skies in the afternoon. Monday still looks hot, but a cold front arriving 
Monday night will drop the temperatures back to fall-like readings by Tuesday.

10/15/16 9pm

The Sedgwick county zoo wants to thank everyone... who came out this morning to donate plants to spruce up the 
animal habitats. Zoo officials were asking for tropical plants, and perennials. The donations will be used in a variety 
of places throughout the zoo. Others will be used at the zoo to help other plants grow.

10/16/16 9pm

The record breaking heat that we saw on Sunday will continue for the start of the work week, but a cold front will 
bring us back to fall on Tuesday. Highs will jump right back into the upper 80s to lower 90s on Monday. Winds will 
be out of the southwest around 15-20, gusting up to 30 mph. That unseasonably hot weather, combined with gusty 
winds and low humidity, will bring the threat for wildfires into western Kansas. Red Flag Warnings have been 
issued for western Kansas from 12-8 p.m. on Monday.  A cold front will bring big changes into the state on 
Tuesday. That front, pushing into northwestern Kansas Monday afternoon, will move all the way through the state 
by Tuesday morning. Behind that front, our highs will drop into the low to mid 70s. We won't see a chance for rain 
with this front. Highs will drop into the mid-60s on Thursday before warming into the low 70s for the upcoming 
weekend. Expect plenty of sunshine through the end of the week.     



10/17/16

Early Monday, skies are clear to partly cloudy, winds are gusty and temps are in the 50s, 60s and 70s. Monday highs 
will soar back up into the lower 90s with gusty south to southwest winds under a mostly sunny sky. Several cities 
could see record-setting heat today. Our 7-day forecast... Highs: lower 90s Monday; cooling into the 60s 
Wednesday; then back to the mid-70s by Sunday. Week looks dry with tamer winds after Monday.

10/18/16 7am

Temps slowly tumble today through Thursday Early Tuesday, skies are mostly clear, winds are much lighter, and 
temps are in the 40s and 50s. Look for mostly sunny skies Tuesday afternoon but it will be much cooler compared to 
Monday's record heat. Highs will top-out in the 70s with a fresh northerly breeze. Future track shows us: mostly 
sunny, calmer and cooler Tuesday afternoon. Tuesday night to Wednesday morning: increasing clouds but dry. 
Wednesday afternoon: a mix of clouds and sun, a bit cooler. More clouds, passing showers or storms for 
northeastern Kansas. Our 7-day forecast... Highs: mid 70s Monday; cooling into the mid-60s Thursday; then back to 
around 80 this weekend. We'll stay dry with tame winds.     

10/19/16 7am

NASA scientists say last month was the warmest September on record. According to NASA’s Goddard institute for 
space studies...September 2016's temperature was point-zero-zero-four degrees Celsius warmer than previous years. 
With this new warm record... NASA says 11-of the past 12 months have set new monthly high-temperature records.

10/20/16 4pm

Thousands of people flock to evacuation centers in the Philippines as a super typhoon slammed into the coast last 
night... Weather officials say the storm which packed sustained winds of 140 miles per hour and gusts of up to 195 
made landfall shortly before midnight. Those wind speeds put it on par with a category 4 hurricane... It’s expected to 
affect over 2 and a half million people before veering northwest toward the coast of china by Friday. Ross we've got 
a much milder forecast in store here in Kansas... Including a warm up that's just in time for the weekend.

10/21/16 7am

Breaking news overnight - A powerful earthquake rocks western japan. The 6-point-6 magnitude earthquake hit this 
morning just after 1:00. Officials say, there are no reports of any damage or injuries. Officials also say the quake did 
not trigger a tsunami.      

10/22/16 9pm

We’ll stay warm and sunny through the end of the weekend, but a cold front is on the way. That cold front will start 
to move into northwest Kansas Sunday morning, from the northwest. We won't see any showers with this front, but 
our temps will drop a few degrees and our winds will shift out of the north behind the front. This weak front will 
move all the way through the state by early Monday morning. Our next chance for rain will be on Tuesday evening, 
as another front moves into the state. Showers and storms will be possible, especially over central Kansas, Tuesday 
night into early Wednesday morning. As the front moves out, to the east, any chance for rain will come to an end. 
We'll be left with sunny skies for the rest of the week.



10/23/16 9pm

A weak front will move through the state Sunday, but we won't see much of a change behind the front. The main 
difference will be a shift in the wind, from the northeast overnight. The northeasterly wind won't last long, shifting 
back to the southeast on Monday, We'll stay warm and sunny for the start of the work week, with highs in the mid-
70s. By Tuesday evening, a cold front, moving in from the northwest, will bring our next chance for scattered 
showers and storms. The best chance for rain will be over central and eastern Kansas Tuesday night into Wednesday 
morning. The sky will clear Wednesday afternoon, leaving sunny skies through the end of the week. 

10/24/16 8am

Rain/storm chances Tuesday Early Monday, skies are clear, winds are light and temps are in the 30s, 40s and 50s. A 
light northeast breeze will shift back to the south or southeast Monday afternoon and under mostly sunny sky, we'll 
start our work and school week with highs in the mid-70s. Future track shows us: sunny skies and mild temps 
Monday afternoon. Monday night to Tuesday morning: increasing clouds. Tuesday afternoon: partly to mostly 
cloudy, breezy and warm. Tuesday night to Wednesday morning: a few showers/storms southeast, clearing, cooler 
for northwest.

10/25/16 4pm

Wichita schools are working to make sure your student knows what to do in case of an earthquake... today they 
practiced the drop, cover, and hold technique in The district's first ever earthquake drill. The response plan was 
taught to woodman elementary school students. Students watched a training video and then practiced what they 
learned. Schools throughout the district will practice over the next few days. They will likely run earthquake drills 
about once a year going forward.

10/26/16 7am

Showers and thunderstorms continue to move to the east with locally heavy rainfall and lots of lightning. After the 
storms move out clearing skies will be seen. HD Future Track shows the clearing skies and continued dry conditions 
this afternoon through Friday. Here are the current conditions and forecasts.

10/27/16 4pm

The warm weather is here to stay through the end of the week. We could even break some record highs tomorrow. 
Highs will reach the mid-80s for your Friday with mostly sunny skies. A weak cold front will move through this 
weekend, dropping us back into the upper 70s. That's still warmer than average for this time of the year. Expect 
plenty of sunshine this weekend. The warm weather is back for Halloween, with highs in the low 80s. We'll be in the 
70s in the evening as the trick-or-treaters head out. Another front will move through the state, from the west, 
Monday night into Tuesday morning. This will drop our highs back into the upper 60s to lower 70s across the state. 
The next chance for rain will hold off until the middle of next week.

10/28/16 9pm

The unusual warmth for October continues into the weekend with more record highs threatened Saturday. Afternoon 
temperatures will warm well into the 80s ahead of an approaching cold front. High clouds will move on through 
Kansas overnight with lows in the 50s and 60s. South winds continue to be gusty. Saturday will be warm with most 



of the state seeing 80s for highs. A cold front pushing into western and northern Kansas will change the winds, but it 
won't cool things off until Sunday. Most of the state will see a 10-15 degree temperature drop by Sunday as highs 
slip back into the lower 70s. It will still be dry and we should have less wind for the end of the weekend. Warm 80 
degree weather will be back on Halloween, threatening more record high temperatures.

10/29/16 9pm

A cold front will move through Kansas on Saturday, bringing Fall back, briefly. That cold front has already moved 
through the northwestern part of the state will push all the way through Kansas overnight. Behind the front, winds 
will shift out of the north. Lows will drop into the mid-40s to low 50s overnight, with mostly clear skies. Tomorrow, 
thanks to that front, we'll only reach the upper 60s to lower 70s with mostly sunny skies. That cooler weather won't 
last long. Winds will shift once again, out of the south on Monday. This will pull in warm air from the south for 
your Halloween. Highs will jump back into the low to mid-80s. Another cold front will move in from the northwest, 
into northwest Kansas Monday morning. It will stall over the central part of the state Monday night, before pushing 
all the way through Kansas on Tuesday. Highs will fall back into the 70s by the middle of the week. We could even 
get a few showers and storms on Wednesday night.

10/30/16 7am

A 6.6 magnitude earthquake hit central Italy early this morning.... the quake shook an area 3 miles from Preci, a city 
rocked by two powerful earthquakes Thursday. So far 20 people are hurt, but no one has reported any deaths from 
this incident. No one was hurt or killed in the two quakes from earlier this week, but historic buildings were 
destroyed. Rescuers worry quakes could trigger mudslides, making it dangerous to bring heavy equipment up 
narrow roads linking towns and villages in a hilly region of the country.

10/31/16 8am

Nothing scary in our Halloween forecast Early Monday, skies are partly-mostly cloudy, winds are fresh and temps 
are in the 40s and 50s. Southerly winds Monday will blow warm temps back into Kansas with highs soaring back 
into the 80s under a mostly sunny sky.  South winds will gust over 20 mph later in the day. Future track shows us:  
mostly sunny, breezy and much warmer. Monday afternoon. Monday night to Tuesday morning: a mostly clear to 
partly cloudy. Tuesday afternoon: mix of sun and clouds, warm. Tuesday night to Wednesday morning: increasing 
clouds. Our 7-day forecast... Highs in the 80s Monday-tuesday then 70s through the weekend. Rain/storm chances 
Wednesday and gain Saturday night with gusty winds at times.

11/1/16 9pm

Thousands of Taricaya turtles are released into the Amazon ... in an effort to save the species from extinction. 
Officials say the number of turtles along the Amazon is going down because of development and logging in the 
region. The endangered turtles are classified as "vulnerable" by Peru's government ... Officials hope the release of 
the 17-thousand baby turtles will boost the population along the Amazon.

11/2/16 4pm

Showers and storms will continue to be scattered around the state this afternoon. A stationary front will start to 
move to the southeast later today, spreading cooler condition to the southeast half of the state. It will also help 
produce the rain. Here are the current conditions and forecasts.



11/3/16 4pm

Again, mike pence speaking at a trump rally to voters in Michigan. We'll have more on your campaign coverage 
coming up later in the show. Fall like temperatures are finally here… and we're in for another cool night tonight. 
Merril has a look at the forecast.

11/4/16 4pm

Quiet weather tonight and tomorrow then increasing chances for rain Saturday night and Sunday. The weather 
should not affect outdoor activities tomorrow. HD Future Track shows the increasing clouds over the next 48 hours. 
Here are the current conditions and forecasts.

11/5/16 9pm

A 2-point-6 magnitude earthquake struck Sumner county. The u-s geological survey says it happed around 4:30 this 
morning. They say it was centered seven miles northwest of Conway springs. Law enforcement authorities say they 
haven't received any reports of damage.

11/6/16 9pm

You weren't alone if you felt an earthquake just after 7:30 tonight. The u-s-g-s is measuring the quake as a 5 point 
0... It was originally rated a 5.3 it was centered in Cushing, Oklahoma. That’s west of Tulsa. Many of you called our 
newsroom seconds after the earthquake. Here’s what one person felt... <sot verbatim: i was sitting here watching my 
football game and it knocked me right off the couch. > We’re still trying to find out if there is any damage. again 
just to recap...a five-point three magnitude quake shakes in central Oklahoma... it happened at 7:44 tonight... it was 
felt here in wichita and as far away as Kansas city and little rock, Arkansas.

11/7/16 4pm

Rain helped knock temperatures back down into the normal fall range... And more off and on showers are on the 
way tonight. Meteorologist Merril Teller has a look at your forecast.

11/8/16 7am

With winter fast approaching we want to give you an outlook into what you can expect this season. Storm team 12 
meteorologist Ross Janssen has your winter weather outlook.

11/9/16 7am

Early Wednesday, skies are clear east with scattered clouds west.  Winds are light, temps are in the 30s and 40s. 
Wednesday afternoon look for sunny skies, light winds and highs around 60 degrees.

11/10/16 4pm



It's been a warm afternoon but bundle up tonight... A cold front is moving through that could knock temperatures 
down another 10 to 15 degrees. Merril has a look at the cool down.

11/11/16 4pm

It was a chilly start to this Friday but not as cold as the last couple of mornings. Colder conditions tonight with frost 
and freeze conditions expected. Decreasing clouds and chilly this evening.

11/12/16 9pm

It was a beautiful day to get outside and get some yard work done if you can stand those pesky oak mites... And it's 
just going to get warmer... Merrill teller has the latest on how long this nice weather will last...

11/13/16 7am

Investigators say arson may have caused more than 20 wildfires burning in a North Carolina national forest. The 
Governor declared a state of emergency for several counties ... as fires force many families from their homes. 
Firefighters say strong winds and dry conditions help fuel the flames that are now are threatening residential areas. 
<sot verbatim: "the fire got within 20 yards of one home, another half dozen homes it got about one tenth of a mile." 
> Police in Kentucky arrested two people in connection with suspicious wildfires. Law enforcement in Georgia and 
Alabama are asking for help finding suspects who may have started wildfires there.  

11/14/16 4pm

Warm start to the week but winds will blow some much cooler air into our area... toward the end of the week and 
into the weekend. Meteorologist Merril Teller's tracking what could be a roller coaster week...

11/15/16 4pm

Record high temperatures have been tied or broken today and more may fall tomorrow. Clear skies have helped to 
push temperatures into the 70s this hour. Wichita will stay clear and mild this evening.

11/16/16 8am

Early Wednesday, skies are mostly clear, winds are fresh and temps are in the 30s and 40s. Temperatures will soar 
into upper 70s to near 85 degrees Wednesday under a mostly sunny sky along with much stronger winds causing 
blowing dust at times over western Kansas.

11/17/16 7am

Early Thursday, skies are mostly cloudy, winds are gusty and temps are in the 40s and 50s. Thursday we'll see a mix 
of clouds and sun and it will be the last really warm day with highs in the mid-70s to lower 80s except for northwest 
Kansas where it will be much cooler.



11/18/16 4pm

The front that brought us this chilly weather, dropping our temperatures 20-35 degrees in the past 24 hours, is 
moving to the east. Winds are strong today, out of the northwest behind the front, from 15-30, gusting up to 40 mph. 
These high winds will start to calm down this evening, but it will stay chilly. Lows tonight will fall into the upper 
teens to low 20s with mostly clear skies. A ridge of high pressure will build into the Central Plains for the start of 
the weekend. This will keep skies clear and shift winds out of the south. Highs will reach the mid to upper 40s 
Saturday afternoon. Much warmer weather is in store for Sunday and Monday, with highs in the lower 60s. Our next 
chance for rain will come in Monday night into Tuesday morning, as our next area of low pressure builds in from 
the west. Highs will fall back into the 50s for the middle of the week.

11/19/16 9pm

A ridge of high pressure will bring a warming trend into Kansas this weekend. But a cold front is on the way for the 
start of the week. Winds will start to pick up on Sunday, out of the south, along the outer boundary of a ridge of high 
pressure. These southerly winds will pull in warmer air. Highs will reach the upper 50s for the end of the weekend. 
That warming trend continues into the start of the work week, with highs in the lower 60s on Monday. Expect partly 
cloudy skies by then. Our next cold front will start to push into western Kansas Monday night into Tuesday 
morning. This will bring our next chance for showers. Expect light to moderate rainfall on Tuesday with this system. 
Highs will drop back into the mid-50s, which is right where we should be for this time of the year, on Wednesday. 
It'll be mostly sunny through the end of the week, so you shouldn't run into any problems on the road for 
Thanksgiving.

11/20/16 7am

Dean, some parts of the country are seeing their first snowfall this weekend.... Check out this video we found from 
Michigan. It's been snowing all night out there, and it's still going this morning.

11/21/16 9pm

A storm system is on the way that could put a damper on your holiday travel plans. That system, an area of low 
pressure and a cold front associated with it, will build into Kansas from the west Monday night into Tuesday 
morning. We'll be warm ahead of this front on Tuesday afternoon, reaching the mid-60s in central Kansas. Scattered 
showers will be possible as this system moves in, leaving light rain. A rain/snow mix will be possible over 
northwestern Kansas Tuesday afternoon, where it will be cooler. Overall, rain totals should be below a quarter of an 
inch by the end of the day Tuesday. Cooler air will build in behind this system for the middle of the week. Expect 
sunny to mostly sunny skies Wednesday through the upcoming weekend.

11/22/16 8am

Warmer for some, cooler for others. Early Tuesday, skies are cloudy with a broad area of light rain and showers 
lifting northward through central and eastern Kansas. Winds are fresh and temps are mostly in the 40s and 50s. 
Occasional showers and light rain will pass through central and eastern Kansas Tuesday but it will be cold enough 
for a rain-snow mix at times over the northwest.

11/23/16 4pm



The holidays are in full swing and so is the holiday travel season... Today many of you will be headed out to visit 
friends and family... Merril has a look at what you can expect if you're hitting the road this holiday.

11/24/16 7am

Early Thursday, some folks are seeing low clouds and patchy fog, others, mostly clear skies. Winds are light and 
temps are in the 20s and 30s. Another cold front will race across Kansas Thanksgiving Day but it will pass without 
any rain. After any early fog burns-off, look for a few high clouds and gusty, shifting winds.  Highs will range from 
the lower 50s northwest to the lower 60s across southern Kansas. Our 7-day forecast... Highs around 60 Thursday; 
upper 50s Friday, low to mid-60s this weekend, much colder by the middle of next week. Rain Sunday evening with 
gusty winds at times through next week.

11/25/16 4pm

The sunshine will stick around for the start of the weekend, but rain is on the way. High pressure will keep skies 
clear Saturday, with highs in the upper 50s to lower 60s. Our next cold front will start to build into western Kansas 
Sunday morning, pushing into central Kansas by Sunday evening. Scattered showers will be possible along this 
front, with a few flurries possible over northwestern Kansas early Sunday morning. By Monday morning, that front 
will exit the state to the east, taking any chance for rain along with it. It will be windy as that front is moving 
through, with gusts up to 40-50 mph. With a breezy start to the work week, highs will stay in the upper 50s to lower 
60s. Cooler air builds in Tuesday, dropping highs into the upper 40s to lower 50s through the end of the week.

11/26/16 9pm

An area of low pressure will build over eastern Colorado early Sunday morning, moving to the east. It will push into 
western Kansas Sunday morning, bringing a cold front with it. Showers and a few isolated storms will form along 
this front as it pushes into central Kansas by noon. The chance for showers and storms will linger into Sunday night, 
before tapering off Monday morning as the front exits the state to the east. Overall, the chance for severe weather is 
low, but we could have a few isolated storms over north central Kansas Sunday afternoon that could produce 
damaging wind and small hail. Behind the front on Sunday, the wind will start to pick up, with gusts from 40-50 
mph. Dry air will also build in behind the front, with relative humidity values down to 10-15% over southwestern 
Kansas. The dry air combined with high winds and warm air will provide all of the necessary ingredients for fire 
weather Sunday afternoon. Avoid outdoor burning in southwestern Kansas on Sunday. Mostly sunny skies return for 
the start of the work week and linger through the end of the week.

11/27/16 7am

A windy day across Kansas.  A Wind Advisory starts at 10 A.M., and continues through 6 P.M., for central Kansas.  
Wind gusts near 40 mph are possible.  Scattered showers will develop through the morning and spread eastward 
throughout the day.  Rainfall amounts will be less than 0.10".  More details on the travel forecast for today and a 
look at cooler weather headed into Kansas this week, in a few minutes.

11/28/16 4pm

We'll have to wait until tomorrow for the cooler air to rush in. For now, it's warm. We hit the lower 60s this 
afternoon, which is about 10 degrees above normal for this time of the year. Cooler air builds in tomorrow, so we'll 



fall back to where we should be for this time of the year. If you're heading out this evening, we'll have clear skies 
and we'll be in the 40s by 8 p.m. I'll have your complete forecast, coming up.

11/29/16 4pm

Emily, let's start with the saddest news...the fires have now claimed as least three lives. Officials scrambled to 
evacuate downtown Gatlinburg and pigeon forge as flames approached homes there... According to our sister station 
in nearby Knoxville, nearly 300 homes have already been destroyed and take a look at this... This is some of the 
destruction left behind... You can see homes there have been completely burned out... With little left but pieces of 
the wall. The Gatlinburg fire chief commended firefighters in the area for stepping in to protect others, despite the 
danger to their own homes. <sot verbatim: "It's difficult to go out into a community and try to protect and serve 
others when your own property and everything that you've worked for is burning down. But that's what these men 
and women have done for the last 24-hours." > Gatlinburg is a popular resort town that's home to attractions like 
Dollywood. Yesterday flames closed in on the park vista hotel and this 16 story Hilton hotel. This amateur video 
posted on social media shows the raging fires just outside the hotel's windows. And additional fires near the smoky 
mountain national park are also now forcing mass evacuations. <sot verbatim:21 We covered our face with wet 
towels and then we finally got in the car and we drove down the mountain a ways and we ran into a tree that was 
over the road so we had to turn around and we couldn't see to get back up the mountain."  > The Red Cross has set 
up several shelters for those evacuated residents. Again, the death toll stands at three.

11/30/16 4pm

Our next chance for rain will hold off until the end of the week, into the start of the weekend. Until then, it's dry and 
it's mild. We're in the upper 40s to lower 50s across the state, which is about where we should be for the last day of 
November. We'll get cooler as we continue into the evening, falling into the lower 40s after the sun sets... Into the 
upper 30s by 8. I'll have more details on the timing and impacts of our next chance for rain, coming up.

12/1/16 4pm

December is here and could bring our first snowfall... Two storm systems are headed our way... Ross has a look at 
what's in the forecast next week in a moment but first Merril has the details on the storm moving in over the 
weekend.

12/2/16 7am

Emergency management officials in Tennessee say the death toll from massive wildfires that engulfed Gatlinburg 
Tennessee now stands at 11. Dozens are still missing. Hurricane-force winds fueled the wildfires on Monday night - 
forcing more than 14-thousand people to evacuate. Starting this morning at 9:00 - Roads in Gatlinburg will re-open 
to give people the chance to see if their homes and businesses are still standing - and to retrieve any belongings that 
survived. Roads will then close again this afternoon at 4:00. Dollywood amusement park was not damaged. It will 
reopen this afternoon.

12/3/16 9pm

We've had a gloomy start to the weekend, with light rain showers for most and even some flurries for some. Any 
chance for showers will taper off tonight, leaving partly to mostly cloudy skies overnight. Lows will stay chilly, in 
the mid-20s to mid-30s. By Sunday, clouds will decrease, becoming sunny in the afternoon. It will be a mild day, 



with highs in the upper 40s to lower 50s. This mild weather won't last long. A strong cold front will build in from 
the north on Monday. Behind this front, highs will fall into the upper 30s to lower 40s on Tuesday. It will be breezy, 
with northerly wind around 15-20 mph. Our next chance for showers will come in the form of snow late Tuesday 
night into Wednesday morning. Snow will be light, leaving 1-3" possible. Highs will drop into the upper 20s 
Wednesday, the coldest we've had so far this season.

12/4/16 7am

The rain has ended across most of south central Kansas.  Overnight rainfall amounts were generally less than a half 
inch. Clouds will break for sunshine and mild temperatures today.  Highs in the upper 40s and low 50s.

12/5/16 4pm

This winter we're implementing a new tool to help you prepare ahead of incoming winter storms... We've already 
issued a storm team 12 weather alert for Wednesday... Ross this is what we're going to call a "low" impact storm 
right?

12/6/16 4pm

People in North Dakota are still working to clear roads today... After an overnight storm dropped nearly a foot of 
snow. Another storm system coming over the Rockies.... Could bring the first snowfall of the season to parts of 
Kansas overnight and into tomorrow. Sarah fletcher has a look at when and where.

12/7/16 4pm

It’s easily the coldest night we've seen this season... Ross looks back at the last time when saw temperatures fall this 
low we will have bitter cold temperatures overnight. It's the first time to drop into the teens for Wichita since late 
February and we will wake up to single digit temperatures early tomorrow.

12/8/16 4pm

We're not alone... Today millions of people woke up to bitter cold across the nation. Denver Colorado residents are 
dealing with heavy snow and bitter cold drivers struggled with ice covered windshields to get on the roads... where 
near white out conditions lead to crashes. And to the north, snow caused parts of North Dakota to look like a frozen 
tundra. Snow drifts several feet high trapped one Bismarck man in his home for days. <sot verbatim: wind 
(19:45:02) we get dumped on a lot, but not like this, this is unusual even for us" (CROSSTALK) (19:45:06) 
(omar/off cam) “have you been able to leave your house?" 

(duane) "not for 3 days" 

(omar/off cam) "Do you have supplies in there?" 

(duane) "Yes we do, we're okay" (19:45:12) (19 SEC) > in Glenburn, North Dakota this woman scaled a wall of 
snow when she opened her door. Her friend filmed her as she tried to make the brutal trek to the front yard... before 
she gave up and came back inside. More snow and sub-zero temperatures are in the forecast.

12/9/16 8am



The snow and cold are moving east - wreaking havoc on roads across the Midwest. This is what interstate 96 looked 
like yesterday in Michigan, dangerous conditions there caused a huge pile-up near Lansing where three people died, 
11 others were hurt. It was even worse in Ohio - troopers there say about 50 cars were involved in a massive pile-up. 
Much of this - due to lake effect snow, building across the Cleveland area, Michigan and into upstate New York. It 
even made for a wintery arrival in Canada for the vice-president, leaving air force two in the midst of heavy snow 
and winds.

12/11/16 9pm

High pressure will take over the region on Monday, just to our east. Skies will be mostly sunny and wind will be out 
the of the south/southwest along the outer boundary of that high. That southerly wind will pull in warmer air, 
helping our highs to reach the upper 40s to lower 50s. That "warmer" weather won't last long. A strong cold front 
will build in from the north Monday night into Tuesday morning. Behind this front, highs will drop into the 30s on 
Tuesday afternoon. Arctic air will continue to surge in from the north Wednesday and Thursday, with highs in the 
upper 20s to lower 30s through then. Wind will shift once again, out of the south, by the end of the work week, 
bringing warmer air into the region. Highs will bounce back into the 40s on Friday. Once again, that warm air won't 
last. Another cold front will push into Kansas Friday night into Saturday, bringing a chance for snow showers.

12/12/16 8am

Bone-chilling temps and snow moves east, after dropping several inches of snow across the Midwest. This is what 
many in Milwaukee are waking up to today - cars covered in that heavy packing snow. Hundreds of kids across 
Lake Michigan in the Grand Rapids area, also waking up to that snow and no school. Next stop for the snow? 
Upstate New York and Ohio.   

12/13/16 7am

Early Tuesday, skies are mostly clear, winds are fresh and wind chills are in the single digits and teens. A front 
ushered in a re-enforcing shot of cold air while we were sleeping but no snow along with fresh northerly winds. 
Despite mostly sunny skies Tuesday afternoon, highs will only top-out in the low to mid-30s.

12/15/16 4pm

Snowy roads causing problems for drivers across the country today as a deep freeze settles in... And you'll have to 
deal with some snowy conditions in *Kansas this weekend... As many of you head out for last minute shopping... 
Ross has the details on that storm but before that we'll have to brace for a temperature roller coaster... Merril shows 
us what we can expect.

12/16/16 8am

Meteorologist Mark Larson says our state is looking at some huge weather changes over the next 36 hours. We'll see 
temps tumble 20 to 30 degrees, wicked northerly winds, blowing snow Saturday and face-numbing wind chills 
tomorrow night. Friday will be rather chilly again across northern Kansas where highs will only top-out in the 40s. 
Southern Kansas will warm into the 50s and 60s with some afternoon sun and gusty southerly winds. Our winds will 
shift to the north tonight and usher-in the coldest temps we've seen in a couple of years this weekend. Light snow 
will also develop across western Kansas early Saturday, then spread east into tomorrow afternoon and evening. 
There won't be too much snow with this storm but a few spots could see a couple of inches, especially over western 



and southern Kansas. Visibility will drop below a mile at times Saturday due to blowing snow.  Expect dangerous 
wind chills late Saturday afternoon through early Sunday morning when it will feel like nearly 20 below zero for 
parts of our state. Sunday will be sunny but very cold with lighter winds and highs in the teens to near 20 degrees.

12/21/16 4pm

We've already seen snow and subzero temperatures but today is the official first day of winter... And a winter storm 
is headed our way... It could cause problems for your holiday travel plans. Merril has a look at the forecast.

12/22/16 4pm

Two years ago we saw an unseasonable tornado touch down in the month of December... Now a different kind of 
severe weather is threatening to disrupt your Christmas plans... It's the first time we've seen a weather threat on 
Christmas Eve or Christmas day since records began... Sarah has a look at what we can expect headed into the 
holiday weekend.

12/24/16 9pm

A storm system will build in from the west, bringing showers and storms, some possibly strong to severe, into 
Kansas. Patchy fog will build over the state Saturday evening. Showers will start to build in from the south, mainly 
after midnight, across the entire state. Those showers will continue throughout the morning. A cold front will begin 
to move into western Kansas by 8 a.m. Sunday. As this front moves to the east, a line of thunderstorms will form 
along it. Storms should push into Hays by 10 a.m. Salina, Hutchinson and Wichita should have storms from 12:30 to 
2:30 p.m. The line of storms will push into eastern Kansas, exiting the state in the late afternoon/early evening. A 
few of these storms could become severe, with the main threat being damaging wind. Gusts could exceed 60 mph at 
times. Small hail could also form. After the front moves through, skies will clear. With dry air, and gusty wind, fire 
weather will become a concern Sunday afternoon in southwestern Kansas. A Fire Weather Watch will be in effect 
for southwest Kansas on Sunday afternoon. Fires could spread rapidly, so outdoor burning is not advised. Highs will 
reach the mid to upper 60s on Sunday, which is over 20 degrees above average for this time of the year. Some areas 
could reach record highs.

12/25/16 9pm

Only minor damage reported in Chile ... After a 7-point-6 magnitude earthquake shook parts of the country today. 
No deaths or injuries have been reported. The U-s geological survey says the quake struck near the southern tip of 
Chiloe (CHIL-OH-WAY) Island ... About 8-hundred miles south of Santiago. Some 4-thousand people have been 
evacuated from coastal areas for tsunami concerns.

12/26/16 7am

While Kansans did not see a white Christmas - a wicked winter storm covered parts of the upper Midwest in more 
than a foot of snow. Rough weather triggered thousands of power outages in the Dakotas, Nebraska and western 
Iowa. Blizzard conditions in Iowa and Utah kept many plow and tow truck drivers away from their families on 
Christmas Day. <This is my ninth call. Oh man it's been crazy. It's been nuts. Lot of slide offs, accidents> this storm 
is expected to reach the east coast later today - bringing the messy conditions with it. The National Weather Service 
is warning people who plan to drive today to take extra precautions.



12/27/16 4pm

As New Year’s approaches, there may be more trouble in store for travelers.  Later this week, storms could bring 
significant snowfall to parts of New England and heavy rain from Washington, d-c to New York.

12/28/16 4pm

Cooler air will filter into the state tonight but the big cold push won't arrive until Monday night. Right now things 
are still on the warm side for late December. This evening will be pleasantly cool and clear.

12/29/16 4pm

Northerly wind is pulling in cooler air, dropping our temperatures about 10 degrees in the past 24 hours. Clear skies 
will continue thanks to high pressure this evening. It will get cooler, falling into the 30s this evening. There's a brief 
warm up on the way tomorrow, but cooler air is back for the weekend. Merrill Teller is here to give you a heads up 
on what you can expect for New Year's Eve.

12/30/16 7am

Probably a good idea to keep a heavier coat on hand but let's just call it chilly, but dry with light winds under a 
partly to mostly cloudy sky - not too bad really.



HEALTH & SAFETY

10/1/16 9pm

People in Sumner County could get federal assistance for flood repairs... Fema was on scene today... documenting 
damage left behind by the record floods... The assessment plays a role in determining if cash-strapped townships 
will get help to repair their roads. Deedee sun followed along for part of the assessment...

10/2/16 9pm

An update to a story we told you about, the Wichita school district has issued a statement about the threats that are 
being bade across social media outlets. In a statement they say.....While we believe the messages to be hoaxes, we 
will nonetheless be extra-vigilant tomorrow as students and staff return to school. We encourage you send any posts 
of concern to the Wichita Public Schools and those will be shared with law enforcement as well.

10/3/16 4pm

Subaru is recalling nearly 600-thousand vehicles because their windshield wiper motors can overheat....creating a 
fire risk. The recall affects some legacy and outback cars from the 2010 to 2014 model years. The company says it's 
unclear whether the problem has caused any fires or injuries.

10/4/16 9pm

Thanks Pilar... There is also storm damage tonight in Goddard... Where crews are working to clear trees knocked-
down by strong winds. Emily Griffin continues our team 12 coverage now live.

10/5/16 5pm

In a factfinder 12 consumer alert... You'll want to check the eggs in your refrigerator. "Good earth Egg Company"... 
is recalling eggs distributed in Kansas after EIGHT people in three states became sick with salmonella poisoning. 
The eggs were sold under a variety of brand names and have a sell by date of October 8th. The company says... you 
should throw the eggs out and thoroughly clean your refrigerator to make sure you stay healthy.

10/6/16 5am

Cities around the Wichita metro area are working to get debris from the recent storm cleaned-up quickly. Some 
cities may pick up your debris - if you stack it neatly along the edge of the street. If you've had power lines around 
your home fall - the u-s department of labor suggests inspecting the area for hidden electrical lines *before* you 
start to clean-up. It's also important to remember when you have to cut down a tree - always start at the top and work 
your way down. If you need to use a chainsaw for the first time - it's probably best to ask for help. <sot verbatim: if 
you aren't used to using one of these there is definitely some concern.  22:07 // 17:22:09 blades can get stuck in a… 
pinched in wood. Um, it can kick back. > If you would like to know when crews will pick up the debris - call your 
city hall.



10/8/16 8am

The u-s military is mobilizing to help Haiti in the wake of Matthew’s destruction. The u-s navy is sending a ship 
loaded with 300 marines... A landing craft... And three large helicopters to help with relief efforts. 170 personnel 
and nine helicopters are already in the island country. 2 more navy ships are waiting orders. Nearly 300 people are 
reported dead in Haiti. However.... Government officials say... That number is likely higher because 
communications in some areas is still down... And they haven't received death totals.

10/9/16 10pm

A BNSF freight train slams into a car that got stuck on the train tracks... Right now you can see crews inspecting the 
track and the train, to assess damage. The driver in the car is okay, he got out before the train hit. The Kansas 
highway patrol tells me the driver saw a couple of deer on the road, and swerved trying to avoid them. He ended up 
on the tracks... And got high-centered. The master trooper said the driver saw a train coming... And ran out of the 
car.  He says the conductor saw the car but there wasn't much they could do to stop... And the train hit the car head 
on. Again the driver is okay... The KHP advises drivers... Don't try to avoid hitting animals... Because the resulting 
accidents often end up worse than if you just hit the animal.

10/10/16 5pm

The employee i talked with said his reaction to the spill Thursday was probably *the scariest thing that's *ever 
happened to him... He's o-k now and tells me hearing from the Hesston fire chief and the CEO this morning made 
him feel good about coming back to work today.

10/11/16 6am

I know the city is in the process of looking at numbers and data around the school... they are doing this because 
when school gets out, the traffic gets worse - many who either go to this school or live in this area are frustrated with 
all the congestion. The city says while it's in the process of gathering new data here, it has already added new stop 
signs and more speed limit signs. It also patrols this area the best it can with officers. The city is hoping to change a 
stop sign at the four way stop near the school to a light signal. <sot verbatim:SOT#7 (28:35- 28:43)- "I think that 
four way stop sign is the biggest problem, that four way stop it's like literally a line already right now with people 
leaving  > those numbers should be available sometime soon... And the city can then get a better idea of what the 
problem is.

10/12/16 6am

Law enforcement in Sedgwick County... is seeing more heroin use in Wichita. The Wichita police department says 
the amount of heroin it finds on the streets... has doubled compared to a few years ago. And one addiction treatment 
center says... Opiate addiction, is now the most common drug addiction it treats. Deedee sun spoke with law 
enforcement about the growing problem.

10/13/16 6am

When the weather gets colder... Many of us spend more time inside. Firefighters say this can be dangerous for a 
couple of reasons.... Especially if you are not heating your home properly. Firefighters talked with kids about 
staying safe at home. Here are some tips: if you use portable heaters... you need to make sure they are in a safe spot, 



with nothing surrounding it for at least 3 feet- you also need to be mindful about kids and pets if you have these, and 
don't leave them on for an extended period of time. Now would be a good time to make sure your smoke detectors 
are working... and your furnace and air filter are clean too. <SOT#3 (53:50-54:59) - "in wichita fires are year round, 
never know when, how or where they're going to come about...and obviously colder weather you want warmth so 
you turn on your furnaces your heaters...people are bringing out portable heating devices as well and all those have 
factors as far as safety rules and regulations that you need to follow. > If you ever need help with your smoke 
alarms, the fire department has a free program with the city to get them up and working.

10/14/16 5pm

Authorities give the "all clear" at the Kansas capitol... After a suspicious package was found on statehouse grounds. 
The Kansas Highway Patrol says someone called to report the package around 6-30 this morning. Authorities found 
an 18-inch tall brown canister near a statue of a pioneer woman on the southwest corner of Statehouse grounds. The 
Capitol remained open ... But several nearby streets were blocked off during the investigation.

10/15/16 9pm

Secretary of state John Kerry says two American prisoners held captive by rebels in Yemen have been released. 
Their names have not been released but they were taken to neighboring Oman earlier today. At least ten thousand 
people have been killed in Yemen since forces began fighting back in March of 2015.

10/16/16 9pm

That’s a look at the potential impact of some of the chemicals that the suspects were planning on using. It's called h-
t-m-d. They also had plans to use several others to construct the bombs that would've been loaded into four trucks 
and parked at that apartment complex. In our team 12 coverage, Deedee sun spoke to a bomb squad commander 
about just how dangerous those devices could've been.

10/17/16 8am

New video shows an incredible rescue near Orlando. Come over and watch this. About 12 good Samaritans made a 
human chain to pull a driver from that car. But wait - there's more, so police arrived on scene to help and the driver, 
who was rescued, became combative. It was so bad, he had to be restrained on his way to the hospital.

10/18/16 7am

A fire drives more than 90 people from their homes at a Manhattan apartment complex. Fire crews there say they're 
not sure what started this fire at the founder’s hill apartment complex. Eyewitnesses say it was so large, you could 
see flames shooting from the roof. Our sister station w-i-b-w says fire crews spent hours working to get the fire 
under control. We’re not sure what caused the fire.

10/19/16 7am

With three weeks to go until the election... 36 states are now asking the federal government for help with securing 
their voting systems. Kansas is not one of them. Fact finder 12 looked into it and here's why... A spokesperson for 
the Kansas secretary of state says "the secretary of state employs cyber-security protection systems that safeguard 



the administration of state and local elections." "Procedures have been established to thwart both cyber and 
conventional threats to our voting processes including security measures that some states do not have."

10/20/16 4pm

New at four... state health officials say they could only investigate about half of 33 cases of elevated lead levels in 
Saline County... Officials say some people were reluctant to allow investigators into their homes. The state began an 
investigation in June because of the high number of children affected by the elevated lead levels. In august, the state 
notified families saying no single cause for the elevated lead levels was found.

10/21/16 7am

A former pastor is accused of trying to choke a four-month-old baby. The 54-year-old has been charged with felony 
aggravated battery and misdemeanor battery. Police say... he walked-up to a mom and baby in line at an overland 
park Wal-Mart... And began choking the baby. People inside the store held the man until officers arrived. The baby 
is doing fine. Investigators say... the man may have been under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

10/22/16 9pm

A factfinder 12 warning for veterans about a contractor scam that recently hit the Abilene area... Costing one man 
close to 14 thousand dollars. A veteran says he recently bought a home for around 25 thousand dollars in enterprise, 
Kansas, with hopes of fixing it up. He hired a contractor for the job but the repairs weren't up to par. In fact they 
were so bad that the city eventually shut the project down. The contractor left without refunding the man the 13 
thousand 500 dollars he'd already paid. <sot verbatim:  My personal doctor had told me to no longer come to the 
house cause the anxiety and the stress it was causing me was actually making my diagnosis' and my problem that I 
currently have worse,> our sister station in Topeka has tried to contact the contractor, but he hasn't returned any 
phone calls. The wounded warrior project is helping the man repair the home but they're asking for help. You can 
find information on where you can donate on our website.

10/23/16 9pm

According to a study in 2015, there were around 561 homeless people in the Wichita and Sedgwick county area. Out 
of those, around one hundred didn't have a home. Around 350 were living in an emergency shelter and the rest were 
living in a more traditional housing complex.

10/24/16 8am

Heads up if you need to drive 235 today. Both the northbound 235 ramps at central are closed - and will be until 
7:00 tonight. Crews will repair asphalt on the shoulders. Then this morning at 10:00 - KDOT will close the 235 exit 
ramp at 25th Street - until 7:00 tonight for the same reason. And one more closure to pass along that will impact 
your drive home. From noon to 7pm - the Southbound 235 exit to central will also close for asphalt repairs.

10/25/16 4pm

Infants should be sleeping in the same room as their parents, but not the same bed... The American academy of 
pediatrics put out that new recommendation for parents yesterday... They say keeping them in the same room for at 



least the first six months can reduce the risk of sudden infant death syndrome, known as SIDS, by as much as 50-
percent. SIDS and other sleep related complications is blamed for the deaths of 35-hundred babies here in the u-s 
every year.

10/26/16 7am

Another mountain lion sighting in Kansas. Take a look at this surveillance video. Homeowners *and* police say the 
distant white shape in the middle of the screen was a mountain lion in valley center. Officer Shannon Meyer says 
this is the first time she's ever seen a mountain lion this close to the city. But says she knows of other people and 
farmers around the area who have seen them before. She says as soon as she saw it, she knew what it was. <sot 
verbatim: 33:10 I grew up seeing them all the time so I could tell the tail had a full length tail and the very tip of it 
was black and it was bigger than a bobcat, it didn't have pointy ears, so I'm pretty, I'm 100 percent sure it's a 
mountain lion. 14 > Officer Meyer says the homeowners have chickens in their backyard. She thinks the mountain 
lion may have come closer looking for food. She advises anyone else who believes they've spotted a mountain lion 
to leave it alone… and encourages them to call police and report where they saw it.

10/27/16 4pm

Students and teachers escape with only minor cuts and burns after a chemical explosion at a school in Beloit. It 
happened at Saint John’s catholic high school yesterday morning... After acid was mixed with table sugar in a flask. 
A teacher and administrator Joe Holdren say they've done the experiment before and never had any incidents... But 
this time they say a flask overheated and blew up. Holdren and the students in the class were taken to the hospital 
where they were treated for minor cuts and acid burns. Holdren says everyone was back at school by lunch time.

10/28/16 4pm

A Missouri jury awards a woman more than 70 million dollars because she says, baby powder gave her cancer. The 
case against Johnson and Johnson argued the company was negligent in making then marketing its baby powder. A 
key baby powder ingredient - talcum powder - has been tied to an increased risk of cancer. An attorney for the 
winning woman says her case is one of more than four thousand, all alleging the powder gave them cancer.

10/29/16 9pm

Today’s the day a Harvey county detention deputy officially loses his job. We’ve been telling you about 18-year-old 
Jaycob Hultberg the past few nights. He was hospitalized after sustaining life threatening injuries doctors say he 
suffered while on the job. Worker’s comp is refusing to pay for his hospital stay. The county says it's firing him 
because employees get a maximum of 30 days leave without pay. That means Hultberg will also lose his health 
insurance and treatment. A family friend has started a go-fund me page to help cover his medical bills. You can find 
a link to it at kwch dot com. We've been asking county officials what they can do to help the situation. They tell us 
they can't answer right now because it's an ongoing legal matter but county commissioners will meet Monday 
morning. We'll be there to bring you any updates.

10/30/16 7am

A Harvey county detention deputy officially lost his job. We've been telling you about 18-year-old Jaycob Hultberg 
the past few days. He was hospitalized after sustaining life threatening injuries. Doctors say he got hurt on the job, 
but worker's comp refuses to pay for his hospital stay. The county says it's firing him because employees get a 



maximum of 30 days leave without pay. That means Hultberg will also lose his health insurance and treatment. A 
family friend has started a go-fund me page to help cover his medical bills. You can find this link to it at kwch dot 
com. We’ve been asking county officials what they can do to help the situation. They tell us they can't answer right 
now because it's an ongoing legal matter. County commissioners will meet Monday morning. Deedee sun will be 
there. Follow her on twitter for the latest updates.

10/31/16 8am

Security questions linger this morning after two weekend shootings. One - in the heart of old town - the second not 
far away. Wichita police tell us - if you're going out tonight for Halloween - you'll be safe. Police say the shooting 
on north rock island in Old Town was likely gang related. That happened early yesterday morning when a fight 
escalated. The second - southeast of there near Cleveland and Douglas. In that case - one person was shot - - but 
should survive.

11/1/16 9pm

We’re following more breaking news... From south Wichita... Where a gas leak has caused a major traffic backup 
along eye-135 near Pawnee. Brittni Thomason is there... with what we know now.

11/2/16 4pm

Court documents show nelson's criminal history dates back more than a decade...     But there are some charges that 
stand out more than others. In December 2007...nelson was arrested and eventually convicted of criminal possession 
of a firearm. Less than two years later - another arrest for criminal use of weapons and possession of controlled 
substances. Fast forward to 2012... Nelson is arrested for possession and distribution of drugs… specifically 
methamphetamine. Just this year - Augusta police arrested nelson for violating a protection order. Nelson also has a 
handful of probation violations, and has failed to appear for court several times. He's currently classified as an 
absconder...after failing to show up for an appointment with his supervision officer last month.

11/3/16 4pm

Sedgwick county dispatchers say one person is hurt in a crash near 21st and ridge... Dispatchers say one person is in 
critical condition... the crash involves a motorcycle... part of the road is shut down in that area as police investigate... 
Again that's at 21st and ridge.

11/4/16 4pm

More than 35 million voters in the u-s have a disability. In the last presidential election - about a third of voters with 
disabilities reported having trouble casting their ballots. That’s according to a government accountability office 
report. The national disability rights network says rural areas have unique challenges. <Michelle Bishop, National 
Disability Rights Network @1:15-1:20 we see even more interesting locations used as polling places. I've seen a 
barn on a grassy hillside with no path leading up to it, because that's what is available in that area." > "Experts 
recommend people with disabilities check out their polling site ahead of time to identify any barriers that could 
impact them. They also say to consider alternative options like curb side voting or casting an absentee ballot."

11/5/16 9pm



No one is in danger and roads are back open after a suspicious package is discovered outside of a police substation 
in Wichita. This is a video that a viewer sent in today of the bag that was under investigation. You can also see a 
bomb robot sorting through it. The backpack was placed outside of the south patrol station on Pawnee. When they 
approached the bag, police say it had wires and pipes inside. Due to a national terror warning, they decided to call a 
bomb squad to take a look to determine whether or not it was dangerous. <sot verbatim:  16:32 they took their robots 
up took X-rays of it. When they determined it didn't look like it might have been explosive, that's when they tried to 
shake the items out of it. When that didn't happen two of our bomb techs walked up and opened the bag themselves 
and pulled all the items out.> Pawnee and parts of Broadway were closed for a couple hours, while police 
investigated the scene. Those roads are now open.

11/6/16 9pm

It’s a dangerous time of the year for drivers, when it comes to wildlife on the roads. The changing season coincides 
with mating season for many species...meaning animals often become the un-intended target of cars. <sot verbatim: 
"with the day is getting shorter and daylight savings time on top of it The movement times for wildlife is turn into 
overtime with a lot of rush-hour" > along one highway in Colorado...animal and car collisions are almost 
nonexistent now. It’s because of a major project of the state's first animal overpasses and miles of fencing keeping 
the cars and animals separate. Cost is a big problem. Duplicating this on highways elsewhere would cost millions.

11/7/16 4pm

Right now Wichita police are on the scene of a fatal accident involving a motorcycle and SUV. Sedgwick county 
dispatchers tell us the accident happened about 2:45 p.m. near Lincoln and Armour in east Wichita. We know one 
person has died but right now it's not clear if that person was on the motorcycle or in the s-u-v. Investigators have 
not released the name or even the age of that victim. Eyewitness news has a crew on scene of the accident. We will 
bring you any updates as we get them.

11/10/16 4pm

November is here... The holidays aren't far behind. So, many consumers will be jumping online to do their shopping. 
But beware - holiday thieves could be waiting to steal packages right from your home. Scott Evans has more on how 
some people are turning the tables on the criminals... So you don't fall for it....

11/11/16 4pm

A federal judge has ordered Michigan state officials to deliver bottled water to flint homes. Residents there have 
been living without access to safe drinking water for more than two years. This comes after learning their water was 
tainted with lead. The motion for home delivery of safe drinking water was filed as part of a case brought under the 
safe drinking water act. The water delivery is to start immediately. The natural resources defense council and the a-
c-l-u of Michigan called it a victory for flint residents.

11/12/16 9pm

Just less than a week after Scottie Goodpaster disappeared and officials now say they have the body of Scottie 
Goodpaster. Five people are in jail for beating and torturing the man before they delivered a final blow. We've had 
crews on the scene all day and Deedee sun is out there now as officials continue to search the area for evidence, she 
joins us live with the latest on the investigation.



11/13/16 8am

The long effort to get people to quit smoking seems to be working. The c-d-c says smoking rates in the United States 
reached an all-time low. They say the smoking population dropped from 45 million in 2005 to 37 million last year. 
But the c-d-c says there still more work to do. Nearly half of all cancer diagnoses are linked to tobacco use.

11/14/16 4pm

Fire investigators are still working to figure out the cause of two overnight fires... That left several hurt... the first 
was around 11:30 last night near bluff and hillside... Investigators say two brothers were hurt in that fire.... One was 
found unconscious on the scene and had to be resuscitated... The other was found in the basement. Firefighters were 
able to get him out but say he suffered burns over about 20 percent of his body. The cause of that fire is still under 
investigation right now. Meanwhile 2 other men, including a firefighter are recovering after being hurt AT 
ANOTHER house fire... This one in derby. Firefighters say the man in his 80's was found in the kitchen area not 
responding. He was taken to the hospital in critical condition. The man's grandson was able to get out of the home 
on Lakeview drive and go to a neighbor's house for help. The firefighters hurt his ankle stepping off a curb. The 
derby fire chief believes the fire started in the living or family room and then spread to the upstairs. But the cause is 
still unknown right now.

11/15/16 4pm

A semi-truck driver is killed after his truck rolled off the road and caught fire... It happened this morning along the 
Kansas turnpike just south of Kellogg... It’s the second deadly wreck to happen in that same area in less than a week. 
Investigators with the Kansas highway patrol say both crashes involved semi-trucks... and in both cases the drivers 
failed to make a turn. "It is unusual for us to have two very similar crashes in such close proximity. That's not 
something we usually see." > right now it's not clear what caused those drivers to miss the turn but troopers tell us 
they are looking to see if the road or environment were contributing factors... or if there is a pattern. The Kansas 
transit authority WILL THEN review the reports.

11/16/16 9pm

A series of motorcycle accidents leaves one man dead and one man in critical condition. The first crash happened at 
295th street west and Kellogg near Garden Plaine. We know at least one person has died as a result. The other crash 
happened at central and west. We know one person was critically injured and officers had to close some roads to 
help with cleanup. Emily Griffin is at one of those sites. She spoke with troopers earlier about why they've been 
urging extra caution for motorcyclists.

11/17/16 7am

Chilly winds of change, Early Thursday, skies are mostly cloudy, winds are gusty and temps are in the 40s and 50s. 
Thursday we'll see a mix of clouds and sun and it will be the last really warm day with highs in the mid-70s to lower 
80s except for northwest Kansas where it will be much cooler. Future track shows us: partly-mostly cloudy, windy, 
warm; a few rain showers northwest Thursday afternoon. Thursday night to Friday morning: evening rain/snow 
showers northwest then decreasing clouds, windy and much colder. Friday afternoon: mostly sunny, breezy, much 
colder. Friday night to Saturday morning: clear and very cold. Our 7-day forecast... Highs near 80 today then much 
cooler 50s Friday through this weekend, around 60 Monday and Tuesday. Very windy Thursday, breezy Friday and 
Wednesday. Rain chance Tuesday.



11/18/16 4pm

Emily, we've had dozens of people reach out to us on social media...many of you expressed concerns about the lack 
of an amber alert in this case... But Wichita police tell us they can't issue an amber alert because it doesn't meet one 
of criteria... Right now they still do not have a suspect...so they don't have a suspect description to release to people 
along with that picture of Sofia... But that's not quieting concerns for many people in the community who want to 
see this little girl make a safe return home...including Renee Flores <sot verbatim: 40:28 it shouldn't matter that we 
don't know who the abductor or abductors look like. That doesn't matter.  She was abducted.  > Of course when an 
amber alert is issued it's posted on highway signs and it interrupts regularly scheduled programming on both t-v and 
radio. Many commenters including Flores say they want to see an amber alert issued so that people in other 
neighboring states can be on the lookout for this little girl.

11/19/16 9pm

The zika virus is no longer an international public health emergency. The world health organization just issued that 
declaration. So what does that mean? The w-h-o considers the spread of zika under control on a *global* level. But 
this *doesn't* mean zika may not still be a problem in areas with more mosquitoes. Infected mosquitoes are the most 
common disease spreaders. Zika can cause birth defects in unborn children. The w-h-o says it will create a technical 
committee to handle zika research moving forward. Right now, there is no vaccine or medicine to treat zika. 
Avoiding mosquito bites is the only known way to prevent contracting the disease.

11/20/16 7am

A fact finder 12 alert...  If you have this Sabra hummus in your fridge, throw it out. Sabra Dipping Company 
voluntarily recalled several of its hummus products and spreads for listeria concerns. The U-S Food and Drug 
Administration says the products were made at a plant where listeria was found. So far the bacteria has not been 
found in tested products, but Sabra wants to be proactive. The recall affects products with "best before" dates 
through January 23rd 20-17. You can find a full list of the affected products on our k-w-c-h app.

11/21/16 9pm

Kansas is among the highest in the nation when it comes to the cost of childcare. Parents pay the same or even more 
than college tuition for infant care. And the lack of affordable childcare can have deadly consequences. Tonight I 
look deeper into the cost of care. The experts we talk to say...it is time to have a new conversation about child care 
in Kansas. Parents who aren't able to afford it, often turn to the wrong people to watch their children and that can 
lead to abuse...or even worse.  <sot verbatim: 39:35 i hurt for them i know what can happen there are other options. 
14:22 when you hear about a child killed by an adult it was someone who should never had their child.  > you can 
see my story...the cost of care, tonight at 10 and join me on Facebook tonight where I will have experts there to 
answer questions you may have including where to find the best affordable care.

11/22/16 8am

Warmer for some, cooler for others. Early Tuesday, skies are cloudy with a broad area of light rain and showers 
lifting northward through central and eastern Kansas. Winds are fresh and temps are mostly in the 40s and 50s. 
Occasional showers and light rain will pass through central and eastern Kansas Tuesday but it will be cold enough 
for a rain-snow mix at times over the northwest.



11/23/16 4pm

For the not so lucky birds that do end up on your table... Health experts say you may want to trade the dark meat for 
light meat if you're looking to avoid the holiday weight gain. Kim Hutcherson shows us the substitutions you can 
make for healthier versions of your thanksgiving favorites.

11/24/16 7am

Governor Sam Brownback... issued a disaster declaration following an explosion at a southeast Kansas plant. Three 
people were hurt in the blast at the aerosol plant. The disaster declaration lets the National Guard help people into 
Neodesha. Their effort will include providing bottled water. Firefighters used so much water putting out the flames, 
it depleted supplies and pressure in the town, making water unsafe to drink. This could last for several days. The 
state got three days worth of bottled water through Fema.

11/25/16 4pm

Water is back on in Neodesha but city officials say residents should still take caution for the time being... a boil 
water order remains in place for the city right now as they work to clean up from Tuesday’s explosion at an aerosol 
plant. Residents are being told to take these precautions until the water is deemed safe by the KDHE... first... Boil 
water for one minute prior to drinking or food preparation, or use bottled water... Dispose of ice cubes and do not 
use ice from a household automatic icemaker... And Disinfect dishes and other food contact surfaces water used for 
bathing does not generally need to be boiled... but be sure to watch your kids to make sure they don't ingest any 
during a bath or shower. If your tap water appears dirty, flush the water lines by letting the water run until it clears.

11/27/16 7am

New research suggests the worse you sleep, the harder it may be on your kidneys. Scientists at the Peter Munk 
cardiac center in Toronto....linked *short* and *fragmented* sleep with worsening kidney function. Researchers 
studied dozens of patients with chronic kidney disease. They found the risk of developing kidney failure dropped 
with every extra hour of sleep a patient got each night.

11/28/16 4pm

Online sales on this cyber Monday are expected to reach more than three *billion* dollars. But cyber security 
experts warn that smartphone shoppers *could* be at risk because of dangerous and sometimes counterfeit apps. 
Anna Werner shows us some of the biggest threats to smartphone users.

11/29/16 4pm

The salina school district says things should be back to normal tomorrow at salina central high school... The district 
brought in extra security at salina central high school today... after police reported a threatening phone call to the 
school... Classes went on as normal... But the district sent a message to parents and took extra precautions 
monitoring the school and entrances.

11/30/16 4pm



Americans set a record this week. Monday was the biggest online shopping day ever in our history. So far this 
month we've spent almost forty billion dollars just through our computers, phones and tablets. And all that clicking 
and typing can come with another cost. "patients are getting awakened in the middle of the night and their hand is 
tingling and it feels funny and they all say they shake it like that" dr. Brian Kozar is an orthopedic surgeon at 
Oschner medical center. He said carpal tunnel syndrome can flare up if you're not using the computer properly. The 
carpal tunnel is a narrow passageway at the base of your hand. Overuse or misuse can cause swelling that narrows 
the tunnel and pinches your nerve. "If the pad's down lower where you're more like so, that's a better ergonomic 
position than if you're typing like that" the keyboard should be at or slightly lower than your elbows. Use a pad to 
help keep your wrists level and straight. "You can also try this contraption. It's a vertical mouse that takes pressure 
off the wrist. You don't even have to grip it...instead you move it with your elbow." if you've lost strength in your 
hand or have consistent tingling and numbness, make an appointment with your doctor. "A simple splint like this 
keeps people from hyper flexing their wrist at night after they go to sleep, so if they are suffering from early carpel 
tunnel symptoms, it keeps their wrist straight" other options are steroid injections or anti-inflammatory medications. 
Extreme cases may require a 20-minute outpatient procedure to relieve the pressure. That will stop nerve damage 
from getting worse, but cannot reverse damage that's already been done.

12/1/16 4pm

Nats emergency workers - Colombia)

(narr 1) cockpit recordings said to be from onboard the chapecoense's (sha-pe-kwen-say) soccer team's charter plane 
reveal the frightening final moments. 

(nats cockpit audio recording)

Pilot: "flight #2933 is in total failure.

(narr 2) "Flight 29-33 is in total failure, total electrical failure and out of fuel the pilot pleads" -- where is the 
runway?

(nats cockpit audio recording) 

(narr 3) later, the air traffic controller says the aircraft is over 8 miles from the runway.

(nats cockpit audio recording)

Pilot: "Jesus."

(narr 4) the pilot responds with one word: Jesus

(narr 5) as investigators comb through the plane's wreckage on the outskirts of Medellin -- Colombian officials are 
presenting a possible cause of the crash.

"after not finding fuel at the impact zone, in the plains nor in the supply lines, is that there was a black out in the 
motors due to the lack of fuel."

(narr 6) after not finding fuel at the impact zone or in the supply lines, our hypothesis is there was a blackout in the 
motors -- Freddy Bonillo said. 

(nats Brazilian foreign minister arriving)

(narr 7) but the Brazilian foreign minister -- who arrived in Colombia on Wednesday -- says they do not want to 
speculate.

(nats Jose Serra - Brazilian foreign minister)

"we are not going to put any one hypothesis forward. We are going to wait for concrete investigations…"



(narr 8) we are not going to put any one hypothesis forward Jose Serra said. 

(narr 9) six people -- including three members of the soccer team -- were pulled alive from the plane's wreckage. 

(narr 10) in Medellin, Colombian supporters held an emotional ceremony…chanting and singing songs at the field 
where the chapeconse team was scheduled to play.

(narr 11) and back in the southern Brazilian city of Chapeco, the faces of those inside the team's stadium revealed a 
community suffering and its pain.

12/2/16 7am

You might remember eight-year-old Gabe Marshall. We introduced you to him this summer - after his dad got a 
tattoo to match the scar he got from brain surgery to remove a tumor. We've since learned his story has taken a 
heartbreaking turn. Gabe's tumor is back, this time inoperable. Jacob Albracht has the story of a family at a 
crossroads... Who's finding strength in the courage of their son.

12/3/16 9pm

For the first time in almost a week.... thousands of people are being allowed to return to their homes in Gatlinburg, 
Tennessee. Wildfires have taken the lives of more than a dozen people, destroying more than one-thousand homes 
and businesses. One family says they were forced to get out when flames took over their street. < "we found out late. 
The TV went down, the phones went down. Everything around us was on fire."  > Many of the businesses that 
weren't seriously damaged are slowly re-opening their doors to customers. The town of Gatlinburg plans to re-open 
to the public Wednesday.

12/4/16 7am

Our priority and that is focusing on the families of their loved ones that are waiting to hear information > fire 
investigators have recovered more bodies of people killed in a fast moving warehouse fire in Oakland.  At least two 
dozen people are still missing and city officials fear the worst. Danielle Nottingham has the latest on the 
investigation.

12/5/16 4pm

Ahead of that snow... State highway crews tell us they are standing by... K-dot metro spokesman tom Hein tells us 
crews have enough salt and sand to handle Wednesday’s upcoming storm and have crews standing by in anticipation 
of potential winter weather... but there are also some things you can do to keep your family safe when the roads get 
slick... today troopers are reminding you to be prepared... make sure you have good tires and windshield wipers... 
And if there is snow on your car, make sure all of it is cleared off before you start driving. Give yourself plenty of 
extra time to clear off your car and to drive to your spot. If you do get into an accident or GET STUCK ON THE 
ROAD... if you can, move to a safe spot so you don't get hit by another driver... and be patient with big trucks and 
snow plows. <1:16:11 " Slow down because when you have that type of weather, snow, ice, you are going to have to 
drive a little slower and the biggest thing is over driving... slow down, take your time, and most of the time you can 
get where you are going." > If something happens, you can always call *47 for assistance, and if it's an emergency, 
call 911.

12/6/16 4pm



Many of you have asked... Why you didn't get an amber alert message on your phone. Usually... Cell phones will 
send you a notice with a tone... To tell you there's an amber alert. This time, that didn't happen. Our factfinder 12 
team found... The Kansas bureau of investigation made a mistake. The k-b-i tells us... The problem was a human 
error. It says... Someone missed a procedural step over-night. Factfinder 12 spoke with the "national center for 
missing and exploited children"...the agency that issues those alerts to your phone. It says... When it spoke with k-b-
i this morning... The person who answered didn't have the authority to decide if a message would go to your phone 
and what it would say.

12/7/16 4pm

The state's amber alert program is now coming under scrutiny... Today Kansas Attorney General Derek Schmidt 
ordered a "top-to-bottom" review of the system... this comes just a day after the KBI admitted they failed to send out 
notifications to mobile phones after issuing an amber alert for three missing children who were taken from their 
home at gunpoint on Monday night. The a-g is now asking the k-b-i's director to complete a review and report back 
by January 31st. Including what steps will happen to "ensure the reliability of future amber alerts". Schmidt also 
asked the director to call a meeting of the Amber Alert Advisory Board as part of the review.

12/8/16 4pm

Investigators still on scene now... of a deadly crash near K-96 and Kellogg. Jacob Albracht talked with troopers at 
the scene of that wreck. Jacob what are they telling you?

12/9/16 8am

The u-s surgeon general warns... E-cigarettes have the potential to create a whole new generation of nicotine addicts. 
A new report by the u-s department of health and human services shows... last year, 16-percent of high school 
students reported using e-cigarettes. It was first pushed as a safer alternative for smokers... but some doctors say that 
doesn't mean they're harmless. The surgeon general worries the spike could threaten 50 years of progress in 
controlling tobacco use.

12/10/16 9pm

Could your holiday laser lights be a hazard for pilots and their crews? Several national reports show they can cause 
problems for pilots in the air...  Brittni Thomason tells us what the f-a-a has to say.

12/11/16 9pm

Police in Indonesia believed they *stopped* a terror plot. Officers arrested three people suspected of planning to 
blow up a palace in a major city. Police raided a dorm outside the country's capital and found an unexploded bomb. 
All three suspects are member of an Indonesian group with ties to ISIS.

12/12/16 8am

Wichita police need your help finding who's responsible for a deadly hit and run. Officers say a man was hit by a car 
near second and ridge early Sunday morning. Eyewitnesses tell police the victim was hit by a white or silver colored 
car. The driver did not stop... so officers need your help if you saw what happened or noticed a car matching that 



description. Police say it likely has damage to its front end. That information is on our Facebook page right now - go 
share it to help police catch who's responsible.

12/13/16 7am

A fact finder 12 alert for you this morning... About eight million Cuisinart food processors are being recalled 
because the blades can break apart and end up in your food. The voluntary recall involves Cuisinart food processors 
sold from 1996 through December 2015. The company says there are several different models under recall, so head 
to their website to see if your model is included. You can also contact Cuisinart for a free replacement blade.

12/15/16 4pm

Many consumers equate i-d theft with the large-scale data breaches that make headlines... But experts say that's not 
the biggest threat... In most cases, it’s not hackers who can easily get a hold your personal information... It’s the 
people around you. Scott Evans spoke to one woman who became a victim but was able to turn the tables on the 
suspects involved.

12/16/16 8am

Be careful if you're heading out this morning in Saline County. The roads are slick - and were icy - causing major 
issues for drivers. Dispatchers there tell us - emergency responders are working a lot of slide-offs. We spoke to 
Kansas highway patrolman ben Gardner about the crashes. He says the best thing you can do is slow down. <sot 
verbatim: 06:46:59 "we've had multiple wrecks along i-70 and on i-135, including some injury accidents and 
rollovers. People need to adjust and slow down and wear their seat belts." 47:08 > so far, there have been no report 
of serious injuries in those crashes. We'll continue to monitor conditions in Saline County and bring you any updates 
as needed.

12/17/16 9pm

Need to sign up for health insurance? You only have two days to get it done. If you head to health care dot gov 
before midnight pacific time Monday and sign up... you'll be covered. The Obama administration hopes to sign up 
13-point-8 million people for 20-17. The original deadline was last week, but the white house says high interest 
made them extend that.  President-elect Donald Trump has promised to repeal and replace the 20-10 health care law 
once he's in office.

12/20/16 4pm

Are Kansas health experts prepared to deal with a health crisis? Experts say no.... that's new at four... the state 
ranked among the lowest in public health preparedness.  And we're not the only state that's giving cause for concern. 
The report from "trust for America’s health" found that overall the nation is often caught off guard when a new 
threat arises, such a zika or the Ebola outbreak or bioterrorist threat They say 26 states- including Kansas- scored 6 
or lower on 10 key indicators of public health preparedness. Those indicators include things like public health 
funding... food safety... and emergency health care access. The group put out this map... Showing how each state 
ranked... Alaska and Idaho scored the worst with just 3 out of 10... Followed by Nevada and Wyoming. 18 states 
including us here in Kansas scored 6 out of 10. Massachusetts was the one and only state to get a perfect score.



12/21/16 4pm

The national highway traffic safety administration has launched an investigation into a potential defect in some Fiat 
Chrysler vehicles. It's getting reports of rollaway vehicles when drivers thought they were in park. The n-h-t-s-a is 
probing 2013 to 2016 ram 15-hundred pick-up trucks and 2014 to 2016 dodge Durango s-u-v. It’s looking into 
transmissions that shift electronically by a rotary control on the center console.

12/22/16 4pm

New video is giving us a clearer picture now into what happened the day a 91-year-old man was tased at a 
Minneapolis nursing home. The incident launched an investigating into the use of force by a sheriff's deputy there. 
Roger Cornish is in the newsroom with the new details.

12/24/16 9pm

Carrie fisher remains in intensive care at a Los Angeles hospital tonight... the star wars actress suffered a possible 
heart attack on a plane yesterday... Fisher had been in the u-k working on the latest season of the amazon show 
"catastrophe." Her on-screen love Harrison ford said he was shocked and saddened to hear the news about his dear 
friend... While co-star mark Hamill tweeted yesterday he was sending all his love to fisher.

12/25/16 9pm

A scary moment at an area QuikTrip this morning, after a car crashed into the store... there were no injuries 
reported... Our partners at k-f-d-i, say it happened near maple and West Street at around 5:45 this morning. Police 
say they don't believe drugs or alcohol were a factor. And they say the car that was involved wasn't damaged badly.

12/26/16 7am

A scary moment at a Wichita Quik-trip. A car crashed into the store yesterday morning around 5:45 - near maple 
and west. There were no injuries reported. Police say they do not believe drugs or alcohol were a factor.

12/27/16 4pm

Russia has recovered one of the black boxes from its military jet that crashed in the black sea. A state-run news 
agency said this morning the flight data recorder was found about a-mile from the shore. Investigators say the 
cockpit voice recorder is in good shape. The jet was heading for a Russian base in Syria went down Christmas day. 
92-people were on board at the time. Russia ruled out terrorism as a cause for the crash, saying IT WAS likely pilot 
error that sent more than 90 people to their deaths.

12/28/16 4pm

Investigators in Franklin County are working to determine the cause of a fire that killed a young child. The state fire 
Marshall’s office tells us a 6-year-old boy was killed. We're told the fire started in the living room of his home last 
night. The boy was taken to a hospital, where he died a short time later.



12/29/16 4pm

As New Year’s Eve approaches, police are working to make sure popular areas like old town are safe. They’re 
increasing security in the area and plan to have more officers on the street. They’re also calling on you to keep an 
eye out for anything suspicious...w-p-d says, if you see something, you should immediately report it to police. And 
while business owners downtown tell us they're welcoming the extra security, some people say they still don't feel 
it’s safe to go out... <sot verbatim: Tiffany Johnson: usually I don't go out specifically for that reason, and I am 
concerned about my family's safety just because I’ve heard all the different stories about gun violence and stuff like 
that.> the police department has also teamed up with Uber to help get people home safe on new year’s eve. They’re 
offering free rides to first time Uber users.

12/30/16 7am

And if you have a noise complaint this weekend... You are asked not to call 9-1-1. Instead... Call the Sedgwick 
county non-emergency hotline. The number is 290 10-11. The hotline is to keep phone lines clear in case of an 
emergency. It opens at 6 tomorrow night and will remain open through 3 Sunday morning.



POLITICS

10/1/16 9pm

The presidential candidates are slowing down a bit this weekend. Both with lighter campaign schedules. But they're 
running mates aren't slowing down... They're preparing for Tuesday’s vice-presidential debate. In the meantime... 
Hackers are becoming a bigger problem as Election Day ears... Brook Silva-Braga reports how many states have 
reached out to the department of homeland security for help....

10/2/16 9pm

On the other side of the campaign, Donald Trump's taxes are back in the spotlight after the New York Times 
released a report that says the republican candidate lost nearly one billion dollars in his 19-95 returns. Kim 
Hutcherson has the latest.

10/3/16 7am

This morning... Donald trump's campaign is trying to move past a New York Times report on his tax returns... And 
Hillary Clinton stumps in the battleground state of Ohio today... where latest polls have her trailing the Republican 
nominee.

10/4/16 9pm

Vice presidential candidates Tim Kaine and Mike Pence face off... for their first and only vice presidential debate of 
the campaign. The candidates are trying to sell voters on themselves and their running mates. Tonight pence and 
Kaine spoke about their plans to add jobs and fix the economy. Both candidates were asked about their plans to 
handle social security and community policing and race relations. Pence was also asked about running mate Donald 
trump's 19-95 tax return released over the weekend by the New York Times. Kaine criticized the republican 
candidate for not releasing his tax returns himself. <sot verbatim: Governor pence had to give Donald Trump his tax 
returns to show he was qualified to be vice president. Donald Trump must give the American public his tax returns 
to show he's qualified to be president. And he's breaking his promise. // His tax returns showed he went through a 
very difficult time, but he used the tax code just how it's meant to be used and he did it brilliantly. > The debate will 
continue for another half an hour... We'll have a full re-cap on eyewitness news at 10.

10/5/16 5pm

The secretary of state's office says it started getting calls from people asking them about a suspicious email. The 
email has a typo in the first sentence and asks people to download a file. It also is signed "Kris -w- Kobach, 
Secretary General" instead of "secretary of state". Authorities say all emails from their office have a k-s dot gov 
email address. If you ever aren't sure if you're receiving a legitimate email you can call the office and verify if 
anyone there sent it. If you get this email sent to you, don't download the file and just delete the message.

10/6/16 6am



Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, getting ready for the next presidential debate, while also talking about Tuesday’s 
v-p debate. Trump talked about this running mate - mike pence-'s performance during a stop in Nevada. So did 
Hillary Clinton, speaking at a fundraiser in d-c. < Pence just bobbed and weaved tried to get out of the way, because 
after all, trying to defend Donald Trump is an impossible task. FLASH TO Mike Pence did an incredible job and I'm 
getting a lot of credit because that's really my first so called choice that was my first hire as we would say in Las 
Vegas  > don't forget - kwch 12 is your home for Sunday’s  debate. Hillary Clinton and Donald trump will take 
questions from the audience in a town-hall style debate. It’ll be at eight o'clock Sunday night. We’ll also live stream 
it online at kwch dot com.

10/8/16 8am

And tomorrow... Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton will square off in Saint Louis for their second of three 
scheduled presidential debates. You can watch it right here on k-w-c-h channel 12 starting at 8. We’ll also stream it 
online at k-w-c-h dot com.

10/9/16 10pm

The final presidential debate is Wednesday, October 19th at the University of Nevada Las Vegas. Again -- you can 
watch that debate right here on k-w-c-h channel 12, and online at k-w-c-h dot com.

10/10/16 10pm

Today...Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton returned... to battle ground states to pick up where they left off following 
Sunday night's debate. Trump continues to downplay his crude words about women that emerged on the 2005 video. 
He also blasted Clinton at a campaign stop in Pennsylvania. <sot verbatim: SOT: Donald Trump / R-Presidential 
Nominee) If they want to release more tapes saying inappropriate things we'll continue to talk about bill and Hillary 
Clinton doing inappropriate things, there are so many of them folks. > More than 70 republicans have denounced 
trump since Friday. At least 27 rescinded their endorsements. House speaker Paul Ryan told house republicans today 
that he will no longer defend or campaign for trump.

10/11/16 6am

Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump focus their efforts in Florida today - a day after hitting the campaign trail in 
Ohio, Michigan and Pennsylvania. Trump spent yesterday in Pennsylvania - warning supporters of a potentially 
rigged-election. Trump - who's criticized Bill Clinton’s infidelities - said he'd continue to go after the former 
president if more recordings of trump are released. The attacks comes as republicans are running from trump, 
including house speaker Paul Ryan. Despite the struggles, trump says he won Sunday’s debate. Clinton, as expected, 
disagrees. <"You know they do focus groups after the debate and we won every poll. We won-did you see those 
polls? Every poll FLASH "Did anybody see that debate last night? (Cheers) Well you never saw anything like that 
before." > Clinton has also been dealing with controversy of her own. New emails published by WikiLeaks show 
Clinton telling Wall Street bankers one thing - while saying another on the trail - specifically on trade issues and 
financial regulations.

10/12/16 6am

There’s also another federal election on your ballot this fall. Folks in the first congressional district will pick a new 
congressman. We're bringing Roger Marshall, Alan Lapolice, and Kerry Burt in for a candidate forum on Tuesday. 



But we need questions! What should we ask the candidates? Let us know - submit your questions online at kwch dot 
com.

10/13/16 6am

Kwch 12 is bringing the three candidates who want to be the next congressman from the first congressional district 
into our studios to answer your questions. Roger Marshall, Alan Lapolice, and Kerry Burt will participate in a 
candidate forum live, Tuesday at 6:30. What should we ask them? Submit your questions on kwch dot com right 
now. Just head to our homepage, and click on the candidate forum image on the right hand side of the page.

10/14/16 5pm

Donald Trump is facing more sexual assault accusations today. The Washington Post published an account from a 
woman who said Trump reached up her skirt in the early 90's. A former contestant on "the Apprentice" also talked 
about Trump touching her inappropriately. Trump responded to the accusations on the campaign trail today. <sot 
verbatim: "they have no witnesses, nobody around. The just come out, some are doing it for probably a little fame. 
Get some free fame. Total setup." > Hillary Clinton is dealing with another set of hacked emails from her campaign 
chairman John Podesta. In one of the exchanges ... Pollster John Anzalone argued for Clinton changing her mind 
about the T-P-P trade deal... Saying quote there are no other issues that Labor cares about. This is it for them and 
they actually have voters on their side. Trump and Clinton will square off in their final debate Wednesday. You can 
watch it right here on k-w-c-h channel 12.

10/15/16 9pm

With a month to go before Election Day, Donald trump says this year's race is rigged against him. Trump was busy 
today in the northeast at three separate election events ahead of next week's final debate. His claim comes as 
continues to fight accusations by several women who claim he improperly touched them. He calls the accusations 
evidence of corruption. <sot verbatim:  you've got phony people coming up with phony allegations with no 
witnesses whatsoever> Clinton took time off of the campaign trail but responded by saying the electoral system is 
quote free, fair, and open. Trump is also asking for a drug test before Wednesday’s debate because he believe 
Hillary Clinton might've used performance enhancing stimulants before last week's debate.

10/16/16 9pm

Hillary Clinton and Donald trump both took time off from the campaign trail to prepare for Wednesday’s debate. As 
Election Day gets closer, both candidates are still battling controversy around their campaigns. Donald trump 
continues to fight accusations of sexual assault from several women. The campaign says it's an attempt by the media 
and the Clinton campaign to swing the election earlier today on meet the press, mike pence was asked if the 
campaign plans on accepting the election results amid the string of controversy. <sot verbatim: We will absolutely 
accept the results of the election // 00:40 but the American people are tired of the obvious bias in the national media, 
that's where the sense of a rigged election goes here. > On the other side, Hillary Clinton is still battling several 
leaked emails, being released by WikiLeaks from her campaign. Yesterday, WikiLeaks also released transcripts 
from paid speeches that Clinton gave to executives of Goldman Sachs. Earlier today on meet the press, Tim Kaine 
said some of the emails where he was referenced were doctored. <sot verbatim: anybody who is going to try to 
cyber-attack and then try to destabilize an election, you can't trust that they're going to maintain scrupulous honesty 
about the content of what they're dumping out for the world to see. > one of the latest polls from n-b-c and the wall 
street journal shows Clinton is ahead by eleven points in a four way race.



10/17/16 8am

Without offering any evidence.... Donald Trump pinned Saturday night's firebomb attack of the Republican Party 
headquarters in Hillsborough to Hillary Clinton and her supporters. He tweeted, quote, "animals representing 
Clinton and Dems in North Carolina just fire bombed the office...because we are winning." Clinton tweeted about 
the incident, calling it "horrific and unacceptable." The incident happened Trump and his surrogates spent the 
weekend casting doubt on the U-S election system. < "You want me to (say) that I think the election in Philadelphia 
and Chicago is going to be fair? I would have to be a moron to say that." > The candidates are set to meet face to 
face in their third and final presidential debate this Wednesday night at 8-pm in Las Vegas. You can watch that on k-
w-c-h live. We'll also stream it on our website, k-w-c-h dot com.

10/18/16 7am

The fi-b-i releases more information... on its investigation into the Hillary Clinton email scandal. The papers detail 
how Clinton’s undersecretary Patrick Kennedy began pushing security officials to "see their way clear to marking an 
email pertaining to Bengasi unclassified." One f-b-i contact "told Kennedy he would look into the e-mail matter if 
Kennedy would provide authority concerning the f-b-i's "longstanding" request to increase its personnel in Iraq." 
The f-b-i official then called a colleague who told agents he felt "pressured" to "change the classified email to 
unclassified" as part of a "quid pro quo." <TATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN MARK TONER) any really 
assertion that this was somehow tit for tat or quid pro quo or exchange in that manner really frankly is insulting, > 
the-f-b-i eventually denied the request. Meanwhile Donald trump continues to repeat his contention that the u-s 
election is rigged... something the white house is dismissing. A spokesman says studies and investigations have 
found no evidence of widespread voter fraud in the past.

10/19/16 7am

The race for the first congressional district is the only Kansas seat in congress with no incumbent left in the race. 
Republican Tim Huelskamp lost in the august primary to doctor roger Marshall. He is up against a conservative 
independent - Alan la-police. Libertarian candidate Kerry Burt was also in the race - but suspended his campaign 
yesterday. La-police and Marshall squared off in our studios Tuesday for our candidate forum. Political reporter 
Pilar Pedraza shows us... What this meeting can tell us about the campaign.

10/20/16 4pm

With just three months left in office, president Obama headed to Florida today to tout the progress of the affordable 
care act. He credited his signature law for a record-low uninsured rate, benefits such as preventative care and a 
slower rise in health care prices. He did acknowledge "growing pains" as insurers pull out of unprofitable markets, 
causing unsubsidized individual premiums to spike. <sot verbatim: "if no private insurers provide insurance, 
government would step in with a plan people could afford."> the department of health and human services has set a 
goal of 13 point 8 million people singing up for Obamacare during open enrollment this fall. Open enrollment 
begins November first.

10/21/16 7am

Even charity dinners aren't immune to the continued jabs Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump continue to throw...at 
each other last night's catholic charity dinner is a long-standing event, usually marked by civility between 
presidential nominees... Instead...both candidates continued spew insults Hena Daniels has the latest.



10/22/16 9pm

There are only 17 days until voters head to the polls to elect the next president of the United States. Donald trump 
and Hillary Clinton were both on the campaign trail earlier today hitting key swing states. Brook Silva-Braga (brag-
uh) has the latest on the race for the oval office.

10/23/16 9pm

With just two weeks to go before Election Day, Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton are hitting their final stops 
leading up to November 8th. Early voting is already underway in several states including Nevada where so far, 
democrats are out numbering republicans. The state is considered a battleground this year. Hillary Clinton was in 
North Carolina today where she criticized Donald Trump for his claims of a rigged election. <sot verbatim: He 
refused to say that he would respect the results of this election and that's a threat to democracy> the chairman on the 
r-n-c was on face the nation today. He's defending trump's comments over his concession plans on election night. 
<sot verbatim: PRIEBUS: If you lose by 200 votes in Florida are you going to concede on election night? // I'm 
reserving my options, is what he's saying

DICKERSON: But reserving options is different than saying it's going to be stolen

PRIEBUS: That how I say it.

DICKERSON: The problem is the difference between what you say and he says

PRIEBUS: I know where he's at on this.  > In the latest c-b-s battleground tracking poll, Clinton leads the state of 
Florida by three points. Another poll from c-b-s shows 72 percent of republicans in the state believe trump would 
win if voter fraud wasn't evident.

10/24/16 8am

We are about two weeks away from the 2016 election... If you're registered to vote ... You can go ahead and cast 
your ballot in Sedgwick County... Beginning today where you cast your early ballot is limited. Anna auld joins us 
live to tell you where you can vote - and what you need to know before you go.

10/25/16

Emily, this afternoon over 100 people loaded up on a party bus and headed to the old Sedgwick county courthouse 
for the "vote mob" this is a live look at that scene right now... It’s just one of several events they have planned as 
part of the "root the power" initiative which aims at closing the voting disparity gap in Kansas by encouraging 
young minority voters to get out and vote.

10/26/16 7am

Donald trump and Hillary Clinton take on the affordable healthcare act. Clinton has had a consistent message on 
healthcare. She wants to build on some of its reforms. Clinton acknowledges premiums have gotten high and vows 
to fix that. Trump says he would get rid of the law - And make healthcare more affordable for you. <Donald Trump/ 
-R- Presidential Nominee: I’m gonna repel it she is gonna expand it and it's gonna get more and more expensive...> 
Clinton picked up the endorsement of former secretary of state Colin Powell. She continues to blast trump for 
refusing to say whether he'll accept the outcome of the election. <(SOT: Clinton) I think this all started when George 



Washington refused to become a king. Right? Donald Trump probably would have called him a loser.> In 
Tallahassee - trump responded to vice president Joe Biden’s comments last week when he said - he would like to 
take trump "behind the gym" if they were in high school.  Trump’s answer - "I’d love that."

10/27/16 4pm

The marathon race for the White House is an all-out sprint NOW... with 12 days remaining until election day 
Donald Trump is making it clear how important Ohio is for his chances of winning. Meanwhile Hillary Clinton is 
joining forces with First Lady Michelle Obama in North Carolina. Mrs. Obama has become a powerful ally for the 
Democratic nominee. <sot verbatim: 12"It takes a level of generosity of spirit, to do what Hill has done in her career 
in her life"20 > Hacked emails from the Clinton campaign are also getting more attention. WikiLeaks published a 
12-page memo from Doug Band, - a former aide to President Bill Clinton - where he says he pushed corporations 
that donated to the Foundation to also provide "...in-kind services for the President and his family - for personal 
travel... hospitality... vacation and the like." The trump campaign pounced on the WikiLeaks email, calling it proof 
of "pay for play" tactics. <sot verbatim: "some in the media are calling it bill Clinton incorporated." > The latest 
national poll from Fox News shows Trump narrowing the gap with Clinton to three points.

10/28/16 8am

On the state level, there's another decision you'll have to make come November 8th, And that's whether to retain 
several Kansas supreme court justices. A group hoping you check no met with voters in garden city. Kansans for 
justice... is made up of family members of the victims in the Carr brother murders. They say... The justice's decision 
to overturn the Carr brother's death penalty conviction caused them to re-live traumas. <(sot Lisa Befort, Kansans 
for Justice) "until you've been put in this situation i don’t think it comes on your radar and unfortunately we were 
forced to do this because we want to serve justice for our loved ones" > those who attended the meeting say... it 
helped them make a final decision on how they'll vote election day.

10/29/16 9pm

One of the questions you'll see on your ballot... Is one you've probably heard a lot about....a question about whether 
to retain five Kansas Supreme Court justices? Here's a sample ballot and we're going to pull that question out for 
you to show you what it will look like. You'll be voting on each judge. A "yes" vote means you want to allow them 
to stay in that position. A "no" vote means you do not. You've probably seen a lot of advertisements on both sides of 
this issue. A church in college hill held this forum today to educate voters on what's at stake, as well as the judicial 
branch of the government. The college hill united Methodist church says the goal of this forum is to inform voters 
on how the judicial process works in Kansas. It was led by a Kansas court of appeals judge. <sot verbatim: 01:22:57 
"there's all kinds of races. Here at College Hill, we honor separation of church and state and that's one of the reasons 
we brought this in because it's an impartial, non-partisan presentation, just an education forum, to give people good 
facts about how the judicial works," 23:17 > we've done stories showcasing both sides of this ballot issue. You can 
check those out at kwch dot com. Just click on the campaign 20-16 tab you see on the right side of the page.

10/30/16 7am

So far, nearly twice as many Kansans are casting early ballots in the state. More than 153-thousand ballots have 
already been cast. That’s compared to 117-thousand in the last presidential election in 20-12. A reminder... you can 
still vote early. The Sedgwick county election office is open from 8 to seven p-m every weekday next week. 
Additional locations will also open next week. See the list of places and times you can vote at kwch dot com.



10/31/16 8am

The search is on - the FBI will comb through emails today that could be related to Hillary Clinton’s use of a private 
email server. FBI director James Comey told congress Friday - emails on Anthony Weiner’s computer could impact 
the investigation into the server. Weiner - who's under investigation - accused of sexting a 15 year old - is the 
husband of top Clinton aid Huma Abedin. Weiner and Abedine are currently separated.

11/1/16 9pm

More than 40 states are asking the department of homeland security to help protect their election systems against 
cyber-threats. Kansas is one of the 8 states that turned down homeland security's cyber-security offer. With just one 
week until Election Day ... We're asking how secure is your vote? Our Washington bureau Chief Jacqueline 
Policastro.... Talked to the experts... new at nine.

11/2/16 4pm

Live look now at a trump rally in las cruces new Mexico where Mike Pence is speaking to voters constituents there... 
Let’s take a listen.

11/3/16 4pm

Freedom of speech or classroom disruption... That’s the debate over this Florida student’s shirt which reads "Hillary 
for prison"... The teen says she was tossed out of class and threatened with suspension after she wore the shirt to 
school earlier this week... In Boca Raton High School's handbook, there's no dress code rule that says political shirts 
are prohibited, but it does say that any clothes deemed potentially disruptive is not allowed. <SOT VERBATIM: If 
you get a bad reaction, then it's against the rules ***butted*** There was a group of girls in there who started 
talking really loudly and kind of obnoxiously about how awful Trump supporters are and how they are all racist > 
the teen says she felt bullied by fellow students and believes the administrators are teaching the wrong lesson about 
tolerance... But teachers are defending the decision.

11/4/16 4pm

The presidential race could come down to which candidate can get their base to the polls in huge numbers next 
Tuesday. Craig Boswell has the story from the white house.

11/5/16 9pm

As we told you earlier, Donald Trump was rushed off of a stage at a rally tonight after a fight broke out at a rally... 
Now just three days until the election... This comes as both candidates continue to make their final rounds to gain 
any last minute support. Mark albert has the latest on the candidates busy afternoons.

11/6/16 9pm

If you haven't voted yet... Here's what you need to do. You can still vote early tomorrow. If you want to wait for 
Election Day...polls will be open from seven a-m to seven pm. If you're in line by seven p-m...you will be allowed to 



vote. If you're unsure of where you have to vote or have any other questions about this election. Kwch dot com is a 
great resource for you to go to. We've got links on where you can vote and answers to other questions you may have.

11/7/16 7am

A contentious campaign season... All comes down to this... and ahead of Election Day, the department of justice is 
taking steps to protect your right to vote... Today the department announced it’s deploying 500 federal election 
monitors to 28 states including here in Kansas... Michael Schwanke is at the breaking news desk with more on what 
they're doing to ensure there is no violence or intimidation at polling places...

11/8/16 7am

Some cities have already made their decisions Donald trump currently has a 35-32 lead because of 3 precincts in 
New Hampshire. Polls in the tiny New Hampshire towns of Dixville, Hart's Location... and Millsfield opened just 
after midnight and closed as soon as everyone had voted. Polls across Kansas are now open. Here in Sedgwick 
county voters have been casting ballots since 6. You have until 7 tonight to make you vote. We have team coverage 
for you this morning. Anna auld is at Westlink church in Wichita with what you need to know when you head out to 
vote. But we start with Scott Evans who is at Bel Aire city hall. Good morning Scott.

11/9/16 7am

Unhappiness with elected officials was not just evident in the race for the white house - the state house also will see 
new faces. In the house - eight democrats unseated republican opponents - including longtime incumbent Jan Pauls - 
who lost to Patsy Terrell. In the senate - a change in Wichita - Democrat Lynn Rogers - who's on the Wichita school 
board - claims the seat previously held by republican Michael O’Donnell. Our political analyst says, it's a sign of 
what's to come in the new legislative session. <35:11 as a result you're gonna see a different dynamic in the 
legislature.  If there were greater numbers of changes, i could see governor Brownback feeling like he needs to be 
thinking in terms of his legacy and he might be willing to budge on certain things. >

11/10/16 4pm

Emily, today trump and his wife Melania visited what will be their new home in d-c... president-elect trump met 
with president Obama in the oval office to begin discussions about the transition to the trump administration. The 
two men have had a combative relationship...but say it is now time to work together. < sot verbatim: We now are 
going to want to do everything we can to help you succeed because if you succeed then the country 
succeeds.***butted*** "we discussed a lot of different situations, some wonderful and some difficulties.> president-
elect trump says he wants to hit the ground running when he moves into the white house. Today he also met with 
house speaker Paul Ryan... this afternoon Ryan said he felt the meeting was productive and he was excited about the 
opportunities the trump administration would bring to the country. One of the first items on republican agenda is to 
replace Obamacare.

11/11/16 4pm

This year's contentious campaign was expected to spur more voters to head to the polls... but voter turnout this year 
actually dipped to nearly its lowest point in two decades. That’s according to the latest tallies. While election 
officials are still tabulating ballots -- the 126-million votes already counted means about 55-percent of voting age 
citizens cast ballots this year. That measure is the lowest in a presidential election since 1996 -- when 53-point-five 



percent of voters turned out. The figures do not include people who are ineligible to vote or have not registered. Full 
measures of turnout won't be clear for as long as several more weeks -- when election officials finish tabulating and 
certify all the results.

11/12/16 9pm

A live look from New York City tonight as protesters continue to march, following Donald trump's election to the 
oval office. It’s an ongoing trend across the country, even in Wichita, as demonstrators gathered in old town last 
night... Roxana Seberi (SUH-BERRY) has the latest from New York...

11/13/16 8am

In his first interview since winning the presidential election... Trump talks Obamacare, social media and details from 
the days following his election. The president elect and his family sat down with Lesley Stahl of "60 minutes" here's 
a small part of that interview. <sot verbatim: I'm not saying I love it, but it does get the word out. When you give me 
a bad story or when you give me an inaccurate story or when somebody other than you and another-- a network, or 
whatever, because of course, CBS would never do a thing like that right? I have a method of fighting back. That's 
very tough. But you're gonna do that as president? -- > That full interview airs tonight on sixty minutes on our sister 
station KWCH at 6:00 o'clock right after eyewitness news at 5:30.

11/14/16 4pm

This is president Obama’s first new briefing with reporters like this... Since last week's election... And he spent most 
of the briefing taking questions about mister trump's election... And what's next for the white house... President 
Obama talked about his conversations last week with the president-elect... President Obama says he urged his 
successor to immediately focus on finding qualified people to staff the Trump white house... And he says he talked 
with mister trump about sending a message of unity early on... to bridge the political divide... But he also says... he 
wants to make sure he inherits a strong white house... <So my instructions to my team are we run through the tape.  
We make sure that we finish what we started, that we don't let up in these last couple of months, because my goal is 
on January 21st, America's in the strongest position possible and hopefully, there's an opportunity for the next 
president to build on that."> The president also reflected on democrat Hillary Clinton’s loss... Saying that democrats 
have to compete at a grass roots level... Much like Donald trump's supporters in this last election. He also reassured 
u-s allies that his successor supports NATO...

11/15/16 4pm

Speaker Paul Ryan is keeping his job, leading a republican controlled house. President elect Donald trump made 
clear that's what he wants, despite his turbulent history with Ryan. I talk with Donald trump virtually every single 
day…we're working hand in glove and we're going to make sure that this is a very successful administration. Before 
they unanimously re-elected Ryan, house republicans emerged from a private meeting Tuesday morning... Sporting 
"make America great again" hats...and showing optimism about the direction of their party. (sot--wj q and a) (wj) 
how did the energy in the room compare to during the election when your party was deeply fractured? "It felt better. 
Better. Unity is the word of the day. "House democrats are not so sure about their party's future after a disastrous 
election. On Tuesday, they delayed a vote on whether to re-elect California representative Nancy Pelosi as minority 
leader." (sot--rep Brendan Boyle d-pa) "I think there's a lot of soul searching that has to go on in our party and it’s 
much broader than just our caucus." democratic strategist Lynda Tran is a CBS news contributor. She says the party 
has to take a closer look at the voters. (sot--Lynda Tran--co-founder, 270 strategies) "then literally building a 50 



state strategy// "i don't think it's too dramatic to say the party is grappling with a lot of really intense feelings a lot of 
really intense lessons that need to be learned." house democrats plan to hold leadership elections on November 30th.

11/16/16 9pm

Senate democrats have chosen a new today the party elected democrat chuck Schumer as the next minority leader. 
He'll take over for Harry Reid who didn't run for re-election this year. Senate republicans also voted to keep Senator 
Mitch McConnell as the majority leader. He says he's ready to get started with a new face in the white house. <sot 
verbatim:  "It's time to accept the results of the election and lower the tone, and see what we can do together to make 
progress for the country." > Schumer said he plans on working closely with republicans and the president elect but 
said he won't hesitate to fight back on disagreements.

11/17/16

President-Elect Donald Trump will meet with Japan's prime minister today. His first meeting with a world leader 
since he was elected. Meanwhile his camp is preparing to send a team to Washington to begin setting up staff in key 
agencies - like the State and Justice departments. Trump met with several people yesterday who are being 
considered for key cabinet posts - including Alabama Senator Jeff Sessions. Trump's spokesperson says, the 
transition process is not chaotic as some reports suggest. < sot verbatim: "Our goal going forward is to give you 
guys the best information in a timely fashion." > Miller says all members of the upcoming administration will sign a 
form, agreeing they will *NOT* lobby for five years after leaving the government. It's also important to note - both 
former presidents - George h.w. Bush and George w. Bush picked their cabinets members within days of winning 
the election. However, it took president Obama 2 weeks and former president Bill Clinton a month.

11/18/16 4pm

One of Kansas’s own has been selected for a top seat in the trump administration. Today president elect Donald 
trump named his picks for three key posts... Including Congressman Mike Pompeo... Pompeo was offered the 
position of c-i-a director. He was an early supporter of trump in the house and a key challenger to Hillary Clinton. 
We know he met with vice president-elect mike pence, speaker Paul Ryan and other g-o-p leaders on Capitol Hill 
Thursday morning but he didn't comment on what was discussed then this morning he released a statement 
accepting trump's offer to take on the role of CIA director... It says he is "honored and humbled to accept the 
President-elect's nomination to lead the Central Intelligence Agency...This was a difficult decision.  I have genuinely 
loved representing the people of Kansas in Congress- working to make our community stronger and more 
prosperous..." "...but ultimately the opportunity to lead the world's finest intelligence warriors, who labor tirelessly 
to keep this nation and Kansas safe, is a call to service I cannot ignore."

11/19/16 9pm

It's been a busy weekend for president-elect Donald Trump and his transition team... Conducting several meetings 
with potential candidates, hoping to fill key cabinet positions within his administration. Roxana Saberi (suh-berry) 
has the latest on today's happening just off of Fifth Avenue in New York City.

11/20/16 7am

Another Kansas official is expected to meet with president-elect Donald Trump today. A spokeswoman confirms 
Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach is in New Jersey to meet with the president elect. Kobach served as an 



adviser on Trump's presidential campaign on immigration issues. Kobach was previously mentioned as a possible 
pick for U-S attorney general. But Trump named Alabama Senator Jeff Sessions for A-G on Friday.

11/21/16 9pm

President - elect Donald Trump is reportedly getting close to appointing a secretary of state and secretaries of 
treasury and commerce. The president elect spent another day meeting with potential appointees. Kenneth Craig has 
an update.

11/22/16 8am

Trump canceled his meeting today with the New York Times - saying the newspaper covers him inaccurately and 
with a nasty tone. This announcement follows trump's meeting yesterday with executives and anchors from the five 
biggest t-v networks. The meeting was called to discuss the importance of the "press pool" that normally travels with 
the president and find out if and who trump will allow to travel. Some sources say the meeting was cordial while 
others say trump scolded the attendees. According to the New York post, trump specifically called out c-n-n and 
how he thought everyone at the network were liars.

11/23/16 4pm

South Carolina governor Nikki Haley says she is accepting president elect Donald trump's offer to be the U.S. 
Ambassador to the united nations out of a sense of duty. Mister trump is in Florida for thanksgiving. In a statement 
this morning, the president elect praised the daughter of Indian immigrants, saying she has a proven track record of 
bringing people together. GOP donor Betsy Devos also accepted Mr. Trump's offer. She is his choice to be 
education secretary. Devos is from Michigan and is a long-time advocate of school choice reform. And former rival 
ben Carson --who is in the running to be the next secretary of housing and urban development -took to social media 
this morning to say an announcement is forthcoming president-elect trump may be walking back several 
controversial campaign positions. During an interview with the New York times Tuesday… reporters live tweeted 
his shifts in policy including his promise to investigate Hillary Clinton. To get a special prosecutor to look into your 
situation according to one reporter's tweet, Mr. Trump said "i don't want to hurt the Clintons, i really don't. She went 
through a lot and suffered greatly in many different ways."  He also seemed to shift his views on climate change and 
water-boarding. 

11/24/16 7am

"It's my prayer, that on this Thanksgiving, we begin to heal our divisions and move forward as one country." > 
President-elect Donald trump mending his relationship with former critic Nikki Haley. We first reported this on 
eyewitness news yesterday. During the primaries, the South Carolina governor, a daughter of Indian immigrants, 
traded insults with the trump. <Nikki Haley/ (R) South Carolina: "When a bully hits you, you hit that bully right 
back." Donald Trump/February: "Nikki Haley gave a speech a couple of weeks ago (booo). It’s not good. First of all 
she's very, very weak on illegal immigration, you can't have that."  > Now, trump wants Haley on his team, 
appointing her ambassador to the u-n. He called her a proven dealmaker, and said "we look to be making plenty of 
deals. She will be a great leader representing us on the world stage."

11/25/16 4pm



It's been a contentious election season this year.... Causing friction for many friends and even family members. Was 
it a topic that came up during thanksgiving holiday time with your family? We wanted to know, if you talked 
politics this thanksgiving... And if so, did you have any boundaries? We asked you on Facebook and here's what 
you're saying.... Dorothy says... "Never even thought about politics we just. Enjoyed family and Friends." AND 
CKYM ADDS... "Never talk politics. I listen but never reply." we want to know what you think... talk to us now on 
Facebook and twitter...and we'll be showing your comments throughout the show. On twitter, use the hashtag 
*KWCH 12*

11/26/16 9pm

Hillary Clinton says she will participate in an effort to recount election results in Wisconsin. The green party in the 
state filed a petition on Friday. This came after their candidate, Jill Stein raised millions of dollars to initiate the 
effort. She also hopes to start similar efforts in Pennsylvania and Michigan. The president elect called the effort 
ridiculous in a statement, and said it was a scam by the green party in an election that was already conceded.

11/27/16 7am

Hillary Clinton's campaign joins a recount effort... Of the presidential election results in Wisconsin.  Green Party 
candidate Jill Stein started the recount campaign. Her party raised almost six million dollars and filed paperwork to 
recount results Friday. Stein says she wants to launch recounts in Pennsylvania and Michigan too...states that helped 
Donald Trump win the presidential election. Clinton's campaign says it will participate in recounts in those states as 
well *if* they are pursued. Trump released a statement calling the recount ridiculous, saying in part "the results of 
this election should be respected instead of being challenged and abused."

11/28/16 4pm

Votes are still being counted 20 days after Donald Trump declared victory. And now--- millions of votes are set to 
be *recounted in Wisconsin and possibly Michigan and Pennsylvania. Our Washington correspondent Alex Miller 
tells us… there are a few possible outcomes of this recount.

11/29/16 4pm

President-elect trump is raising some controversy over the first amendment. This morning he sent out this tweet... 
Nobody should be allowed to burn the American flag - if they do, there must be consequences - perhaps loss of 
citizenship or year in jail! The Supreme Court has already ruled that flag burning constitutes free speech... And is 
therefore protected under the first amendment.

11/30/16 4pm

This is our first chance to talk with Kobach... Since his recent meetings with president-elect trump... He made the 
comments after certifying the Kansas results in the November election... Kobach referred to a recent tweet from 
mister trump... Which said he would have won the popular vote, quote, "if you deduct the millions of people who 
voted illegally"... Kobach said he believes that is plausible... Although there is no evidence of it actually 
happening... He referenced a disputed study on the 2008 election... Which included a small number of non-citizens 
who said they voted... But its conclusions have been disputed... Kobach says... It's difficult to get tangible 
evidence... <1:33 "well, this is the problem with aliens voting and aliens registering, there is no way you can look at 
the voter rolls and know this one is an alien, this one is a citizen, once that person gets on the voter rolls, you don't 



have any way of easily identifying them as aliens 1:46 > Kobach has promoted laws requiring voter i-d... and proof-
of-citizenship... which both passed in Kansas. He says 30 non-citizens tried to register to vote in Sedgwick County 
from 2003 to 2013... Kobach’s also an adviser to mister trump... and a potential nominee for a cabinet position.

12/1/16 4pm

Donald trump solidifies a deal to keep thousand jobs here in the U.S. The president-elect negotiated with the c-e-o of 
carrier air conditioning in Indiana to keep him from outsourcing jobs. It's the first big win for the soon-to-be 
president and he's going to celebrate by visiting the Indianapolis plant that will now stay open. Kenneth Craig is 
there with more details on the deal.

12/2/16 7am

Trump kicked-off his "thank you tour"... with stops in Indiana and Ohio. At his stop in the Hoosier state, trump 
said... he helped with an effort to keep hundreds jobs in the united states at a carrier plant. He says... it's just a small 
part of a bigger plan to keep jobs in the United States. <Companies are not going to leave the United States anymore 
without consequences. Not going to happen.> part of the deal includes a seven million dollar incentive package for 
carrier over the next ten years.

12/3/16 9pm

Donald trump is the first president-elect to speak with a Taiwanese leader since the u-s cut diplomatic ties with the 
country in 19-79. Now, china is protesting. The U-S recognized Beijing as China's sole government in 19-79, but 
Taiwan and the U-S still maintain unofficial relations. China's foreign minister called Donald Trump's phone call 
with the Taiwanese president "a trick". But an author and expert on China, says Trump's move could be the first step 
towards the U-S re-thinking its relationship with Taiwan. <"Our policy is not sustainable. What we're doing is 
undermining a friend, a free society to help an authoritarian state that attacks our values. Also we're undercutting our 
own geopolitical interests because Taiwan is strategically important." > Trump's former campaign manager 
Kellyanne Conway declined to answer questions about the phone call today.

12/4/16 7am

President-elect Donald Trump's conversation with Taiwan’s president Friday is still causing controversy this 
weekend. Trump is the first president or president-elect to speak with a Taiwanese leader since diplomatic relations 
with the country were cut in 1979. CBS news correspondent Wendy Gillette reports from New York.

12/5/16 4pm

Kansas has a new revenue secretary. Sam Williams has been given the position. Current secretary of revenue Nick 
Jordan has been appointed by Governor Sam Brownback to lead the governor's economic advisory council. Jordan 
will take over his new role next Monday. Williams will also start his new job that same day.

12/6/16 4pm



President-elect Donald trump wants to cancel the federal government's contract for new air force one airplanes. He 
tweeted his intentions prior to a day of meetings with potential cabinet picks. Brook Silva-Braga is in New York 
with the latest on the transition efforts.

12/7/16 4pm

President-elect Donald Trump was chosen to be time magazine's person of the year. Trump complained about the 
publication last year when he was passed up for the honor in favor of German chancellor Angela Merkel. Kenneth 
Craig is outside trump tower in New York with that story as well as a couple of new names expected to serve in the 
trump administration.

12/8/16 4pm

A multi-billion dollar bill to boost federal spending for medical research on cancer and other diseases is headed to 
president Obama’s desk. Senators voted overwhelmingly Wednesday to approve the bill... known as the 21st century 
cures act. The bill allows 6-point-3 billion dollars to be spent on research to cure diseases... as well as address the 
mental health crisis and opioid epidemic in the country. <sot verbatim: Rep Paul Ryan: House Speaker 42 I don't 
have to tell you that this moment was a very long time coming - it has. And we would not be here without the 
tireless and relentless work by so many people standing here today. Like Fred Upton and now we have a lot to show 
for it...I just want to say to all of those legislators...(applause)  > President Obama is expected to sign the legislation 
into law.

12/9/16 8am

President-elect Donald Trump travels to Grand Rapids, Michigan today... The fourth stop of his battleground state, 
thank-you tour. At a rally in Des Moines, Iowa yesterday... Trump touted his selection of Iowa governor Terry 
Branstad as u-s ambassador to china. Trump also chose fast food CEO Andrew Puzder to serve as his labor 
secretary. Roxana Saberi (suh-berry) has the latest on the new acquisitions.

12/10/16 9pm

President-elect Donald Trump's transition team is challenging reports that u-s intelligence thinks Russia interfered in 
the presidential election to help trump get elected. The president-elect is also close to naming his nominee for 
secretary of state. Wendy Gillette reports from New York.

12/11/16 9pm

President-elect Donald Trump continues to downplay the c-i-a's report that Russia interfered with the 20-16 election. 
Intelligence sources say Russian hackers disrupted the election process to help trump win the presidency. But trump 
says democrats are just upset they lost the white house, and both houses of congress. <"I think the democrats are 
putting it out because they suffered one of the greatest defeats in the history of politics in this country."> It's not just 
democrats calling for an investigation into the reported hacks. Republican senators including Lindsey graham and 
john McCain are voicing concerns. McCain is also worried the lead candidate for secretary of state - Exxon Mobil c-
e-o Rex Tillerson - has ties to Moscow. < "it's a matter of concern to me that he has such a close personal 
relationship with Vladimir Putin."> Trump is expected to announce his choice for secretary of state this week.



12/12/16 8am

New now - New Jersey governor Chris Christie turns down president-elect Donald trump. A CNN report says 
Christie decline offers to be secretary of homeland security, secretary of veteran’s affairs, and an offer to be the u-s 
ambassador to Italy. Christie told n-j advance media, none of those jobs were good fits.

12/13/16 7am

President-elect Donald Trump names Exxon c-e-o Rex Tillerson as his pick for secretary of state. Political insiders 
say, Tillerson, who has no government experience - is expected to face an uphill climb to gain senate confirmation - 
given his close ties to Russian president Vladimir Putin. The president-elect is also expected to endorse mitt 
Romney’s niece, Ronna Romney McDaniel, for r-n-c chair.

12/15/16 4pm

Kansas's own Kris Kobach was spotted heading into trump tower today... The secretary of state arrived just before 
12-30pm, but ignored questions and requests for comment about what he and mister trump were meeting about. 
After trump's election Kobach interviewed to be the next secretary of homeland security. And while he did not get 
that job, he could still end up in the trump administration.... Reports say he might be offered a sub-cabinet job in the 
department of justice or homeland security.

12/16/16 8am

New this morning - Kansas secretary of Kris Kobach wants a federal judge to o-k the release the names of about 20 
thousand people who have a temporary driver’s license. That issue is at the center of one of several voting right 
cases involving the state. Kansans who aren't citizens can get a temporary driver’s license if they're in the country 
legally. Kobach argues having the names of those with a temporary license will help him show that non-citizens 
voted. The department of revenue opposes making the list public due to privacy concerns.

12/18/16 9pm

Donald trump spent about 12 and a half million dollars with his own companies, during his presidential campaign... 
That's according to a c-n-n review of federal reports... the trump-owned company that operates his airplanes 
benefited the most.  Trump paid that business 8-point-7 million-dollars. All of the money came directly from trump's 
own campaign, and it's all legal. But the move is historic - one campaign finance watchdog said no candidate has 
ever run so much campaign spending through his or her own businesses.

12/19/16 4pm

Votes pouring in from the Electoral College today. This afternoon... Electoral College voters convened in state 
capitals across the country and officially voted Donald Trump in as the next president of the United States. But the 
vote stirred up controversy as opponents and protestors rallied to try and sway the nation's 538 electors to reject 
trump.  "The point of this is just to make a show and delegitimize the trump." > President Bill Clinton was the first 
elector in New York to cast his vote for his wife... Hillary Clinton. But in the end the anti-trump movement did not 
get the 37 defectors needed to block the president-elect from winning the white house... Trump won 306 electoral 
votes... Surpassing the 270 he needed to officially to clinch the presidency. The six Kansas members of the Electoral 
College were among those planning to cast their ballots for president-elect Donald trump. All six are republican 



leaders and said before today’s meeting at the statehouse that they felt obligated to vote for trump after he received 
nearly 57 percent of the vote in Kansas. But they reported receiving thousands of emails urging them not to vote for 
trump. Most were from outside Kansas. A joint session of congress will officially certify Mr. Trump as the 45th 
president of the United States on January 6th.

12/20/16 7am

One month from today... Donald trump will take the oath of office as the 45th president of the United States. After 
clearing a technical hurdle yesterday... He's set to finish filling out his administration.

12/21/16 4pm

President-elect Donald Trump is focusing on national security today. He held a series of meetings with his staff 
while on vacation at his Florida estate. Michelle Macaluso is at the white house with more.

12/22/16 4pm

President-elect Donald Trump is breaking with protocol... And weighing in on a major foreign policy decision 
*before* he takes the oath of office. Mr. Trump wants the u-s to veto a United Nations vote on Israel which had 
been scheduled for Thursday afternoon. Craig Boswell reports from the white house.

12/23/16 8am

President Obama will give a farewell speech with only days left in his term, according to politico. The website 
reports the secret service is scouting large venues in the windy city, like the home of the Chicago bulls or 
McCormick place, where president Obama gave his victory speech in 20-12. The tentative date is January 10th.

12/24/16 9pm

President Obama wished America a merry Christmas from the white house for the final time. They took time to look 
back at their first Christmas address to the nation. Michelle Obama says there might have been too many dad jokes, 
while the president, like all good dads, threw in another joke. They say celebrating the holidays in the white house 
has been a true privilege.

12/25/16 9pm

People around the world are celebrating Christmas today... President Obama is spending his last Christmas as 
president vacationing with his family. The First Family stopped by a shaved ice restaurant in Hawaii on Christmas 
Eve. The President won't return to the White House until early January... But he and the First Lady wished all 
Americans a Merry Christmas and happy holidays for one last time as the first family. <sot verbatim: This year's 
White House holiday theme is "The Gift of the Holidays," and our decorations reflect some of our greatest gifts as a 
nation: from our incredible military families, to the life-changing impact of a great education. The President: And 
the greatest gift that Michelle and I have received over the last eight years has been the honor of serving as your 
President and First Lady. > President-Elect Donald Trump tweeted Merry Christmas today... He and his family 
attended a Christmas Eve church service in Florida.



12/26/16 7am

President-Elect Donald Trump Says He Plans To Dissolve His Foundation. He says the "trump foundation" has 
donated money to veterans, law enforcement and children - but wants to dissolve it avoid the appearance of a 
conflict of interest. The foundation has been criticized for using foundation money to settle Trump's legal disputes. 
A recent tax filing shows the foundation admitted to violating i-r-s rules by giving money to someone close to the 
organization. The New York state attorney general is currently investigation the foundation.

12/27/16 4pm

President-elect Donald trump and president Obama are arguing over who would have won in a hypothetical match-
up between the two of them. The war of words comes after president Obama pledged to make his successor's 
transition to the white house as easy as possible. Julianna Goldman reports from Washington.

12/28/16 4pm

Mike this afternoon we learned the Obama administration is putting together retaliatory measures, to punish the 
Russians for their alleged meddling in the u-s election. Right now they still haven't revealed what exactly those 
measures would be but this afternoon c-n-n spoke to officials who had been briefed on those plans... They are 
expected to include expanded sanctions and other diplomatic measures against Russia. They are also expected to 
name specific people believed to be responsible for hacking into the d-n-c and the Clinton campaign.

12/29/16 4pm

The Obama administration issued new sanctions against Russian intelligence officials believed to be behind 
cyberattacks aimed at interfering with the presidential election. Four individuals and five Russian agencies - 
including the main intelligence service known as the GRU received sanctions.  US intelligence officials believe they 
carried out the cyberattack in an attempt to help President-Elect Donald Trump...and they did so on President 
Vladimir Putin's orders. The State Department also kicked out 35 Russian diplomats from its embassy in 
Washington and consulate in San Francisco. (STANDUP:  Craig Boswell/CBS News/The White House) Any 
sanctions the Obama administration imposes can be done away with the stroke of a pen as soon as President-Elect 
Trump takes office.  And he has been skeptical of US intelligence claims that the Russians were behind the attacks. 
During a visit with boxing promoter Don King last night, the President-Elect spoke on the issue. (SOT:  President-
Elect Donald Trump)

"I think we ought to get on with our lives.  I think computers have complicated our lives very greatly.  The whole 
age of computer has made it where nobody knows exactly what's going on." But even if President Trump repeals the 
sanctions - Congress can take action on its own. (SOT:  Sen. Lindsey Graham/(R) South Carolina) "you can expect 
that the congress will investigate the Russian involvement in our elections and i predict there will be bipartisan 
sanctions coming that will hit Russia hard, particularly Putin as an individual" President Obama says he will be 
providing a report to Congress about Russian attempt to interfere in the election in the coming days. Craig Boswell, 
CBS News, the White House.

12/30/16 7am

Breaking news this morning. Russian president Vladimir Putin says Russia will not expel diplomats in response to 
new u-s sanctions. This comes after the country’s foreign minister suggested to expel the same number of u-s 
diplomats the u-s kicked out of America. President Barack Obama ordered 35 Russian diplomats to leave the 
country yesterday in response to cyber-attacks aimed at influencing the presidential election in favor of Donald 



trump. President Obama also ordered the closing of 2 Russian compounds. Russian officials have denied any 
involvement in the hacking.



Community Calendar: 
KWCH, KBSD, KBSH, & KBSL provide a beneficial service for our community 
by providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 
Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to promote their 
events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our websites: kwch.com, 
and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our calendar to be used by the public and 
monitored by our staff. Each month we list hundreds of events that happen 
throughout our viewing area that services nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some 
of these events include, but are not limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, 
civic club meetings, city hall meetings, family celebrations, church functions, 
movie screenings and local music performances.



FCC Report
Fourth Quarter 2016

Tours
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  Tours are 
tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-age children.  It 
focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types of jobs offered in each 
department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department and questions are welcome 
throughout.

DATE TIME      NUMBER TYPE______________
October 2016

10/7 12:15PM 17 Homeschool Group

10/7 3:45PM 24 Homeschool Group

10/11 5:30PM 2 Friends of Melissa Scheffler

November 2016

11/3 5:15PM 3 Family Group

11/16 12:45PM 20 WSU Comm Class

11/22 11:30AM 18 Rose Hill High Journalism Class

December 2016

12/7 11:45AM 25 Mulvane Middle School

12/13 9:30AM 22 Sunrise Christian 2nd Graders

12/14 10:30AM 21 Sunrise Christian 2nd Graders

12/28 5:00PM 2 Family Group



KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for various 
nonprofit organizations.  

PSA Title Length # of Runs
903 Gun Safety “Dangerous Home” :30 160
904 A is for Avocado :60 204
905 AHA Disaster Relief “Flood” :30 183
906 Save the Children “Collison Course” :30 147
907 TVB “Viral Consequences” :30 14
908 NAB “For Those Who Serve” :30 162
909 NAB “Helps a Hero” :30 145
910 Bike Lesson :30 1
911 AHA “Ceiling Crasher” :30 1
912 World of Autism :30 1
913 KS Humane Society “Spay/Neuter” :30 1
914 CDC “Facing Facts Hep C” :60 183
915 Learn to Swim :60 179
919 Child Hunger :60 1
920 Goodwill “How We Do It” :60 1
921 CARE.org “Power of a Box” :30 172
922 Health is Primary :30 160
923 St. Jude Children Hospital “Family” :30 137
924 March of Dimes “Kaya’s Story” :30 147
925 WWF “Earth Hour” :60 137
926 Bullying “TMNT” :30 151
946 Recycling “Smile” :30 143
947 Adoption from Foster Care “Suitcase” :30 195
948 Bullying “TMNT” :30 155
949 UNICEF “Stand 4 Hope” :30 17
950 UNICEF “Stand 4 Hope” :60 20
973 Autism “Truck” :30 148
974 Bullying “TMNT” :30 152
975 Drunk Driving “Neon” :30 132
976 Forest Service :30 138
977 Recycle “Stadium” :15 204
978 Text & Drive “Unlucky” :60 97
987 American Red Cross “Donate Now” :30 168
988 Red Cross “Be OK” :30 49
989 Red Cross “Be OK” :15 101
990 Parenting “Electronic Devices” :30 4
991 Soil “Our Living” :30 108
992 Soil “Our Living” :15 177
998 Toys 4 Tots “Guard Duty” :30 48
999 Toys 4 Tots “Xmas Morning” :60 41



CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIALS

12/24/16 “Religion, Art & Cultural Heritage” – Among the ways to understand any religion is 
through its art and cultural heritage. This interfaith special looks at the importance of art 
and cultural heritage in understanding faith, identity and history. Featured are: (1) 
“Jerusalem 1000-1400: Every People under Heaven” is an exhibit at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York City. Barbara Drake Boehm, Paul & Jill Ruddock Senior 
Curator, The Met Cloisters and Melanie Holcomb, Curator, Dept. of Medieval Art & The 
Cloisters, discuss how Jerusalem, this holiest of cities, inspired some of the most 
beautiful and complex works of art across faith traditions. (2) Dr. Michael Peppard, 
associate professor in Fordham University’s department of theology and the author of 
“The World’s Oldest Church: Bible, Art and Ritual at Dura-Europos, Syria”, discusses 
the archeological site of Dura-Europos -- its importance in understanding the life and 
practices of early Christians in the region and how this ancient Roman fortress town was 
home to a multi-religious community.  Lisa R. Brody, Ph.D., Associate Curator of 
Ancient Art, Yale University Art Gallery, talks about the university’s permanent 
collection of artifacts from the Dura-Europos excavations. (3) Due to civil war in Syria, 
archeological sites like Dura-Europos are under threat. Katharyn Hanson, Ph.D., an 
archeologist and fellow at the Smithsonian’s Museum Conservation Institute in 
Washington, D.C., explains how armed conflict and looting is affecting cultural heritage 
sites, as well as how this affects a community’s personal and religious identity. (4) The 
key to understanding the religious and cultural tradition of Tibetan Buddhism is through 
its literary heritage. Since 1999, the Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center (TBRC) in 
Cambridge, MA has sought to collect, scan and catalogue manuscripts and make them 
available online. Executive Director Jeff Wallman speaks about the work of this non-
profit organization and its founder, E. Gene Smith. Also featured are: Leonard W.J. van 
der Kuijp, Prof., Tibetan and Himalayan Studies, Harvard University; Timothy McNeill, 
Publisher & CEO, Wisdom Publications; Travis DeTour, Digital Archive Engineer 
(TBRC); Karma Gongde, Senior Librarian (TBRC); Dechen Pema, Office Manager 
(TBRC); and Chungdak Nangpa, Senior Librarian (TBRC). (Narrator: Rolland Smith. 
Produce & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke. Associate Producer: Natalie Baxter.  Director & 
Senior Executive Producer: John P. Blessington. Produced in consultation with religious 
scholars, clergy and others including Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Islamic, Sikh and 
various interfaith organizations.)

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT

Mark Larson, Meteorologist



Member AMS local chapter
Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member
Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide
Risen Savior Lutheran Church Middle School Sunday School teacher
Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church
Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired
Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker
Love Wichita Volunteer and coordinator 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist
Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee
AYSO Volunteer Referee
Member AMS/NWA local chapter
Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group

Jeff Gibson, Engineer
C.E.R.T.
R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive
HCC communications strategic planning board member
Morgan PTO
Morgan Head room mother
Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer
HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member
Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer
American Red Cross Member

Dominic Gauna, Creative Service Director
USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee
Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors
American Red Cross, Board of Directors/Vice Chair

John Salem, Account Executive
Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors (ex oficio)
Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors (ex oficio)
SER – Board of Directors
Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener
Fraternal Order of Oddfellows – Lodge Member
Miracles, Inc., Wichita – Volunteer/Santa Claus
Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter
Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter

Eddie Gilmer
Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist
National AMS Broadcast Board Chairman
AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer
HOA President
Volunteer at Kechi United Methodist Church

Rodney Price, Meteorologist



Member AMS/NWA local chapter
Parish Unity Pillar - Saint Thomas Aquinas Church 
Volunteer - Saint Thomas Aquinas School; Meals on Wheels; Gift bearers

Robert Marin, Executive Producer
Volunteer organist – Meridian Ave. Baptist Church, Wichita, KS
Volunteer pianist – Lakepoint Nursing Home, Wichita, KS

Bailey Jacobs
Central Community Church, Praise and Worship Team

Public Engagements
KWCH, KBSD, KBSH, KBSL, and KSCW serves the community by attending various 
special events where our employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the 
year.  Our employees have made special appearances to the following organizations.

DATE ORGANIZATION  EVENT ATTENDANCE EMPLOYEE
October 2016

10/1 Wichita Public Library Big Read Wichita 250 Melissa Scheffler



10/7 Clearwater Elementary 
School West

Character in Action 48 Scott Evans

10/8 Prairie Fire Marathon Fit For Life Expo 1000 Staff
10/9 Prairie Fire Marathon Fall Marathon 4500 Akeam Ashford, Pilar Pedraza, 

Devon Fasbinder, Shane 
Konicki, Roger Cornish

10/13 Goodwill Industries of 
Kansas

Annual Dinner Roger Cornish

10/19 Andover High School Career Fair 50 Michael Schwanke
10/21 Susan B Allen Memorial 

Hospital
Foundation GALA 400 Michael Schwanke

10/22 Kansas Food Bank Empty Bowls 200 Scott Evans
10/24 Rotary Club Candidate Forum 500 Michael Schwanke

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.

DATE ORGANIZATION  EVENT ATTENDANCE EMPLOYEE
November 2016

11/5 Heartspring Light Your Heart 500 Michael Schwanke
11/12 Kansas Food Bank Harvest of Hope On Air Scott Evans
11/13 Air Capital Comic Con Comic Convention 3000 Staff
11/18 Wichita Child Advocacy 

Center
Gala 500 Melissa Scheffler

11/29 DARE Douglass High 
School

Graduation 200 Devon Fasbinder

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.

DATE ORGANIZATION  EVENT ATTENDANCE EMPLOYEE
December 2016

12/6 Rea Woodman Elementary Career Fair 50 Sarah Fletcher

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.


